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ABSTRACT
College reading programs are traditionally remedial or developmental in nature
and often take a decontextualized skills based approach to reading and to supporting
college readers (Holschuh & Paulson, 2013). Skills oriented deficit-based approaches to
reading provide deficit-based frameworks for readers to construct self-perceptions.
TLS 239 Literacy Tutoring is an undergraduate service-learning course where
students learn about reading process and theory and develop strategies to tutor in
community schools for twenty-four required hours. Coursework frames literacy as a
socially constructed process and students engage in a miscue workshop, strategy
presentations and in exploring the reading process.
In this study, I examine the coursework of 38 students enrolled in TLS 239 and
students’ reports of shifting their perceptions and self-perceptions of literacy through
coursework that challenged their literacy conceptualizations. In this study, I
conceptualize Ken Goodman’s (2003) theory of revaluing as restorying through a
construct of story (Bruner, 2004; Short, 2012) and a semiotic theory of inquiry (Peirce,
1877), a process of fixating new belief. This struggle, or inquiry into reading provides a
framework for students to renegotiate and restory their perceptions of literacy and their
self-perceptions as literate.
Findings indicate that conceptualizing reading as a socially constructed process
including the construct of a reading transaction (Rosenblatt, 1994) and the construct of
miscue (Goodman, 1969) was anomalous to college students’ perceptions of literacy and
caused students to doubt previously held misconceptions about reading. Students
reported shifts towards conceptualizing reading as the construction of meaning, shifts
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towards positive self-perceptions as readers, and shifts in their literacy engagements.
Students reported an increase in confidence, reading differently, reading more
effectively, becoming metacognitive, reading more assigned readings in college, reading
more for leisure and feeling more actively engaged in their other courses. Implications
include conceptualizing literacy learning as social and emotional learning and the
pedagogical implications of literacy instruction framed within a construct of inquiry.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION: ANOMALIES IN READING
“Being in this class I’ve learned a lot about reading but most importantly I learned
a lot [about] myself that I never knew. I learned more about my reading and literacy in
one semester than I learned in my entire life. That’s where I feel middle and high school
failed me. There’s a lot of things that I feel like I should have known about myself and
how I read and understand way before college.” –TLS 239 Student

This student ‘s reflection at the end of the semester illustrates the academic and
personal connections she made during her time as a student in TLS 239. She has come to
learn about literacy and about herself as a learner and literate individual. She is
revaluing. This study endeavors to bridge the space between Ken Goodman’s concept of
revaluing and Charles Peirce’s theory of reasoning to further frame and conceptualize
revaluing as restorying, the semiotic process of constructing literacy perceptions, or
readers’ literacy stories. This research is situated within a university course on literacy
tutoring and ways in which students reported transacting with course concepts. The
research question framing this study is: What are the reported shifts in reading
behaviors and self-perceptions of readers involved in restorying engagements?
Reflections
Jaeger (2015) describes ways readers are labeled and the consequences of such
labels. She echoes Dudley-Marling’s concerns with referring to readers as struggling
readers inappropriately holding readers accountable for not meeting school standards
and “ignoring the culpability of the school” and the involved complexities amongst
“teachers, students, curriculum, assessment, educational policy, and the institutions of
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schooling, not in the children’s heads” (Dudley-Marling, as cited in Jaeger, 2015, p.17).
Jaeger prefers to use the term vulnerable reader, a term she adopted from Bomer. She
describes:
A vulnerable reader who experiences shame does so as a result of “othering”
(Said, 2005) by those in the learning environment who are, or perceive
themselves to be, more successful. This process frequently results in a silencing
of the very readers whose stories we most need to hear. (p. 18)
Jaeger continues to discuss both children and adult vulnerable readers negotiating a
“delicate balance between openness and shame in the learning context” (p. 24) stating
“Children and adults who have found the process of learning to read difficult sit at this
tipping point throughout their literacy experience.” (p. 24).
I think, that when we talk about vulnerable readers, we tend to visualize readers
identified in K-12 schools where learning does not come easy (Jaeger, 2015), readers not
meeting reading standards or who are participating in remedial programs. We might
even visualize students learning English as a second language or we might visualize
adult readers in various adult education programs. I have supported such readers in
revaluing their reading and themselves as readers and am continually impressed with the
powerful dynamics involved as readers reposition their literacy perceptions and beliefs.
I have worked with readers in elementary and middle school who did not think
they could read, and their schools concurred. Together we proved their schools wrong. I
have worked with adult women in the Women’s Literacy Network, a community literacy
program where women revalued their literacy beliefs and their identities as literate
individuals. They reported ways in which they felt empowered and ways in which their
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literacy engagements shifted, such as how they read with their children (Allen, Bacon,
Granados & Anders, in progress; Bacon, 2014). I have also worked with parent groups
in community schools and as part of a university summer reading workshop where
parents are worried about their children’s literacy development. As parents revalue
reading they revalue their children as readers and report finding joy in engaging literacy
together at home.
And then I discovered something that surprised me, something that challenged
my own thinking about vulnerable readers who need to revalue themselves. I found
vulnerable readers in the class I teach at my university. I was shocked at the end of the
first semester I taught as I was reading students’ final reflections. Many students
reflected on their personal experiences as a result of learning about the reading process. I
took some examples to Professor Patricia Anders, my advisor, and I put them on her
desk and said “You’ve got to look at this. This is remarkable”. Now whether or not I
should have been surprised at the ways in which students reported transacting with
course concepts is debatable. And I wanted to know more. I began the IRB process, put
consents into place and began officially documenting what I was finding. That is the
focus of this research.
Revaluing and Restorying
Not only did I want to know more about college readers’ perceptions of reading
and their revaluing, I wanted to better understand the process of revaluing I had
observed across academic and community contexts. What were the involved processes
in renegotiating a reader’s beliefs about reading? I aspired to understand the mechanisms,
underpinnings and substructures of the actual process. If I could better understand the
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process of revaluing, maybe I could facilitate experiences and opportunities that
cultivated, fostered and promoted revaluing. To do that, I had to deconstruct the process
of revaluing to understand the dynamics involved. It wasn’t enough just to be aware that
an internal shift in thinking had occurred, I needed to understand why it happened.
Professor Kathy Short talked about semiotics in her Reader Response course in
relation to Louise Rosenblatt’s concept of a reading transaction. Rosenbatt’s (1994)
construct of a transaction takes into account (1) a reader, their background knowledge
and experience, (2) a text, and (3) the product of the reader and the text together, the
poem or transaction. Rosenblatt talks about the coming together of a reader and a text
and how the transaction is influenced by who the reader is, what experiences they bring
with them, their perceptions and their background knowledge. The transaction is a social
experience influenced by social factors.
I began thinking about Rosenblatt’s transaction and wondered if it was only
limited to how a reader reads a text. Could this line of thinking apply to a reading
transaction and the ways a reader engages literacy and perceives their own literate
abilities? In other words, could this idea of transaction help explain how a reader’s
“literacy baggage” impacts their literacy experiences? Why a confident reader reads the
way they do and why the apprehensive reader reads the way they do?
I then took an independent study course with Professor Yetta Goodman where I
worked to deconstruct the relationship between a reader’s beliefs and their reading. I
would draw cycles and charts on large pieces of chart paper with questions written all
over in an attempt to understand revaluing. I would take them to Yetta, and Ken
Goodman too, and would talk through my thinking. I continually found myself turning
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to the work of John Dewey and the way he writes about experience. The more I read
about John Dewey, the more I learned he too draws from Peircian concepts of semiotics
and pragmatism. Professor Patricia Anders recommended I consider a graduate course in
semiotics with Professor Lynn Waugh, a renowned semiotician. I took a course from
Professor Waugh in the Linguistics Department where I worked to build connections
between Charles Peirce’s pragmatic theory and Ken Goodman’s construct of revaluing.
Initially, it seemed a daunting task, but Professor Waugh began meeting with me and
talking with me about this model, or connection I was constructing.
I found the work of Peirce helpful in that he, and a few theorists who interpret
his work explicitly, identify processes involved in constructing meaning and a shift in
thinking, hence, a shift in behavior. I was particularly enthralled with his discussion of
doubt and the role doubt plays in challenging existing beliefs. This concept of doubt and
contradiction is not specific to Peircian semiotics alone but is a reoccurring theme in the
work of many theorists such as Bruner, Piaget and Vygotsky. However, Peirce
explicates the process of the role of doubt in repositioning habits/ beliefs. The work of
Peirce sheds light on the role of anomaly and how anomalies challenge and support that
necessary struggle. He doesn‘t just emphasize the importance of doubt and challenging
perceptions, he explicates the process of believing.
Jensen (1995), a Peircian semiotician talks about the influence of beliefs and
how beliefs position individuals towards behavior. I began thinking about positionality
and specifically a reader’s positionality towards reading. If positionality in reading is
key, or in other words, if the model of reading to which a readers subscribes influences
readers’ reading, readers’ beliefs about reading become relevant and require attention. I
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began contemplating the importance of addressing literacy belief systems if I wanted to
address readers’ positionality given connections between beliefs and action. I continued
reading and studying this aspect of Peirce’s work which now serves as a theoretical
framework of this research.
This Study
Hubbard and Power (2003) describe, “All teachers have wonderings worth
pursuing. Transforming wonderings into questions is the start of teacher research” (p. 2).
This study is a record of my wonderings as a teacher in a university classroom. As a
doctoral student, I taught University of Arizona TLS 239 Literacy Tutoring and
employed holistic and transformative literacy pedagogy to support university students in
developing a personal theory of reading. The objective was to help students make
relevant connections with tutoring experiences in community schools and tutoring
methodology, the reading process, the learning process, and curriculum and instruction.
Ideally, university students would develop strategies that support young readers in
coming to see reading as meaning making or in other words, tutors could help students
revalue reading. However, something unexpected occurred during the first semester I
taught this course. Students were reporting through their course work (reflections,
course papers etc…) revaluing of their perceptions of reading and of their own abilities
as readers. Students were renegotiating their understandings of the reading process and
in turn, renegotiating perceptions of themselves as readers.
As I observed numerous instances of revaluing in TLS 239, I began thinking
about Ken Goodman’s concept of revaluing more closely. What was going on here?
What provided students with the necessary conditions to revalue? John Dewey (1938)
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talks about how teaching isn’t about giving students information but rather about
creating an environment that facilitates learning. Therefore, what type of environment
supports and facilitates revaluing reading in a literacy tutoring course full of university
students?
I began thinking about how revaluing isn’t necessary for just readers identified as
vulnerable (Jaeger, 2015), and in hindsight, I was thinking about using revaluing as a
remedial and corrective tool, as a corrective strategy to “right” a “wrong”. How deficit
based is that! I had missed the very essence of revaluing and my line of thinking directly
contradicted Ken Goodman’s objective of countering notions of remediation. However,
that did not lesson my concern with the number of vulnerable readers I was observing.
I began thinking about the power of readers closely looking at their own reading
process, developing a personal theory of reading and ways that might impact their
experiences as readers and college students. Thus, looking at a non-remedial university
course on reading full of college students identified as literate, provided a valuable
venue for considering the impact of revaluing and the influence of developing an
awareness of what readers think about reading and what readers do during reading. Our
perceptions of literacy vary, and in those varied ways, position us towards literacy. I
began thinking about revaluing as helping readers develop an awareness of their own
personal theory of reading, by facilitating experiences that demonstrate what readers do
when they read. I turned towards thinking about beliefs and perceptions and why readers
think the ways they do and I could hear Yetta Goodman in my head saying “We are all
products of our reading instruction”. I began thinking about the importance of literacy
belief systems and the ways in which instruction and experience inform beliefs and how
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beliefs position readers towards literacy, forms of literacy support, and literacy
instruction.
As TLS 239 students developed new insights into the reading process through
course experiences, personal reflections and experiences and connections they were
making outside of class, they began to reflect on their own reading abilities and
perceptions. Students were reflective about the ways they connected new understandings
with prior knowledge and experience, and they were reflective about how they used new
insights in varied ways. I decided to dig deeper into this phenomenon I was observing to
try and understand students’ stories, or the ways in which university students revalued
their own literacy perceptions.
Better understanding ways literacy perceptions influence literacy and reading has
far reaching implications for understanding how to develop readers and reading support
across the continuum of abilities and contexts, from early childhood through adulthood.
I have begun to think deeply about literacy learning as social and emotional learning and
the implications of that dynamic, again, in all literacy learning contexts. This study is
also my story and my inquiry into understanding what I was observing and in searching
for theory with the explanatory power to help me deconstruct the relationships between
literacy experiences, beliefs, attitudes and behavior.
In this introductory chapter I have presented this study and the research question
that directed my inquiry. I have described my experiences that lead to this inquiry and
my wonderings about revaluing. I have also presented a brief explanation surrounding
Charles Peirce and semiotics as one of the theoretical frameworks of this study. The
report that follows is the traditional dissertation of 5 chapters. In the next chapter, I
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explicate the theoretical underpinnings of this study in detail including a theory of
language and literacy, revaluing and restorying, and semiotics and inquiry. Chapter 3
describes the design of this instrumental case study and the methodology for conducting
this research. Findings are found in Chapter 4 and describe students’ experiences in
relationship to patterns and themes, which emerged as a result of data analysis. In
Chapter 5, I reflect on the findings in terms of theoretical implications relating to
students’ experiences. Chapter 6 discusses the meaning of the findings and implications
for further research.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: RECONSTRUCTING A
THEORY OF REVALUING AND RESTORYING
Theories are ‘detours’ that help us ground our engagement with new problems
and allows that engagement to function as a substrate for generating more theory.
Theories are thus practices in two senses. First, they are quasi-formal conceptual
tools-in-action…Second, theories are processes of trying out ways of making
sense of phenomena of interest. They involve pragmatic commitment. Even
though we know they are tentative, partial, and vulnerable to criticism, we need
to posit theories with some authority to keep moving down the road of
understanding.” (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2005, p. 8)
In this chapter, I make plain the theoretical framing of this study. I will present
the theories I think with and the unique way in which these theories intersect and inform
each other. These theories are in fact my own “conceptual tools-in-action” as I engage
this research and work towards developing an understanding of the phenomena
presented in this study. This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section
describes a theory of literacy and language ideology and draws heavily from the holistic
and comprehension focused work of Ken and Yetta Goodman within a sociocultural
context. The next section addresses Ken Goodman’s construct of revaluing and readers’
literacy perceptions. The third section describes Charles Sanders Peirce’s theory of
meaning making through a semiotic framework emphasizing the role of the interpretant,
inquiry, belief and anomaly. The last section explains my thinking in putting these
frameworks into conversation with other and the way in which Peirce’s theory provides
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a venue and a framework to understand and use Goodmans’ theories to support college
readers.
Literacy and Language Ideology
Literacy research and subsequent models of literacy and literacy instruction
usually subscribe to either an autonomous or ideological model of literacy (Street, 1984).
An autonomous model portrays literacy as an isolated dissocialized set of discreet skills
and positions literacy “independent of social context” (Street, 1993, p. 5). An ideological
model positions literacy as a social process, a social act, culturally embedded and
acknowledges the social and cultural dynamisms involved in literacy that further
mediate learning (Street, 1984).
Literacy is a cultural tool that takes on forms of mediation and cultural tools are
appropriated that shape, constrain, restrict (Wertsh, 2010) and are never neutral (Anyon,
2012). According to Moll (2014), the concept of the mediation of human actions
including human thought is a defining feature of Vygotsky’s work and of sociocultural
theory. Moll emphasizes the ways in which individuals interact within their worlds full
of symbolization and humanization and the ways in which these worlds are mediated by
cultural artifacts, particularly language, fundamental to the development of intellectual
capabilities.
Language ideologies mediate beliefs and not only shape and organize social
practices and identification of a dominant group, but promote the interests of that
dominant group (Luis Moll, personal communication March 2, 12015). Moll explained
that language ideologies mediate how we come to understand, value and produce talk or
text, and as such, ourselves.
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Street (1984) emphasizes the relationship between linguistics, or language, and
literacy and the language processes used in both oral and written language. Written
language is not secondary to oral language, a common misperception (K. Goodman,
1996), rather, “it is language every bit as much as oral language is” (p. 11). Thus, a
theory of literacy involves a theory of language. Gee (1996) posits that a language
theory and ideology “comes fully attached to ‘other stuff’: to social relations, cultural
models, power and politics, perspectives on experience, values and attitudes, as well as
things and places in the world” (p. vii). A theory of language is manifest through
Discourse (Gee, 2015) or “ways of using language, acting, interacting, valuing, dressing,
thinking, believing and feeling (or displaying these)…They are a package composed of
all sorts of stuff, not just language” (p. 93). Gee’s theory of language emphasizes and
illuminates the foundational and inherent sociocultural underpinnings of language theory
and practice.
Goodmans’ Comprehensive Model of Reading
Ken Goodman’s research locates literacy and language processes within an
ideological model of literacy emphasizing the social realm in which literacy takes place.
Language, or the “word” exists and takes shape within it’s social “world” (Freire &
Macedo, 1987). Social and cultural implications of literacy cannot be neutralized or
controlled to reduce or decontextualize literacy and language. Freire’s world cannot be
extracted from the word nor vice versa. Rather, language users rely on their worlds to
contextualize language and to construct meaning. Yetta Goodman quoted Michael
Halliday during her Oscar Causey speech during the Language Research Association
Conference in December of 2014:
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…language comes to life only when functioning in some environment. We do
not experience language in isolation - if we did we would not recognize it as
language –but always in relation to a scenario, some background of persons and
actions and events from which the things which are said derive their
meaning…and any account of language which fails to build in the situation as an
essential ingredient is likely to be artificial and unrewarding. (Halliday, 1978, pp.
28-29)
Language and literacy research focusing on deconstructing language to better understand
involved processes eliminates and ignores the very factors that give language breath and
life.
Reading to comprehend. The Goodmans’ Model of Reading positions reading
as the construction of meaning and active process of comprehending during reading
(Goodman & Goodman, 2011; Goodman, Goodman & Allen, in press). Constructing
meaning in a literacy event uses the same process across contexts. Reading is an
instance of how the brain makes sense of all phenomena in the world (Goodman, Fries
& Strauss, 2016).

Reading is transactive. The process of constructing meaning across contexts
may be the same, but the transaction or product will always vary as does the reader’s
background knowledge and experience (Goodman, 1994; Rosenblatt, 2004). Each reader
constructs meaning differently from the author, from reading to reading, and from reader
to reader. K. Goodman (1996) states “The sense you make of a text depends on the sense
you bring to it,” (p. 2) and Goodman describes how readers’ construction of meaning
parallels the author’s published text, never matching the published text exactly.
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Louise Rosenblatt’s work in reader response theory similarly describes the
reading transaction and how a reader will never transact with a text the same way twice
(1994). She refers to this “coming together” (p. 12) of a reader and text as a “total
situation” or the “poem” (p. 17) considered an “event in time” (p. 11) and likens this
process to an electrical circuit where individual components function and operate in
relation to other components. Rosenblatt states “A specific reader and a specific text at a
specific time and place. Change any of these, and there occurs a different circuit, a
different event- a different poem.” (p. 14). Rosenblatt (1989) credits Dewey and Bentley
(1949) for her use of the term transaction rather than interaction placing emphasis on
relationships of conditioning in a “mutually-constituted situation” differing from
traditional “stimulus-response, subject-object, individual-social dualisms” and where the
individual, social and cultural realms interfuse (p. 154).
Reading is a language process. Ken Goodman’s (1965) landmark study of
linguistic cues in reading over fifty years ago demonstrated readers’ contextualized
strategies and consequences of deconstructing language into parts for instructional
purposes. One hundred first, second and third graders were presented words in spelling
lists and words in the context of story. Goodman reported:

Average first graders could read almost two out of three words in the story which
they missed on the list. The average second grader missed only one-fourth of the
words in the story which he failed to recognize on the list. Third graders were
able to get, in the stories, all but 18 percent of the words which they did not
know in the list. (Flurkey & Xu, 2003, p. 120)
Readers draw from language cues and context. Instruction and texts that inhibit and
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withhold cues naturally embedded within authentic language make reading less than
authentic and more difficult. Reading should not be more difficult in the classroom than
it is out of it (Goodman et al., in press).
Miscues. Ken Goodman observed readers’ miscues in the late 1960’s and
described a miscue as when the oral response (OR) differs from the expected response
(ER) during reading and may be characterized as a substitution, omission or insertion
(Goodman, 1976, 1996; Goodman & Goodman, 2014). Ken Goodman realized that oral
reading is not the accurate rendition of the text it has been assumed to be (1976, p. 5).
He found that all readers miscue, and that their miscues provided insight into readers’
strategies during reading popularizing the analogy of miscues as windows into the
reading process (Goodman, 1976). Strategies unfold during comprehending indicating a
reader’s focus and purpose during reading. Miscues represent a reader’s strategies and
their predictions during reading. If a reader reads a text accurately, it demonstrates
efficient and effective predictions and is not evidence that readers decode each and every
word (Goodman et al., 2016). Goodman documents a reader’s miscues during reading
and follows the reading with asking the reader to retell the story to gauge comprehension.
Comprehending is the process of meaning construction during reading, whereas
comprehension is the understanding and product of comprehending (Goodman, et al., in
press).
Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI). Miscue analysis values and respects the
dynamic language process of reading and counters traditional experimental research
approaches that by design become reductionistic. Goodman et al. (2016) posit “The
issue is, in the end, entirely empirical…Meaning is present from the very beginning and
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is constructed more elaborately in the course of a real language event. Meaning controls
automaticity, not the other way around." (p. 72). Goodman and numerous other
researchers have conducted extensive miscue research embodying reading as the active
construction of meaning and comprehension by illuminating miscues as evidence of a
reader’s strategies to make sense of text and to represent the dynamic, social and flexible
language process of reading (Flurkey, Paulson & Goodman, 2008; Flurkey & Xu, 2003;
Goodman et al., 2016; Goodman, & Goodman, 2014; Marek & Edelsky, 1999).
Scholarship on readers and miscues include looking at readers of a variety of ages and
abilities and may include multiple languages and dialects (Goodman & Goodman, 2014;
Goodman, Wang, Ivantosch & Goodman, 2012).
Miscue analysis can be timely. Researchers and practitioners developed different
procedures to accommodate different needs that vary in terms of time investment, depth
of analysis and context. Assessments and evaluations range from more comprehensive
procedures (Goodman & Goodman, 2004; Goodman, Watson & Burke, 2005) to over
the shoulder miscue analysis resembling a reading conference (Crowell, 2015;
Davenport, 2002) to over the back of the chair miscue (Y. Goodman, 1996) to
developing miscue ears and informally acknowledging and understanding miscues in
everyday life (Allen, Bacon, Granados & Anders, in progress).
Goodman’s language cueing systems. Goodman’s research focuses on four
cueing systems: semantic, syntactic, graphophonic and pragmatic. By evaluating
miscues in terms of cueing systems, a reader’s process of constructing meaning from
written text becomes evident. Miscues provide information about readers’
comprehending during reading and strategies for constructing meaning. Miscues provide
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information about readers’ use of grammar or syntax and their understandings about
structures of language. Miscues provide evidence of a reader’s process of semantically
making sense. Miscues provide information about graphophonic structures of language
and ways readers attend to those features. And finally, miscues reveal readers’
pragmatics or sociocultural positioning within a text and how their social worlds
influence their reading. Goodman’s language cueing systems resemble Michael
Halliday’s language strata (1985) and over the last twenty five years, Goodman has
begun referencing Halliday’s levels of language: lexico-grammatical, signal level and
semantic or meaning level which occur simultaneously during language processes.
Advocates of a word focused view of reading over focus on graphophonic cues.
Critics of meaning focused models of reading defend phonics focused approaches to
reading and allege that whole language methods disregard phonics (Goodman, 1993).
Goodman’s model of reading does not ignore or dismiss graphophonic cues during
reading but considers it simply one of the cueing systems, not the only cueing system
during reading. Goodman contends that a reader constructs meaning from written text
using multiple cueing systems.
Goodman’s psycholinguistic reading strategies. Goodman’s research identified
readers’ psycholinguistic strategies to construct meaning during reading (Goodman,
1970). More recently, Goodman and colleagues (Goodman et al., 2016) demonstrate that
strategies identified during reading are characteristic of how the brain operates in
general, not just during reading. The strategies are: initiation, termination, sampling and
selecting, prediction and inference, confirming or disconfirming and correcting as
needed (pp. 72-74). According to Goodman and colleagues’, this cyclical process of
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constructing meaning is universal across languages (Flurkey et al., 2008; Goodman et al.,
2012, 2016, in press) and is not “constrained by characteristics of language, text, reader
and reading within a culture and across domains” (Goodman et al., in press).
The brain. As previously stated, constructing meaning during reading and
engaging psycholinguistic strategies and processes exemplifies the way the brain
constructs meaning in other facets of life. “Processing sensory information is
subordinate to an even higher function of the brain making sense of the world”
(Goodman et al., 2016, p. 3). Ken Goodman collaborated with Peter Fries, a linguist,
and with Steve Strauss, a brain expert/ practicing neurologist who also has a doctorate in
linguistics to better understand the way the brain constructs meaning (Goodman et al.,
2016). Together, they dedicate their work to Edmund Huey who wrote at the start of the
19th century, that to understand reading would describe the “most intricate workings of
the human mind” (p. 3).
Goodman et al. (2016) discuss the interworkings of the brain and make
connections with reading through the ways in which the cortex and thalamus
communicate with each other. They describe how predictions and guesses originate from
the cortex which governs and facilitates the highest levels of brain activity. The cortex
communicates with the thalamus which is responsible for transmitting information to the
cortex. However, the pathways from the cortex to the thalamus involved in making
predictions are more developed and advanced then the pathways from the thalamus to
the cortex transmitting sensory information.
Perception. With a focus on the cortex and the highest levels of brain function,
Goodman et al. (2016) posit “…advocates of a transactional model of reading see
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proficiency as the phenomenon whereby the guessing becomes so good that it creates
the illusion of not having made a really good guess, but of just being right.” (p. 48). This
constructivist process in reading utilizes a proactive and feed forward loop full of
anticipation and prediction (psycholinguistic strategies) differing from a reactive model
of first receiving sensory information and then reacting to it (Goodman et al., 2016).
Goodman et al. describe reading as an illusion, the way the brain makes sense of the
world and as an act of perception emphasizing a reader’s sense. During reading “making
sense trumps being accurate and believing that we have made sense trumps whether we
have truly made sense (p. 7). Goodman and colleagues introduce the neuroscientific
term qualia to describe the feeing that accompanies a person, or reader who believes
they have made sense, and hence, feels they have accurately perceived.
The eyes. Goodman et al. (2016) make further connections between what the
brain does during the construction of meaning and what the eyes do during reading.
“The brain is not waiting for visual input; it is formulating hypotheses about the world
and then telling the eyes where to look and what to look for” (p. 44). Readers read with
their brains and not their eyes. Brain research indicates that the brain directs the eye
(Duckett, 2008; Paulson, 2000, 2002; Paulson, Flurkey, Goodman & Goodman, 2003;
Paulson & Freeman, 2003; Strauss, 2016). The brain is efficient and effective during
reading as the brain directs the eye to take in the least amount of information possible (K.
Goodman, 1996). Further, readers take in information during fixations and research
demonstrates readers fixate on approximately 60-80% of text (Duckett, 2001;
Hogaboam, 1983; Paulson & Freeman, 2003). Fixations vary depending on reader’s
experience, background knowledge and their strategies (Flurkey, 2008) as the brain
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directs the eye to take in what the reader perceives as necessary. The more familiar a
reader is with a text, the fewer fixations they will require to efficiently an effectively
make necessary predictions. Accuracy is a byproduct of making predictions and not
evidence that a reader sees every letter and word (Steve Strauss, personal
communication, November, 2015).
Transformational pedagogy. As readers come to see reading as a social,
cultural, psychological, linguistic, transactional and neurological process, they come to
understand that their reading engagement is shaped by who they are and what they think
about reading. This is empowering for readers who have felt that reading was about
mastering a discrete set of skills to be applied to print rather than making meaningful
and appropriate connections that vary with the individual. When readers come to see
reading as constructive and a product of their own personal world-word (Freire &
Macedo, 1987), new understandings (1) position readers as active agents during reading;
and (2) value and honor who readers are and what they bring with them to the literacy
event. Ken Goodman refers to these new transformed insights as revaluing (1982). The
next section addresses Goodman’s theory of revaluing and how readers can revalue the
reading process and themselves as readers.
Revaluing
Historically, Ken Goodman conceptualized revaluing in 1982 to counter deficit
based, remedial approaches to reading interventions that over focused readers on
decontextualized skills and word accuracy during reading (Personal conversation with
Ken Goodman on December 6, 2014). Ken Goodman (2003) explained that the way to
help and support readers identified as “in trouble” is to support readers as they revalue
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“themselves as language users and learners, and revalue the reading process as an
interactive, constructive language process. They must set aside the pathological view of
themselves, cast off the labels and operate to construct meaning. (p. 421). Revaluing is
described as “…identifying and recognizing language strengths in reading and valuing
personal abilities to learn. Revaluing supports readers in shifting towards a view of
reading emphasizing understanding and the construction of meaning.” (Allen &
Goodman, in press).
Revaluing the Reading Process
Goodman (2003) spoke of disabling skills based approaches to reading and the
way skills based literacy instruction reifies reading. He stated:
Skills have been the focus of the instructional programs troubled readers have
repeatedly experienced… Getting the words right becomes more
important…than making sense. Every unfamiliar word becomes a major obstacle
to be identified before going on. The reader suffers from “next word syndrome”;
each unconquered word is a symbol of defeat. Readers in trouble are more likely
to be the victims of too much skill use than not enough. (p. 423)
To revalue the reading process, literacy experiences must be within the construct of
meaning making (Goodman, 1999). Readers must become metacognitive during reading
and develop strategies that move them towards meaning rather than accuracy and
fluency.
According to Barton and Hamilton (2005), “Literacy interactions involve
“unequal distributions of power between people” (p. 4). Goodmans’ theory is agentive
and empowers readers with a theory of reading that values readers’ contributions.
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Goodmans’ model of reading challenges institutional standards that define and restrict
what good reading and good readers look like.
Revaluing Literacy Identity
Readers develop conceptualizations of themselves as readers. They perceive
their abilities to read based on their own understandings of what reading is, what good
reading looks like and how reading is used, valued and evaluated in their social world.
How an individual personally identifies as being literate positions them towards text.
Ken Goodman (2003) explained that readers who think they are poor readers, or who
have been identified as poor readers often think they are not like other people and that
something is wrong with them. Goodman described how such readers often think they
need to work harder and focus more on skills in order to be like good readers. Revalued
readers shed deficit views of reading and of themselves as readers and begin challenging
institutional labels and programming that suppress and constrain literacy and what it
means to be literate. When readers challenge what it means to be literate, they consider,
revalue and reconstruct their own identities as readers.
Revalued readers develop confidence in their reading and become more willing
to take risks (Goodman, 1999). As confidence levels increase, and readers come to
understand and recognize their psycholinguistic reading strategies, they are more willing
to make necessary predictions and become less concerned with word accuracy
(Goodman, 2003). A lack of confidence impedes readers’ abilities to efficiently and
effectively navigate a text and reading difficulties, or perceived reading difficulties, can
likewise influence readers’ confidence. How a reader navigates a text depends on what
they bring to it including their attitudes and perceptions (Goodman, & Goodman, 2011).
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In this way, revaluing literacy is transactional. Readers “bring” with them perceptions,
attitudes and experiences that change and hence, so does their reading transaction.
Revaluing Instruction
Yetta Goodman stated “We are all products of our reading instruction regardless of
what it was” (Yetta Goodman, personal communication, April, 2015). Deficit based
reading instruction provides a deficit orientation to reading and can instill deficit
perceptions of self as learner and reader. Likewise, meaning making approaches to
reading instruction provide readers with meaning making orientations and strategies
towards reading and can instill readers with self-perceptions as competent users of
language.
Retrospective Miscue Analysis
Yetta Goodman’s construct of retrospective miscue analysis (RMA) expanded on
Ken Goodman’s concept of miscue analysis as an evaluative tool that provides evidence
of readers’ processes and objectives during reading. Rather than study another reader’s
miscues to understand what they do during reading, Yetta Goodman’s RMA engages
students in a self study that helps readers become aware of their own miscues and how
their own brain responds during reading. Readers listen to an audio recording of
themselves read and in particular, listen to teacher selected instances where they have
miscued followed by a conversation concerning what the reader was thinking about
during the miscue and how the miscue influenced the construction of meaning
(Goodman, Martens & Flurkey, 2014).
RMA provides opportunity for readers to become acquainted with their own
reading and what readers actually do during reading rather than what they think they do.
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Rob Tierney (1983) emphasizes the need for learners and readers to become their own
informants and to take ownership of their reading. This type of learning occurs through
discovery and inquiry and students, according to Tierney, are more capable of accessing
such strategies and implementing them spontaneously as necessary. Tierney explains “If
strategies can be induced rather than taught directly, students will acquire them more
readily, and access them more frequently with greater flexibility across a greater variety
of situations.” (pp. 13-14). Strategies and instruction that support revaluing (1) focus
readers on comprehension (2) support readers in taking ownership of their reading and
in becoming their own informants and (3) do not attempt to eliminate a reader’s miscues
but rather increase awareness and provide insights on the reading process, strategy usage
and miscues during reading (Goodman et al., in press).
During RMA, readers become aware of how efficient and effective their own
reading is and that reading is almost never accurate. As readers demystify the reading
process, and come to know themselves as readers, they revalue both the reading process
and their self-perceptions as literate (Goodman et al., in press).
Restorying
During my qualifying exams I was impressed with Professor Kathy Short’s
insights into the connections between revaluing and restorying. As readers’ literacy
narratives evolve, so do the stories readers tell. Short (2012) connects her concept of
story with Bruner’s concept of life as narrative (2004) and the ways readers make sense
of, and shape their world through story. Short explains:
We live storied lives. Stories are thus much more than a book or narrative-they
are the way our minds make sense of our lives and world. We work at
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understanding events and people by constructing stories to interpret what is
occurring around us. In turn, these stories create our view of the world and the
lens through which we construct meaning about ourselves and others. (p. 9)
Short describes how story is a way of “knowing” (p. 10). In this way, revaluing is like
restorying and a revision of the way we “know”. It is a shift in the way readers think and
construct meaning about themselves as readers and about the reading process. Through
engagements and experiences that revalue and refocus literacy as meaning making,
readers’ reify literacy, and their literacy stories change. Literacy stories like personal
narratives come together creating a web that provides a framework for understanding
and making sense of new experiences (Short, 2012).
In Life as Narrative (2004), Bruner pushes past the notion of narrative as telling
or recounting life and illuminates the linguistic and cognitive processes involved in the
self-telling of personal narratives and the inherent power to “structure perceptual
experience, to organize memory, to segment and purpose-build the very "events" of a
life.” (p. 694). Bruner describes the "development of autobiography" and explains “how
our way of telling about ourselves changes, and how these accounts come to take control
of our ways of life.” (p. 695). Narrative is a methodology and tool for making sense of
experiences.
Bruner’s (2004) “forms of story telling” are situated within the setting of
narrative. Narratives take place on dual landscapes, a landscape of action and a
landscape of consciousness or the inner worlds. Bruner proposes a “radical hypothesis”
regarding the way in which conceptualizations accompany ways of telling in a habitual
manner that evolves into “recipes for structuring experience itself, for laying down
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routes into memory, for not only guiding the life narrative up to the present but directing
it into the future.” (p. 708).
Conceptualizing revaluing as restorying provides a framework for readers to
become aware of their story, how it unfolds through their actions and experiences and
how it unfolds within their landscape of consciousness. As readers re-author their
literacy identities, their stories (Short, 2012), readers restructure their literacy
experiences and lay down revalued and restoryed routes into memory. It is in this light
that I refer to Ken Goodman’s concept of revaluing, as restorying: the revisioning and
reauthoring of literacy and literacy identities.
The next section draws semiotic theory into the conversation of restorying, and
will specifically focus on the work of Charles Peirce. His model of semiotics
conceptualizes not only a theory of meaning making but the shift in constructing
meaning. Peirce’s model provides insights into the space of challenging and constructing
literacy beliefs and perceptions and the ensuing revaluing and restorying of students’
literacy stories.
Semiotics
This study draws from Peirce’s semiotic framework of belief to provide insight
into restorying literacy and literacy identities. To better understand Peirce’s theory in
this section, I will first discuss briefly the concept of semiotics and will differentiate
between two schools of thoughts on the subject. I will introduce pragmatism. I will next
provide a brief overview of a Peircian model of semiotics, where the role of the
interpretant is situated. I will address Peirce’s theory of interpretants, his theory of
inquiry, and specific aspects of his theory most salient to the construct of restorying.
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General Overview
Semiotics is the theory of sign systems. Two prevalent paradigms emerge in
semiotics, one emanating from the work of Ferdinand de Saussure, the other, from the
work of Charles Sanders Peirce. Swiss Linguist, Ferdinand de Saussure developed a
general dualistic psychological theory of linguistic signs whereas Charles Peirce
constructed a dynamic and triadic phenomenological theory of signs focusing not only
on linguistics but reasoning in general. Both models are concerned with signs and the
interpretation thereof. Saussure focused on the structure of the sign through the signifier
and the signified (dyadic), whereas Peirce focused on the involved processes and
relationships of how signs construct meaning through the representamen, object, and
interpretant (triadic) (DeWaal, 2013). A Peircian construct of the sign differs from
Sassurean construct in that Peirce emphasized social influences during meaning
construction and hence included a third pragmatic element in his triadic model, the
interpretant.
Charles Peirce (1839-1914) and pragmatics. Charles Sanders Peirce received
his degree from Harvard in chemistry and eventually taught at Johns Hopkins for only a
few years. He was described as a chemist, mathematician, astronomer, philosopher and
logician to name a few. Peirce developed a theory of pragmatism that earned him the
title “Father of Pragmatics”, though both John Dewey (1859-1952), a student from
1882-1883 of Peirce, and William James (1842-1910), fellow collaborators and
members of Peirce’s thought collective, were critical to the inception of pragmatism as
well. Conceptually, pragmatism was born of Peirce as part of the Metaphysical Club
(Menand, 2002) during the 1870’s where prominent philosophers such as Oliver
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Wendell Holmes, Jr., William James, and Charles Peirce came together to discuss and
debate. Pragmatism attempts to ground action and understanding in the consequence of
action, helps to clarify unclear ideas and helps to understand more difficult ones (Peirce,
1903c).
Pragmatism addressed the nature of ideas and the role of idea in life. Pragmatism
recognized that theories, concepts and ideas are socially embedded and should be
considered tools rather than results and answers (Menand, 2002). The idea of pragmatics
was that literal experiences provide the ideas and beliefs necessary to live (Campbell,
2006). According to Peirce (1903c), pragmatism should “in the first place give us an
expeditious riddance of all ideas essentially unclear. In the second place, it ought to lend
support [to], and help to render distinct, ideas essentially clear…it ought to take a
satisfactory attitude toward the element of Thirdness” (p. 239). Thirdness will be
discussed later.
William James popularized Peirce’s theory of pragmatism through a series of
lectures beginning in 1898 at Berkley as he sought to provide a way of negotiating
science, religion and morality as non-competing entities (James, 1907). John Dewey,
crediting Peirce’s theory as well, described pragmatism as the ethics and logic of
scientific inquiry (Dewey, 1907). Peirce eventually conceptualized pragmatism as
pragmaticism to differentiate between his construct of pragmatics and the evolving
theory of his collaborators.
Inquiry. Peirce’s theory of meaning making and belief focuses on inquiry
resulting from doubt. Both Peirce and James challenged a Cartesian construct situating
doubt as foundational and requisite to all universal thinking (James, 1907; Peirce,
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1903a). Pragmatism positions doubt as occurring amidst experiences only as desired or
necessary, not at the beginning of all thinking, and posits that doubt counters an
individual’s present understandings. Building upon Peirce’s stance that present cognition
is based and mediated upon past cognition (Peirce, 1868), Peirce positions doubt as the
stimulus for inquiry. In The Fixation of Belief (Peirce, 1877), Peirce posits that the
purpose of reasoning is to discover something new, but considers prior knowledge,
experience and belief. Peirce describes “Our beliefs guide our desires and shape our
actions…The feeling of believing is a more or less sure indication of there being
established in our nature some habit which will determine our actions.” (p. 114). Peirce
claims that doubt does not produce the same effect and states “Doubt is an uneasy and
dissatisfied state from which we struggle to free ourselves and pass into the state of
belief.” (p. 114). We hold on “tenaciously” to believing.
Doubt evokes a struggle from within to move towards the preferred state of
believing, and is the only immediate motive to struggle towards the state of believing
(Peirce, 1877). Peirce declared “I shall term this struggle inquiry” (p. 114). Beliefs guide
our actions until doubt interferes and replaces that belief. Peirce describes “…the sole
object of inquiry is the settlement of inquiry…for as soon as a firm belief is reached we
are entirely satisfied, whether the belief be true or false,” (p. 115). Peirce warns against
faulty thinking that positions inquiry as the result of forming a question or responding to
a question. He describes how the mere “interrogative form does not stimulate the mind
to any struggle after belief. There must be real and living doubt, and without this all
discussion is idle.” (p. 115).
Individuals must truly engage doubt and must feel that their beliefs are
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challenged and disrupted or the authenticity of the inquiry is questioned. Entrenched
ways or forces of habit cause many individuals to hold on to their beliefs and ways of
doing things. However, authentic reflection upon the “struggle” will support the inquiry
or struggle (Peirce, 1877). Individuals only question beliefs when they want to or have
encountered something “anomalous” that challenges current thinking and belief. The
role of anomaly here is of particular importance to this dissertation study and will be
discussed in more detail later. Anomaly or doubt is not conceptualized negatively in this
discussion. Peirce regards doubt with great esteem, appreciates it’s role in the
construction of inquiry, and warns individuals that if they do find the meaning they had
anticipated, they must not let anything interfere or block their further inquiry (Smith,
2015). The most common interference is a fear of doubt, and Peirce emphasizes the
importance of not allowing fear to interfere with inquiry and of allowing our
imaginations to work out other possibilities and to guess at the riddle (Smith).
Doubt requires justification and beliefs remain unchallenged unless doubt is
justified. This conceptual “challenge” positions the individual towards inquiry further
rooted in social experience and context. Peirce emphasizes the aspect of experience and
conceptualizes belief and truth as contextualized social entities. The concept of
mediation is consistent throughout Peirce’s theory, (and certainly resonates with
Vygotskian theory of cultural mediation and psychological tools) but is specifically
relevant to the concept of belief and the way belief is further mediated by inquiry, or
struggle.
Peirce (1877) prioritizes the process of inquiry as most authentic and reliable in
fixing belief but he also discusses the method of tenacity, method of authority and
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methods of a priori as three other methods for fixing belief. The method of tenacity
adopts belief but disregards the social norms and influences that support and further
perpetuate belief and is less stable. It is not anchored in socially sustaining principles.
The method of authority is less authentic, and focuses on the “will of the state” rather
than the individual. Peirce warns about institutions focused on maintaining rigid
doctrines, focused on the indoctrination of the young and focused on preventing doctrine
that would challenge other possibilities. Such authoritative methods of fixing beliefs are
imposed and not authentic. Peirce mocked methods of authority and stated “Let all
possible causes of a change of mind be removed from men’s apprehensions. Let them be
kept ignorant…let all men who reject the established belief be terrified into silence.” (p.
117).
The a priori method positions the adoption of belief because it is agreeable,
relates to preference and “is always more or less a matter of fashion” (Peirce, 1877, p.
117). In Peirce’s doctrine of Common Sense delivered in 1877, Peirce described
instinctive beliefs and posited “…there are some propositions that a man, as a fact does
not doubt, and what he does not doubt, he can, at most, make a futile pretense to criticize.
The test of doubt and belief is conduct.” (Peirce, 1907, p. 433). This point will be of
particular importance later regarding students’ “instinctive” beliefs in relation to their
perceptions of reading and their “powers to doubt” (p. 433).
Peirce posits that a belief is a sign and that it is mediated and socially significant
in its relation to other signs within the triad. The next section will describe Peirce’s
semiotic framework for understanding the relation of signs. It is complex, but Peirce’s
construct of inquiry is situated within his semiotic triad.
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Peirce’s semiotic triad. Studies of social semiotics emphasize the social nature
of constructing signs illuminating ways signs transact in social worlds as part of
meaning making transactions (Siegel, 2006). Peirce’s theory of signs is also referred to
as a theory of experience and a theory of consciousness (Zeman, 1977) and considers
emotional, practical and intellectual thought and experience (Everaert-Desmedt, 2011).
Peirce theorized that all experience including thought is through signs describing “Signs
can be qualities, relations, features, items, events, states, regularities, habits, laws that
have meanings, significances, or interpretations” (plato.stanford.edu/entries/ peirce/). A
sign is also referred to as the representamen, and is part of Peirce’s semiotic triad and
dynamically interrelated much like Dewey’s concept of transaction to the other
components including the interpretant and the object. A sign is defined as the
interpretant of a sign to further transact in an infinite cycle of perpetuated semiotic
transactions. There are many layers and complexities to the sign, the semiotic triad, and
the dynamic relationships and classifications thereof.
The sign: firstness, secondness and thirdness. Peirce’s semiotic triad focuses on
relationships between the sign or representamen, object, and interpretant (DeWaal,
2013). This triad is further represented by three theoretical categories that represent the
quality of the connection to the object: firstness, secondness and thirdness (Pierce &
Hoopes, 1991). Peirce and Hoopes (1991) provide a brief synopsis of this trichotomy,
“The First …is simply in itself, not referring to anything nor lying behind anything. The
Second…is by force of something to which it is second. The Third is…owing to things
between which it mediates and which it brings into relation.” (pp. 188-189). Firstness
involves a category of feeling, involves no analysis, and is simply a thing, pre-reflexive
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and atemporal. It is difficult to identify the existence of firstness because once you do,
you have moved into secondness and even thirdness. Secondness involves reflection and
distinguishable points in time. Secondness can also be a category of object and includes
nonmaterial objects (Jensen, 1995). Thirdness involves relations, connections, meaning
making and categories that include laws, habits and continuity (Zeman, 1977).
For example, if I turn on the radio and hear a song, without thinking, I might
have an aesthetic response (firstness). As soon as I identify qualities about it and
recognize that I like it I have moved through secondness, where I reflected and identified
the songs existence. And, I am already experiencing thirdness as I connect with the song
and identify how much I like the song and why. It is often easier to work backwards in
identifying categories of firstness, secondness and thirdness, because if you try and
identify the qualities in action, it becomes impossible. Once you identify an element,
you have already surpassed firstness (Professor Waugh, personal communication, April
8, 2014). Peirce positions the signs in relation to each other and all are necessary. As
stated before, Peirce challenged Cartesian lines of thinking and he relates his objection
to the triad and accuses Cartesianism as positioning secondness and thirdness as
fundamental and as completely disregarding firstness, the intial sign, altogether (Peirce,
1903a).
The sign: representamen, object and interpretant. Peirce (1906) states, “What
are signs for anyhow? They are to communicate ideas are they not?” (p. 388). Krampen,
Oehler, Posner, Sebeok and Uexkull (1987) define the sign as “anything of whatsoever
mode of being, which mediates between an object and an interpretant; since it is both
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determined by the object relatively to the interpretant, and determines the interpretant in
reference to the object.” (p. 17).
Peirce identifies the representamen as the first correlate of the triad, the object is
the second correlate and the interpretant is the third correlate (Peirce, 1903b). Peirce
(1903d) explained “The triadic relation is genuine, that is its three members are bound
together by it in a way that does not consist in any complexus of dyadic relations…A
Sign is a Representamen with a mental Interpretant.” (p. 273). According to Peirce, the
concept of a sign is to recognize the connections with the other two signs and what they
communicate. Neither interpretant, object or representamen can stand alone or in a
dyadic relationship, it must be triadic in nature where a transaction takes place. Further,
a genuine triadic relationship is self-generating and includes mental processes such as
“thinking, believing, doubting, wishing, intending, remembering” (Savan, 1988, p. 42).
The following visual, figure 2.1, was taken from Professor Linda Waugh’s lecture
during Spring 2014 at the University of Arizona. Her illustration clarifies Peirce’s
construct of the triadic relationship.
Figure 2.1 Charles Peirce’s Semiotic Triad as illustrated by Professor Waugh
(Spring, 2014)

Object

Representamen

Interpretant
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Signs are further divisible by three trichotomies. Signs can further be classified
as qualisigns, sinsigns or legisligns. A sign can also be labeled an icon, index or symbol,
and identified as a rheme, a dicisign or argument. For further definitions and
characteristics of Peirce’s triadic relations, see Peirce’s nomenclature and division of
triadic relations (1903b). For the purpose of this study, I focus the remaining discussion
of semiotics on the interpretant, or the meaning maker as Professor Waugh confirmed,
situated within Peirce’s semiotic triad (personal communication, April 8, 2014).
Theory of interpretants. Peirce’s theory of interpretants, the third member of
Peirce’s triad, also a third, is the most vital and important property of Peirce’s theories
(Savan, 1988). Peirce’s interpretant is steeped in both social and cultural factors (Savan,
1988) influencing the transaction and different ways of knowing and understanding
(Dewey & Bentley, 1949). Peirce’s position was that without interpreters, signs could
not exist (Peirce, 1903b; Siegel, 2006). The interpretant is fundamentally the meaning
maker of the sign and can be rules, habits and laws (Peirce & Hoopes, 1991), or the
“rule of habit by which one sign is transformed into another” (Savan, 1988, pg. 40).
Signs create interpretants. Within Peirce’s semiotic triad the interpretant has
been defined as the “determination of the interpreter’s mind” (DeWaal, 2013, pg. 79) or
the “effect the sign produces” (p. 81). Peirce also described interpretants by means of an
internal dialogue or quasi-minds where one mind shares the sign and the other mind
interprets it and returns the transformed meaning back to the first mind to be further
transformed in a to and fro sort of communication with each other (Savan, 1988).
Within Peirce’s theory of interpretants, Savan (1988) has identified the following
salient points:
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•

Each of the three triadic components (interpretant, sign and object) are defined in
terms of the other two. The triad is circular.

•

Each interpretant is a sign, and each sign is an interpretant. The interpretant
follows or is determined by the sign.

•

There is a three-fold relationship of the interpretant to the object: signifying,
dynamic and identifying.

•

Each interpretant is a sign to some further interpretant of the same object and
each interpretant signifies a prior interpretant to the object. The interpretant may
serve as a position from which to compare or relate prior interpretants with
consequential interpretants as a “rule for transformation of one into the other” (p.
45).

•

Interpretants are rules, habits, laws, instincts and tendencies. “The habit…is
real…through memory and expectation. The identity of the habit lies in its
pattern of succession, and this structure is repeatable in various materials, at
various times, and in varying circumstances.” (p. 45).

•

The mind is an interpretant or system of interpretants. Progression and
development of the mind results from and through dialogue. Thought is dialogue.

•

It is through observation and experiment, that coming to know something as a
fact can bring about change in the interpretant.
Classifications of the interpretant. Peirce’s theory of inquiry informs his theory

of interpretants (Savan, 1988; Zeman, 1977). Peirce’s later writings where he expounded
on his six classifications of the interpretant lacked clarity according to Savan (1988) and
have been reorganized according to Peirce’s theory of inquiry (pp. 49-52). As stated
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previously, Peirce positioned inquiry as the doubt induced struggle (1977).
Classifications include concepts of initial beliefs/ habits, doubt, new beliefs/ habits that
arise from doubt, beliefs based on scientific methods, critical evaluation of beliefs or
sets of beliefs to another, and how beliefs require formal acceptance by a community
(Savan, 1988).
(1) Initial beliefs: We must have reason to doubt through experience, otherwise
we navigate life with unquestioned beliefs. Beliefs convey unique feelings that
may go unopposed and may feel familiar, comfortable and assured. Beliefs
involve and require effort and action. And lastly, “ a belief is a habit, and
individual acts are expressions or instances of habits.” (p. 49). Habits include
repeatable or patterned behavior and endure until doubt intervenes.
(2) Doubt: When beliefs and expectations are disrupted, doubt is presented. We
do not choose to experience doubt, rather doubt is forced by fact. Doubt presents
itself with thoughts of wonder at failure or disruption of expectations. Wonder or
curiosity is brought about by firm and concrete experiences or fact. “Established
beliefs and habits are disrupted to be replaced by various random acts. These
random acts cease only when a new belief and habit are established. Doubt is
inherently unstable” (p. 49).
(3) New habits derived from doubt: Habits acquire identity and unity from a
concept introduced through inferences or suppositions:
Once we have some single conception of a task and go through the act in
our imagination, the physical performance is much more readily
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learned…the unitary conjecture stimulates us to a variety of acts, first in
the inner world of imagination, and then in the external world. (p. 50)
Habits and beliefs become established resulting in rules and procedures for
future practice. General expectations and predictions accompany habits and
beliefs.
(4) Beliefs based upon the scientific method involve principles of selfcontrol: Norms and standards influence criticism, correction and appraisal. “We
change our beliefs and the methods by which they are formed according to
whether they bring us closer to the norms and standards of our enterprise” (p. 50).
(5) Critical evaluation of beliefs: In search of ideals of theory, we critically
evaluate one belief to another or one set of beliefs against another set of beliefs
with instruments of formal criticism: concept, proposition, argument.
(6) Beliefs require truth and acceptance: Scientific investigation seeks for
truths of logical and formal validity as well as acceptance in and connections
with the external world. Scientific truths arise from sympathy with laws of nature
through conjectures and hypotheses further reinforced through experiences,
through processes of induction or sampling experience, and through formal
deductive reasoning of making hypotheses and engaging in induction.
Including Savan’s discussion and description of Peirce’s classifications of the
interpretant helps clarify Peirce’s concept of inquiry and the different methods of
fixating beliefs as previously discussed, But Savan’s language is more clear and concise
and positions the fixation of belief and inquiry in the Peircian sense, within the
interpretant and semiotic triad. It is my hope that the redundancy here is helpful.
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Piaget’s notion of disequilibrium is evidenced in the classifications of the interpretant.
However, I have turned to Peirce because he is explicit about how that disequilibrium
positions an individual to “reconsider” and how disequilibrium induces inquiry.
Jensen (1995) provides depth to the discussion of categories, or classifications of
interpretants and beliefs, to which he uses the term difference. He suggests that in
philosophy, it is difference that mediates between concepts of thought and action, and he
suggests that in cultural studies and communication, the term difference mediates
between meaning and effect. Through a pragmatic lens, Jensen defines belief as having
no meaning and as not being representational of something but rather a “readiness to act
in relation to that something” (p. 26). Beliefs, or habits position and situate individuals
towards behaviors and actions and serve as a compass or director of sorts.
Types of interpretants: immediate, dynamic and final. Interpretants are further
characterized and qualified according to Peirce’s trichotomies. Previously discussed
were concepts of firstness, secondness and thirdness. Those qualities are assigned to
types of interpretants and a pattern begins to emerge to Peirce’s triadic thinking.
Interpretants can be typed as immediate, dynamic and final. Immediate interpretants are
preliminary interpretations (firsts), and may be unanalyzed outcomes or natural or
general expectations (Jensen, 1995). Dynamic interpretants are consistent with
secondness and involve effect or action. Jensen stated “Interpretive agents make a
difference, producing situated difference” (p. 24). Final interpretants are “the effect the
sign would produce upon any mind upon which circumstances should permit it to work
out its full effects” (Jensen, 1995, p. 24.)
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Dynamic interpretants: emotional, energetic and logical. For the purpose of this
study and the focus on restorying, I concentrate on Peirce’s dynamic interpretant
because it is the effect produced on the mind (Peirce, 1908). The dynamic interpretant is
the “actual effect it has upon…its interpreter” (p. 498) or “act of the mind” (p. 499). It is
specific to the interpreter or person involving their social situation. This differs from the
final interpretant, which is the effect, but applicable and generalized across interpreters
rather than one social body.
Dynamic interpretants can be further identified as emotional, energetic or logical.
Emotional interpretants are a qualitative effect of the sign, and any sign that has an
interpretant, has an emotional interpretant (Savan, 1988). Emotional interpretants are
usually firsts and involve that initial and immediate element of an experience (Zeman,
1977). Aesthetic responses to experiences can be at first considered an emotional
interpretant, though not limited to the arts and may further mediate the sign (Zeman,
1977). Dewey (1958) stated “Immediate things may be pointed to by words, but not
described or defined” (p. 86). As soon as an interpretant is described or defined, it can
no longer be a first and has moved to secondness and most likely thirdness.
Energetic interpretants are seconds and imply effort and action (Zeman, 1977).
Peirce explains that the energetic interpretant may exert physical effort or movement,
but more commonly involves a mental effort such as shifting attention (Zeman, 1977).
Energetic interpretants, being seconds, do not represent the meanings, but rather the
action or effort involved. Habits are derived from doubt through the process of
imagination involving the rehearsal of behavior (Peirce, 1977; Savan, 1988). This
imaginative energetic expenditure of energy is especially interesting in how Peirce
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suggests that we first, play out a behavior or concept in our minds, envision it, imagine it,
and experiment with it through an expenditure of mental energy, before a habit or belief
can take root. This energetic dynamic interpretant is especially applicable in framing and
conceptualizing restorying literacy beliefs as it focuses on the action or energy involved
such as the shifting of attention from a word focused or deficit view to revalued meaning
making views.
Logical interpretants represent meanings or thirdness and may be a thought,
concept or generalized understanding produced by the sign (Savan, 1988). Logical
interpretants are general rules according to Savan (1988) and may be described as “acts
of a voluntary nature… and these experimental acts re-act upon the rule, leading us to

modify it in such ways as to make it more reliable in producing the predicted result.” (p.
58). Savan explains that those actions are also consistent with energetic interpretants in
that they are “an indefinitely repeatable habit” (p. 58) but they are logical interpretants
too. The logical interpretant may be a generalized rule, but it originates from and is a
dynamic interpretant which is a socially situated transaction.
Abduction, deduction and induction. Peirce’s theory of pragmatics comprises
three kinds of inference, argument or reasoning-inductive, deductive and abductive, and
is also referenced as the three stages in Peirce’s scientific inquiry. Abduction is about
possibility, a brief first (Staat, 1993), is hypothesis forming and progresses to deduction,
through inferences, a “rule of thumb” (Peirce, 1903d, p. 287) or a habit that instills
confidence. Deductions deal with actuality, seconds (Staat, 1993), and can be evaluated
to confirm the abduction. “Deduction produces from the conclusion of abduction
predictions as to what would be found true in experience in case that conclusion were
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realized” (p. 288). Deduction does not result in knowledge, only probably consequences
(Peirce, 1901). An argument or inquiry is a component of deduction. And lastly,
induction involves reality, a third (Staat, 1993), the work of testing and confirming the
prediction. As abduction seeks theory, induction seeks facts and appraises the value by
evaluating the theory (Peirce, 1903e). An economy of research stance encourages
rigorous methodology during experimentation but will also accept using logic as a tool
to test theory during induction (Peirce, 1898).
Abduction. Peirce posited “If you carefully consider the question of pragmatism
you will see that it is nothing else than the question of the logic of abduction.” (1903c, p.
234). Abduction is hypothesis forming and a method of making general predictions
without evidence of success, however, past inductions inform our predictions and their
probability (Peirce, 1903b). Peirce thought that all learning and understanding of
phenomena is abductive and his preferred method of fixating belief, inquiry, is abductive.
Reasoning begins with abduction (Peirce, 1903d).
“The abductive suggestion comes to us like a flash. It is an act of insight,
although of extremely fallible insight. (Peirce, 1903c, p. 227). “Its occasion is a surprise”
(1903d, p. 287) resulting in a challenged or questioned belief. “The abductive mode of
reasoning that leads to plausible hypotheses is conceptualized as an inference beginning
with data or, more specifically, with surprising or anomalous phenomena.”
(http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/scientific-discovery/). Following this element of
surprise, there is an “explanatory process” (Peirce, 1903c) to reconcile the event or
phenomena, “ to form a general conception …by an act of generalization” (p. 287).
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This conceptualization or general theory building is abductive and is a
metaphoric process. Abduction comprises reasoning connecting the known, such as
previous experience, and the new, through an abductive or metaphoric leap (Prawat,
1999). There is a close relation between this idea generation and perception (Hung,
2002). Kruse (1986) describes this relation as provisional, uncertain and tentative and
clarifies “… the abductive leap is a leap to a possible cause… until the hypothetical
causal relation is verified through induction.” (p. 439). Abduction is the instinctive
generation of possibilities in an attempt to construct meaning and relevance. It is a
tentative jump or leap to connect the old and new, not through direct logic or reasoning,
a common misperception (personal communication with Kathy Short on March 4, 2016).
Smith (2015) explains how Peirce’s method of inquiry was incorrectly streamlined
towards the restrictive and confining constructs of laboratory sciences and that Peirce
describes it as the scientific method because true scientific methodology values doubt, is
imperfect, is socially situated and positioned within a model of inquiry.
Peirce’s concept of abduction has been described as Kantian (Campbell, 2011),
where the world is understood “based on the ‘glasses’ we wear” (Campbell, 2011, pp.
53-54). Abduction is both individual and social and abductive ideas are inherently social
but are considered and verified at both the individual and social level (Prawat, 1999).
Hung (2002) describes Peirce’s abduction as “generating, negotiating, and situating of
metaphorical ideas” (p. 200) emphasizing both individual and social abductive
verification. Hung describes both Dewey and Peirce as social constructivists, and how
they both emphasize the enabling role of personal verification that propels an individual
forward towards social interaction, social verification and community. A Percian model
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of meaning making is situated within a socio-cultural framework that continually
conditions and is conditioned by social and cultural factors. His theory of meaning
making-pragmatics-abductive reasoning is a sociocultural theory.
In this section I have described Peirce’s theory of pragmatics and his semiotic
triad, a representation of his pragmatics. Within his triad I have reviewed briefly, the
sign, representamen and interpretant. Within the interpretant I have discussed in more
depth Peirce’s construct of inquiry as struggle and the role of doubt and belief. Finally, I
reviewed Peirce’s three types of inferences, abduction, deduction and induction and
discussed abduction in more detail. In the next section I will discuss literacy perceptions
in higher education and why this study is necessary and informative.
Literacy in Higher Education and the Study of Student Literacy Perceptions
Literacy research in higher education is a broad topic and is represented in many
ways. For the purpose of this overview, I identify examples of recent research to
demonstrate the breadth of topics. Since the early days of higher education, college
administrators and faculty have been concerned about their students who did not read or
write satisfactorily (Holschuh & Paulson, 2013). In the intro to Possible lives: The
promise of education in America, Mike Rose’s autobiography (1995), Rose describes
how first Harvard and then Berkeley decried the reading and writing of their students.
Hence, it is not surprising that most research about reading and writing in higher
education has to do with developmental and remedial reading programs. Studies
investigating student reading focuses heavily on literacy skills such as morphological
awareness (Wilson-Fowler & Apel, 2015), vocabulary (Miles, Ehri & Lauterbach, 2016;
Willingham & Price, 2014), fluency (Perfetti, 1985; Strucker, 2008), comprehension
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(Linderholm, Kwon & Therriault, 2014) and strategies (Eckert, 2008; Poole, 2013). The
participants in these studies tend to focus on college readers identified as experiencing
difficulties with reading skills (Martino & Hoffman, 2002; Warde, 2005). Unfortunately,
as cited in Holschuh & Paulson (2013) and Holschuh (2014), research by Merisotis and
Phipps (2000) demonstrated that skills based remedial literacy courses in higher
education do little if nothing to improve reading ability and do not support students in
meeting the academic demands for reading in the academy.
Research on college reading also focuses on strategies and which strategies
college readers are found to be deficient in such as metacognition (Pintrich, 2002), or
which strategies college readers would most benefit from (Paulson & Bauer, 2011; Perin,
Bork, Peverly & Mason, 2013). Readers considered successful in high school may still
be underprepared and lack the necessary strategies for the literacy demands of higher
education and research looks at the disconnect between high school literacy
requirements and preparation for postsecondary education (Holschuh, 2014; Holschuh &
Paulson, 2013).
Less often, research focuses on college readers identified as having typical
language and literacy skills. Research on college students’ literacy often focuses on
developmental and remedial reading programs implemented to meet the needs of
students who have been identified as underprepared. Developmental reading programs
are often inappropriately criticized in conjunction with the “remediation crisis” in higher
education (Levin & Calcagno, 2008) geared towards supporting the underprepared
college reader or college reader’s literacy skills. Paulson and Armstrong (2010) contend
that remedial and developmental reading programs in college are not the same thing and
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should not be confused with one another, though commonly are. Remedial programs
tend to be deficit based and developmental programs according to Arendale (2005) and
Holschuh and Paulson (2013) should be geared towards supporting academic success
and academic literacies rather than remediating learners.
Other research investigates students’ use of literacy strategies and how to enable
students to transfer strategy use to academic disciplines. For example, Pacello (2014)
conducted a study closely investigating 3 students in a noncredit bearing developmental
literacy course and the ways in which the explicit teaching of metacognitive strategies
and skills resulted in skill transfer to other academic, personal and professional realms.
Of course, this study is not generalizable, but Bray, Pascarella and Pierson (2011) report
that a variety of literacy related experiences and exposure during the first three years of
college contributes to comprehension development and the promotion of healthier and
more positive literacy related attitudes. Further, Holschuh (2014) emphasizes the
balancing act necessary to support college readers in taking ownership and responsibility
of the reading process, warning that overly helpful instructors sometimes provide too
much support, which seems to result in students’ dependency rather than independence.
Paulson (2012) states that one of the purposes of literacy instruction in higher
education is to support students in developing Gee’s (2005) secondary Discourses,
pushing past the acquisition of skills to flexibily using strategies in different academic
contexts as appropriate. Shifts in literacy pedagogy and instruction in higher education
would like wise shift away from deficit oriented skills models towards models of
literacy geared towards supporting students’ academic literacies and would further move
from a construct of literacy as an act of reading and writing and move towards a
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construct that views literacy as thinking and speaking (Langer, 1987). Paulson’s position
on developmental literacy education is theoretically social in nature but a review of the
literature illuminates an interesting disparity.
Bauer and Theado (2014) conducted a review of the scholarship on literacy
studies in postsecondary education in relation to Gee’s social turn in the field of literacy
research. They reviewed published research in the Journal of College Reading and
Learning between the years 2005-2013. Their purpose was to investigate research based
pedagogical practices to support students becoming more proficient with academic
literacy. Their findings revealed three dominant pedagogical themes: metacognition,
self-regulation and self-efficacy and motivation. They found that authors framed their
studies using mostly social theoretical frameworks but that the investigations, practices
and outcomes were prominently focused on literacy as an “individual cognitive action
and achievement, with acts of reading and writing often viewed as primarily text based”
(p. 71). These authors maintain that there is a disconnect between socially framing
literacy research in post secondary literacy education and the conceptualization of
reading and literacy.
In addition Shanahan et al. (2012) address beliefs and the ways in which beliefs
influence literacy interactions and response, however their work does not focus on the
emotional aspects of literacy beliefs. Paulson calls for research that moves beyond the
scope of remedial reading towards a model of reading that acknowledges and values
identity, self-understandings and motivation necessary to use effective strategies and to
navigate the demands of academic literacy in higher education. Research on motivation
and attitudes in college reading reveals that 27% to 31% of college students read
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regularly as assigned in their classes, and that many college students do not read
assigned readings at all (Isakson, Isakson, Plummer & Chapman, 2016). Other research
describes how students who aren’t engaged in academic literacy are less motivated to
read for fun (Mokhtari et al., 2009). Nadelson et al. (2013) state that there is little
research that addresses reading habits of college readers, and that measures of reading
habits and perceptions of reading are inconsistent across the literature.
Less research exists investigating college readers engaged through coursework to
address their conceptualizations of literacy and to challenge and reconceptualize
disabling orientations of thinking. However, research does address the relationship
between conceptualizations of readers and reading effectiveness (Goodman & Marek,
1996; Paulson & Armstrong, 2010). In a study focusing on college readers’ metaphors
about academic reading, Paulson and Armstrong use students’ metaphors to identify
their conceptualizations about literacy and posit that conceptualizations influence
students’ approaches towards academic literacy.
Isakson et al. (2016) emphasize how college readers who possess efficient
behavioral approaches towards academic literacy, who have confidence in their own
literacy processes and their abilities to use literacy to learn, who have positive attitudes
towards literacy and who value literacy as a learning tool are more likely to engage,
persist and perform when it comes to academic literacy. Though their work focuses on
the instruments used to evaluate college readers’ attitudes, their work further illustrates
the connections between reading attitudes and engagement and the need for research that
focuses on the relationships, consequences and implications of the affective nature of
reading.
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What is not in the college literacy literature is a study about students’ perceptions
of the reading process and the changes those students undergo when asked to challenge
their perceptions and to construct an understanding of literacy as meaning making. It is
my hope that this study sheds light not only on a demographic of readers that
necessitates attention and action, but also an enabling and transformational pedagogy
that provides support, opportunity and experience for college readers. This study
addresses Holschuh’s and Paulson’s (2013) call for college reading programs that look
closely at how “reading connects to the department/ university and larger, national
policies and pressures” (p. 12).
Though this study touches on various aspects of literacy that are addressed in the
research such as motivation, beliefs, strategies, skills, college reading coursework etc.,
this study approaches those aspects from a personal theoretically framed perspective
where a reader’s positionality, perceptions of literacy and self-perceptions as readers
influence and shape those aspects, where those aspects are addressed as byproducts of
developing a personal theory of literacy through inquiry rather than through direct
instruction. Regarding college readers, Isakson et al. (2016) state “A student’s
emotional response to academic reading deserves greater attention…studying attitudes
must be part of an effort to bring greater engagement to the reading act” (p. 114). This
study looks closely at the ways students engage with concepts of literacy and the
potential consequences of their emotional responses as manifested through their selfreported perceptions. This study values the relationship between attitudes and reading
engagement and hones in on ways of acknowledging, addressing and challenging
students’ literacy attitudes and perceptions.
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In this section I have addressed research on college readers’ literacy and where
this study is situated and will further inform the field. In the next section, the conclusion,
I describe the way I draw from both literacy theory and the semiotic framework of
Peirce and his theory of inquiry to build a construct for restorying college students’
literacy perceptions.
Conclusion
In this chapter I described Goodmans’ literacy theory situated within a
sociocultural frame. I introduced Goodman’s concept of revaluing at both the level of
the reading process and readers’ self-perceptions and made connections with the
structure of story and self as narrative as conceptualized by Short and Bruner. Next, I
introduced Charles Peirce, his theory of pragmatism and his semiotic model for
explaining the transaction of signs and their relations to other signs. I also described
Peirce’s conceptualization of inquiry as abduction and the role of belief and doubt.
Lastly, I have discussed literacy in higher education and the ways in which this study
illuminates and addresses a critical issue and a critical need through inquiry based
pedagogy. It is my hope, that as this study unfolds, the theories discussed in this chapter
come together to illustrate the structures and dynamics involved in this study, the way I
have made sense of this experience, my story.
The next chapter presents the methodology of this study. I will describe the
setting of this work and will introduce the participants and the context of their
experiences, the focus of this research. I will explain the data sources and processes
involved in analyzing the data.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY: INQUIRING ABOUT INQUIRY
As the instructor of TLS 239, I worked to prepare and support university students
as tutors. My personal theory of reading and instruction is that what you believe really,
really matters. My personal objective as an instructor was to provide students with
engagements that supported students in thinking about reading, in becoming aware of
what they do during reading, what other readers do during reading and how that relates
to personal theories of literacy. Supporting students in developing personal theories of
literacy was an instructional objective meant to provide opportunities for reflective
thought (Dewey, 1933) to further inform and support students as they tutored younger
readers in community schools. However, this study does not look at reading perceptions
of young readers tutored in their schools by university students or even the tutoring
strategies of university tutors. This study focuses on university students who conducted
a close study of the reading process as part of their coursework and the various ways
they transacted (Rosenblatt, 1994) with coursework and experience. The research
question here is: What are the reported shifts in reading behaviors and self-perceptions
of university readers involved in restorying engagements?
This chapter describes the methodology in this study of documenting university
students’ restorying experiences in TLS 239 and is comprised of three sections. The first
section will describe the context of the study including the structure of the course and
the pedagogical underpinnings of the course. Then, I will present the participants as well
as my own researcher positioning as situated within this work. The next section will
present the research design of this study where I will present the theory behind the
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design of this study. Lastly, I will describe the data sources and collection followed by
an explanation of the analysis of data.
Research Context
Context: Setting and Participants
Setting. The setting for this study is University of Arizona course Teaching,
Learning and Sociocultural Studies (TLS) 239 Literacy Tutoring, in the College of
Education. This course is a three-credit service-learning course where undergraduate
students are required to complete 24 hours of literacy tutoring in community schools’ as
part of their coursework. TLS 239 takes place on the University of Arizona campus in
the College of Education building, within a standard classroom during daytime. Tutoring
required for the course takes place at various off campus elementary, middle and high
schools in the surrounding community and range from public to charter to magnet to
bilingual in nature. University students select a school depending on their area of interest
and their transportation needs. Some schools are within walking or biking distance,
while other schools require a car or using public transportation.
TLS 239 fulfills a general education elective requirement and is likewise open to
a diverse student body. Further, it is required for two different programs within the
College of Education. The first is a Literacy, Learning and Leadership Major for
students generally pursuing a degree in education but not formal certification. The
second program is a Minor in Adolescents, Community and Education designed to
introduce university students to working with children and adolescents in academic and
community contexts. TLS 239 was previously named LRC 239. Some of the students
refer to the course as LRC 239 in their reflections.
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The next section will present the pedagogy and curriculum of TLS 239 and will
describe relevant coursework and course experiences pertinent to this study.
TLS 239 Literacy Tutoring. This course serves as an introduction to literacy
process and theory and to literacy strategies. Course pedagogy focuses students on
reading as a sociocultural constructive process and employs Goodmans’ Comprehensive
Model of Reading (Goodman et al., 2016; Goodman & Goodman, 2011), which values
readers’ psycholinguistic processes during reading and situates reading as a language
process. Coursework and engagements in class vary between interactive lectures, whole
class discussions, small group work, individual group work, small group presentations,
out of class assignments and tutoring. Students completed weekly reflections where they
connected readings, class experiences, tutoring experiences, and personal experiences
and students completed a literacy narrative, a midterm paper focused on tutoring goals
and a final paper focused on their overall course experience.
Getting to know yourself as a reader. The course began with students completing
the Burke Reading Interview (BRI) (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 2005) to support
students in developing an awareness of their personal thoughts, perceptions and literacy
related experiences. Students also administer the BRI to a fellow reader not enrolled in
TLS 239, and in class, share those recorded responses. Together as a whole class,
students discuss the BRI administered to a fellow reader, the structure of the questions
and what might be inferred from the interview. In small groups, students then reflect on
their own personal BRI and begin thinking about their own perceptions of literacy and
how their perceptions might impact their literacy strategies, experiences and how they
view reading. The BRI is collected and put aside until the end of the semester. Students
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also engaged in a writing workshop where they explore their personal literacy histories
making further connections with their perceptions of literacy and their experiences.
Defining reading and literacy. Students engaged in conversations and small
group work exploring the many ways reading and literacy can be conceptualized.
Students read Paulo Freire’s The Importance of the Act of Reading (1984) and discussed
his construct of a “word-world” (p. 8). Students explored wordless picture books or
pictorial texts (Maderazo et al., 2010) and discussed whether or not they were “reading”.
Miscues. During the first several weeks of the semester, students actively
participated in experiences and assignments pertaining to Ken Goodman’s construct of
miscue (Goodman & Goodman, 2014). Students discovered miscues, studied ways of
analyzing miscues and talked about what might be inferred from a reader’s miscues.
Course work focused on reading as perception and included eye movement research
related to miscues in reading and what it reveals about the reading process (Goodman et
al., 2016), psycholinguistic strategies (Goodman, 1970) and language cueing systems
during reading (Goodman, 1969).
Students listened to readers read orally in class and from recordings, marked
their miscues and became familiar with how to describe a reader in relation to their
miscues, cueing systems, and their ability to construct meaning. Students were able to
evaluate a reader’s BRI and their miscues, describe a reader’s language strengths, and if
necessary make instructional decisions about what literacy strategies and experiences
might be appropriate and most engaging for a reader. Students explored Yetta
Goodman’s strategy Retrospective Miscue Analysis (RMA) (Goodman & Marek, 1996;
Goodman et al., 2014) and became comfortable engaging readers in conversations about
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their miscues. Overall, this portion of the course focused students on looking beyond
deficit perspectives that consider miscues mistakes or errors to acknowledging miscues
as normal during reading and indicative of readers’ language processes. Further,
students incorporated new insights into tutoring experiences and conversations with
readers.
During this miscue focused section of the course, students read and reflected on
Ken Goodman’s On Reading (1996), Yetta Goodman’s and Dorothy Watson’s A
Sociopsycholinguistic Model of the Reading Process and Reading Strategy Instruction
(1998), Yetta Goodman’s Revaluing Readers While Readers Revalue Themselves (1996)
and Dorothy Watson’s Where do we go From Here? (2011). Students read Tom
Birdseye’s Just Call Me Stupid (1993), a fiction novel about a fifth grade boy who lacks
confidence in his reading abilities. Students then engaged in an interactive class activity
that resembles speed dating where they shared their text to text, text to self and text to
world connections with Birdseye’s book.
Literacy strategies. The remaining portion of the semester focused on literacy
strategies and ways of incorporating strategies into tutoring. Students read Harvey and
Goudvis Strategies that Work (2007) focusing on comprehension and various ways of
supporting students constructing meaning. Students presented and participated in
selected strategies and engaged in conversations about the rationale behind the strategy,
how to employ strategies in tutoring and how to adapt strategies for various learners in
various contexts. Students explore assorted picture books and varied genres in
conjunction with experiencing and participating in various strategies. Students read
Louise Rosenblatt’s From Literature as Exploration and The Reader, the Text, the Poem
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(2005), Kathy Short’s Story as World Making (2012) and explored the construct and
power of a reading transaction, the framework of story and the potential in supporting
readers in personally engaging literature. Students read Whitin’s Exploring Visual
Response to Literature (1996) and explored responding to literature through drawing
and creating visual representations. Students individually created visual responses to
their experiences in TLS 239 and met in small groups to create a collaborative visual
response that reflected their personal learning, tensions and growth across the semester.
Towards the end of the semester, students completed a second BRI survey.
Students were handed back their original BRI from the beginning of the semester and
they compared and reflected on their responses, whether or not their responses shifted
across the semester, and why or why not that might be.
Participants. TLS 239 students typically ranged from 19 to 25 years of age and
were representative of the undergraduate population at the University of Arizona. Of
those students registered, the majority were female. Students were diverse as the
University of Arizona does not limit their students based on age, sex, religion etc.
Current enrollment was expected to be anywhere between twenty and thirty students.
Thirty-eight participants for this study were selected from eighty-nine students enrolled
during Fall 2013, Spring 2014, Fall 2014 and Spring 2015 semesters.
Consent. Students were not coerced to participate. I provided students with a
consent form granting me access to look closely at their coursework for purposes of
research. I explained to them that ethically, I could not look at their coursework for
purposes other than instructional and that I would not look at their coursework for the
purposes of research if they did not consent. I explained that participation would not
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impact their grades. Further, students who chose to participate were directed that they
would not be given preferential treatment or special consideration.
Institutional Review Board. I completed and submitted the necessary paperwork
to apply for IRB approval at the university level and included the consent used with TLS
239 students. After several weeks, I was summoned to the IRB office and was asked to
bring my advisor and/ or department head. Yes, I was nervous! Professor David Yaden
and Professor Patricia Anders accompanied me as I met with the IRB coordinator who
explicitly instructed me to take my research and IRB paperwork back to the college level
for an in-house IRB review based on the fact that this research was classified as a case
study. The in-house IRB review process at the college level further classified this
research as exempt from requiring IRB approval and granted me access to proceed.
Researcher positioning. My positionality in this case study is that of a white,
middle-aged graduate research associate and instructor for University of Arizona TLS
239 Literacy Tutoring undergraduate service learning course. My research focus was on
reading process and theory and how knowledge about reading can inform and influence
practice. Though the objective of TLS 239 was to arm tutors with theory and strategies
to tutor young readers and to influence their literacy lives, I was positioned to notice and
connect with ways in which TLS 239 students personally transacted with course theory
and experience.
My objective as an instructor was to support students in going out into
community schools and tutoring. Positioned as the instructor, I had the opportunity to
craft classes and experiences that I felt were appropriate academically and that supported
students’ in meeting course objectives. I was also situated as an insider with a unique
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opportunity and perspective as a teacher researcher (Cochrane-Smith & Lytle, 1993;
Goswami, Lewis, Rutherford & Waff, 2009).
Research Design
Theory of Research Design and Structure of Study
This section will describe the theory and framework behind the research design
and the way in which the study was structured to support the overall research purpose.
This study is a qualitative instrumental case study designed as action research to
investigate phenomena observed within TLS 239.
Qualitative design. This study is qualitative research by design. A qualitative
stance positions me as the researcher to “understand how people interpret their
experiences, how they construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their
experiences” (Merriam, 2009, p. 5). This stance provides a venue for me to focus more
on the processes involved rather than the product (Krathwohl, 1993) and to further
“explore a process that has not been examined before and that displays many
complexities” (Creswell, 2005, p. 54). Kamberelis and Dimitriadis (2005) explain:
…qualitative inquiry seeks to understand and explain “highly contextualized
social phenomena such as classroom cultures…tends to be motivated by ‘how’
and ‘why’ questions… demonstrates the complexity, texture, and nuance
involved in how individuals and groups experience themselves and their
worlds…[and] focuses on both the meanings and the practices involved in such
experiencing. (p. 17).
This qualitative approach is a good fit in seeking to deeply understand TLS 239 students’
experiences as phenomena (Patton, 2002) within not only the culture of the class but the
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context of students’ literacy identities and ways their experiences can be understood and
interpreted.
Case study. The investigation of the “bounded system” (Stake, 1995) is a case
study, and in this instance, is TLS 239 and the contextualized experiences of students
within the class. Yin (2014) defines case study as an investigation of present phenomena
“within its real-world context…especially when the boundaries between phenomenon
and context may not be clearly evident” (p. 16). Not only may boundaries be ambiguous,
but epistemological differences may exist and “…case study research can excel in
accommodating a relativist perspective-acknowledging multiple realities having
multiple meanings, with findings that are observer dependent.” (p. 17). Structuring this
research as a case study provides opportunity to account for the various epistemologies
of literacy and learning as well as the ways in which students transacted within those
epistemologies within the real world context of TLS 239.
Stake (1995) describes three types of case study- intrinsic, instrumental and
collective. This study is an instrumental case study directed at providing insights into
literacy perceptions and their implications as well as theoretical substructures involved.
This case study provides a venue or “case” to discuss observed phenomena or an “issue”,
the focus of an instrumental case study (Stake), and to use data to clarify theory.
Likewise, this study hones in on the “issue”, the experiences and phenomena of students,
situated within the “case” or the class. The case is instrumental in understanding,
exploring and situating the study of literacy perceptions and the restorying of college
readers and is as Mitchell (1984) describes, a telling case (1984) serving “to make
previously obscure theoretical relationships suddenly apparent" (p. 239).
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Action research. This study is further conceptualized as systematic action
research. Ascertaining a problem is key to action research (Creswell, 2005; Hubbard &
Power, 2003; Merriam, 2009) or an area to improve (Glesne, 2011). This study does not
focus on a specific problem but rather a struggle or surprise that provoked my own
inquiry as an instructor and researcher. This study addresses my own inquiry into the
process of restorying as I observed students’ experiences in TLS 239. Action research
involves students as participants which can often blur “the distinction between action
and research” and which involves “people in the real world”(Merriam, 2009, p. 4). As
both instructor and researcher, action research further guided my inquiry as I strived to
enhance the experiences in TLS 239. Hence, this study is also my story of revaluing
literacy instruction.
Creswell (2005) describes action research for the educator who seeks to
“empower, transform, and emancipate individuals in educational settings” (p. 53) from
situations that “constrain their self-development and self-determination” (p. 550). As I
observed students transacting with course concepts, I wanted to better understand the
framework for supporting such transactions and I sought theory and a framework with
explanatory power to deconstruct students’ transactions I was observing. Action
research provided me the means to reflect on literacy instruction in TLS 239 and
students’ experiences and to narrow the space between my own practice and educational
objectives (Creswell, 2005).
Over fifteen years ago Denzin and Lincoln (2000) stated “There have never been
so many paradigms, strategies of inquiry, or methods of analysis for researchers to draw
upon and utilize” (p. 18). In designing this study I had many options and directions in
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which to go, but taking an in depth qualitative approach through teacher research to
understanding students’ experiences addresses this study’s research question and
provides a venue for further theoretical implications and discussions. The next section
will discuss the data sources for this study as well as strategies for collecting and
analyzing data.
Data Sources and Collection
Through qualitative, systematic, action research, I am seeking to investigate the
apparent transformations that undergraduates go through as they experience TLS 239.
Students have experiences including assigned readings and miscue/ RMA coursework
that challenge their existing theory of the reading process. TLS 239 coursework provides
opportunities for data collection, the analysis of which provides insights to the students’
transformations. This study investigates TLS 239 students’ experiences and perceptions
as reported through their coursework. Hence, the primary source of data consists of
student work as representative of their opinions, understandings, and experiences
lending itself to a qualitative study in education where the “researcher relies on the
views of participants” (Merriam, 2005, p. 56).
Data is limited to regular course work that has not been altered for the purposes
of this study and student contributions beyond the scope of their responsibilities in TLS
239 were not pursued other than consenting students’ work. I have subsequently
selected data sources that address and inform my research question specifically: What
are the reported shifts in reading behaviors and self-perceptions of university readers
involved in restorying engagements?
Coursework
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Coursework data used to represent students’ experiences and perceptions in this
study is comprised of students’ reflections, Burke Reading Interviews, and final
reflections, the course final. “An important data source for any teacher-researcher is
student work” (Hubbard & Power, 2003, p. 59). Coursework was transcribed verbatim
and represented students’ transactions and ways students’ made sense and connected
with and through coursework. Written assignments such as the reflections and final
paper were also submitted via a university online interactive site, D2L, Desire2Learn,
including a course drop box where assignments were uploaded and consequently data
stamped (Hubbard & Power, 2003).
Reflections. Students submitted reflections approximately weekly via D2L,
hence they were electronic files made available through D2L. Reflections were roughly
two pages in length and provided students’ opportunity to respond in writing to course
readings, class experiences, to address tensions, and to make text-to-text, text-to-self and
text-to-world connections including tutoring.
Burke Reading Interviews. The Burke Reading Interview (BRI) (Goodman,
Watson & Burke, 2005) was designed by Carolyn Burke and popularized through
protocols developed to get to know readers and is often used as part of miscue analysis
and retrospective miscue analysis (Goodman et al., 2014; Paulson & Mason-Egan, 2007;
Watson, 2011). The BRI was constructed to elicit and identify readers’ beliefs and
perceptions about reading so that educators could become aware of their student’s
reading beliefs. The BRI is not an in depth interview consisting mostly of open ended
questions:
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1. When you are reading and you come to something you don’t know, what do you
do? Do you ever do anything else?
2. Who is a good reader that you know?
3. What makes _______________ a good reader?
4. Do you think that _______________ ever comes to something s/he doesn’t
know?
5. If “yes,” when _______________ does come to something s/he doesn’t know,
what do you think s/he does?
If “no,” suppose ________________ comes to something s/he doesn’t know,
what do you think s/he would do?
6. If you knew someone was having trouble reading, how would you help that
person?
7. What would a/your teacher do to help that person?
8. How did you learn to read?
9. What would you like to do better as a reader?
10. Do you think you are a good reader? Why or why not? (Goodman et al., 2005,
pp. 273-274)
The language is carefully structured to allow the reader to make decisions. For
example, the first question asks about what a reader does when they come to something
they don’t know. The use of the word “something” is deliberate and causes the reader
responding to this question to decide what it is. Is it a word? Is it a sentence? Is it overall
comprehension that they might not understand? And from a response, it is possible to
infer from the strategy reported, what a reader might be concerned with during reading.
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Additionally, questions such as number two and three help to understand how this reader
views good reading. Do good readers read fast and accurately? Or are good readers
individuals who like to read or are well read? Goodman et al. (2005) provide a nice
chapter of how to understand the BRI and what it helps us to know about readers, pp.
177-185.
TLS 239 students completed their own BRI during the first week of class, which
was collected and put aside until the end of the semester. At that time, students
completed a second BRI and brought that interview to class with them. I then passed
back their first BRI from several months prior. Students marked and “coded” their pre
and post interviews and met in small groups to discuss their responses. They reflected on
whether or not their responses shifted. If their responses did not shift, why might that
be? If their responses shifted, why might that be as well? Students engaged in
conversation about their responses and anything else they found interesting, confusing,
surprising or insightful. Students had a particularly good time as they engaged in this
self-study evaluating and talking about their own responses and their own thinking.
Students’ interviews were submitted in hard copy form or uploaded to D2L.
For example, in response to the ninth question on the BRI “What would you like
to do better as a reader?” a student responded at the beginning of the semester “I would
like to read more in my free time, I wish I enjoyed reading but I really don’t because it is
such a struggle for me.” Towards the end of the semester, the same student responded to
the same question “Well of course I would like to read faster but that’s not the most
important thing to me now. I would like to have better comprehension which is getting a
lot better since I started this class.” In response to the tenth question “”Do you think you
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are a good reader?” a student responded at the beginning of the semester “No, I do not
think I am a good reader because I am very slow, I jumble the words, and most of the
time I do not understand what I just read and I have to reread it at least 2 more times.”
On this students second BRI, in response to that question, this student answered:
I think I am a decent reader because I am able to read most things. I may be slow
but I will most likely understand what I am reading. I also think I am a good
reader because it is ok to miscue. It’s natural and it helps bring understanding
and by knowing that, I’m not scared to read aloud anymore.
Students were able to gauge their own shifts in perceptions from their first and second
BRI. BRI responses provided data for students to reflect on and provided data that
informs this study as well. I was able to evaluate students’ shifts in perceptions as selfreported in reflections and as evidenced in students BRI responses.
These interviews further provided me data with which I could better understand
students’ beliefs and perceptions of literacy through the eyes of university students
enrolled in TLS 239. Interviews provided me a foundation at the start of the semester to
gauge students’ thinking about literacy, reading and strategies, or the way students had
positioned themselves as readers. And, interviews at the end of the semester provided
me with students’ insights into their beliefs and perceptions after a semester full of
literacy collaboration, engagement and tutoring and any renegotiation, repositioning or
revaluing that students reported. Through the BRI, students made plain their
conceptualizations of what good reading looks like, strategies they consider helpful and
whether or not they considered themselves good readers. Further, I too was able to
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correlate pre and post BRI responses across the semester and to think and reflect on the
collective shifts and growth related to students’ thinking about reading.
Final paper. Students’ final exam was opportunity for students to synthesize
their own course experiences with regards to readings, class experiences, tutoring, and
their own tensions, efforts and growth as learners and literacy tutors. Students reflected
on general tensions and connections across the semester and addressed their pre and post
interviews and how their responses held up as they engaged coursework and experience.
This major paper was submitted via D2L and is in the form of an electronic file.
Other artifacts. Students’ often created visual representations of their thinking
both individually and collectively and those sketches and drawings were referenced as
well. Students created consensus circles in small groups where they individually defined
reading and literacy and then collaborated to craft a collective definition they all agreed
with on chart paper. Hence, they came to a consensus. Students sketched their homes
and places within their homes where they could locate literacy, such as labels in the
fridge and pantry, medication, magazines on the coffee table, their cell phones,
computers and books. Students also sketched their responses to literature read in class.
And towards the end of the semester, students both individually and in small groups
created drawings that represented their experiences and growth as TLS 239 students.
Students were able to include a visual in their final paper as long as they included an
explanation about how the visual response reflected their experiences or growth. Not all
students’ drawings and sketches were collected. I have samples of small group work and
students’ drawings made available as part of their final paper. Literacy narratives were
also referenced as data points to provide context for students’ perceptions as needed.
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Other artifacts used in this study are instructional materials including course
syllabi, assigned readings including books and articles accessed both electronically and
in hardcopy form, literature used in the classroom such as picture books, power point
presentations and lecture materials, audio recordings of readers, handouts and discussion
guides, lesson plans and notes.
Sampling. The coursework of thirty-eight TLS 239 students’ were selected
based on their high level of engagement and participation intentionally representing a
purposeful sampling (Merriam, 2009; Patton, 2002). In qualitative research, participants
may be purposefully and intentionally selected to help illustrate and understand the
observed phenomena in which data is information rich (Patton, 2002) and that may
“provide useful information… help people learn about the phenomenon… give voice to
silenced people” (Creswell, 2005, p. 204). Within a framework of purposeful sampling,
this methodology employs “theory sampling” where purposeful sampling enables me as
a researcher to engage in theory building as I think with my data.
I began reading through students’ final papers and selected students’ work in
which students demonstrated reflective thinking and where they made connections
between their thinking and course experiences. Specifically, I selected students’ work
where students reflected, elaborated and provided thoughtful explanations in connection
to their own personal thinking about literacy and their personal experiences. I selected
students’ work where students discussed applying course concepts to their own personal
and academic literacy practices beyond the scope of tutoring, the objective of the course,
and I selected students’ work where students demonstrated a high level of engagement
through coursework.
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Data Analysis
The unit of study is the class, TLS 239 Literacy Tutoring and students’ self
reported understandings, perceptions and beliefs in relation to course concepts and
experiences. Initially, I conducted a preliminary exploratory analysis (Creswell, 2005)
where I read over data sources, becoming familiar with a general sense and
understanding of the data. Thirty-eight students’ final exams were uploaded and filed
within NVivo qualitative data analysis computer software (Version 11 for Mac). I
analyzed my data by reading and rereading to inductively discover patterns, themes and
categories (Creswell, 2005). Within NVivo, I experienced, enquired and examined my
data, the “3 Es” of action research according to Mills (2007).
This process of data analysis was iterative and involved cycling back and forth
amongst data sources and data analysis looking for overlapping themes (Creswell,
2005). Within NVivo, I created numerous nodes to mark instances that represented
students’ thinking, their rationalizations and understandings, their experiences and their
opinions. I also included notes within NVivo attached to coded sections. For example, a
student reflected on learning how to “correctly” extract meaning during a reading
transaction. I found her use of the term “correctly” interesting and I attached a note to
that segment. I refined nodes, combined and collapsed nodes, and clarified nodes as I
coded. I analyzed the nodes and created categories accordingly to organize those original
codes. I analyzed the categories and further coded and organized data sets within the
categories.
Emerging Themes
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Examples of initial nodes, segments identified with color stripping within NVivo
include various references such as On Reading (K. Goodman, 1996) and Freire (1994),
miscue experiences, strategy experiences, models of reading, class discussions, feelings
of nervousness and anxiety, reading rate, word accuracy, positive self-perceptions,
negative self-perceptions, miscue, strategies, transactions, word accuracy, improved
reading, like to read, more engaged and metacognition. As I began closely examining
initial segments, and keeping my research question in mind, I began collapsing
categories and codes into broad emerging themes revolving around shifts in perceptions
involving thinking and believing about literacy, self-perceptions involving feeling about
literacy and ways in which students reported acting out literacy and doing something
new or different:
Shifts in literacy perceptions (thinking and believing)
Shifts in self-perceptions as literate (feeling)
Shifts in literacy engagement (doing and acting)
To unpack and further understand the themes, I studied the data “collapsed” within each
main theme. I searched for patterns and connections, adjusted initial coding schemes
(Harding, 2013) and developed further codes and subcategories to structure and
represent students’ responses within each theme (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007) and to reflect
different elements of the overarching theme (Harding, 2013). I searched for rich points
(Agar, 2006) where students addressed experiences and concepts that challenged or
surprised them or caused them tension. See APPENDIX A for a list of nodes and
themes.
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Shifts in literacy perceptions. To begin further organizing and understanding
shifts in literacy perceptions, I studied initial categories and segments and further coded
for references to course readings, concepts and experiences students’ reported as
significant. I coded for models of reading and specifically focused on concepts of
miscue and reading transactions which were reported as significant by a majority of the
students as significant to their shifts in thinking about literacy. I further coded language
indicating shifts in perceptions and language indicating no shift. Where students
indicated a shift in thinking, I further coded for any purpose given or implied such as an
experience, reading or concept. For students who did not report a shift in thinking
specifically, I coded for reported phenomena that was meaningful to their conceptions
and perceptions of literacy, I further coded that phenomena such as experience, reading
and concept. Sometimes, students’ reflections provided clear explanation for any shifts
in thinking, and other times students did not explicitly describe shifts in their thinking. I
was able to review their final papers in conjunction with their first and second BRIs to
make further connections.
Through data analysis, I was able to evaluate students’ perceptions towards
reading. I coded each student in relationship to their reported perceptions at the
beginning of the semester and at the end of the semester. For example, students who
reported that reading was “decoding”, or “fluently getting the words right”, or that their
strategy during reading was to “use a dictionary” or “sound out words” were considered
more word focused in their perceptions of reading. Word focused perceptions of reading
were coded with a “W”. Students who described reading as comprehension focused or
reported for example that reading was “a way to learn” or “a way to communicate”, or
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who described strategies such as “looking for context clues” and “reading ahead” were
considered more focused on meaning making during reading and were coded with an
“MM”. I then evaluated shifts in responses across the semester. For example:
•

W-W indicated word focused perceptions of reading across the semester.

•

W-MM indicated shifts from word focused perceptions to meaning
making perceptions of reading across the semester.

•

MM-MM indicated meaning making perceptions of reading across the
semester.

•

MM-W indicated a shift from meaning making to word focused
perceptions of reading across the semester.

Sometimes students described reading as meaning making but mentioned a word
focused strategy or vice versa. I was able to reference their reflections and interviews to
gather a sense of their thinking across the semester. If a student generally and
consistently described one orientation or model, such as a meaning making model of
reading, but mentioned a word focused strategy, they were coded as identifying more
with a meaning making model of reading. This was the case in all coding of perceptions.
Students were identified according to their self-reported reflections and interviews.
Shifts in self-perceptions of readers. To further understand ways in which TLS
students perceived themselves as readers and as literate and shifts in self-perceptions
across the semester, I coded for references and constructs of self as reader including
negative self-perceptions and positive self-perceptions. Responses were coded in terms
of conceptualizations of literacy and negative self-perceptions were further coded
according to student responses indicating patterns of feeling nervous or anxious, issues
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pertaining to confidence and experiences with a learning disability. With regards to
conceptualizations of literacy, patterns also emerged in terms of self-perceptions and
reading rate, hence, the notion of reading rate was further deconstructed and coded in
terms of fast reading, slow reading, oral reading and silent reading. Shifts across the
semester was a significant finding and was further coded in terms of shifting from
negative self-perceptions towards positive self-perceptions and further deconstructed
and coded according to students’ responses and insights as to why their self-perceptions
shifted. Major themes emerged such as the construct of miscue and reading as a
transaction, which was further coded.
Through the analysis of students’ self-perceptions, I coded each student in
relationship to their reported self-perceptions at the beginning of the semester and at the
end of the semester. Students who reported self-perceptions as a reader that were
negative or deficit based were coded with a negative sign “-”. Examples of negative self
-perceptions include “I am a horrible reader” or “I’ve never been a good reader, I’ve
always been slow and have a hard time pronouncing all of the words”. Students who
described themselves as readers in positive and optimistic ways were coded with a
positive sign “+”. Examples of positive self-perceptions include “I’ve never had a
problem reading and I’ve always enjoyed a good book” or “I’ve always been a good
reader”. I subsequently evaluated shifts in responses across the semester. For example:
•

-- indicated negative self-perceptions as a reader across the semester.

•

++ indicated positive self-perceptions as a reader across the semester.

•

-+ indicated a shift from negative to positive self-perceptions as a reader
across the semester.
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•

+- indicated a shift from positive to negative self-perceptions as a reader
across the semester.

Students often times reflected on their self-perceptions in their final paper. If
they did not, I was able to reference their BRI to further evaluate their self-perceptions
and shifts, if any occurred across the semester.
Shifts in literacy engagements. To further make sense of the ways students
reported shifts in literacy engagements I organized subcategories and coded for
references to shifts in students’ general reading and writing activity, literacy strategies
and responses about other university classes. Reading, writing, strategies and other
courses were further organized in terms of codes and further deconstructed according to
students’ responses and explanations about their reported shifts in practice. For instance,
shifts in reading was further coded according to responses in terms of improved reading,
reading more, meaning focused, like to read, confidence. And the code “improved
reading” was further coded in terms of responses pertaining to reading rate, increased
comprehension, more engaged and more effective. For example, a student reported “I
feel like I am more aware of how I read now and what my thinking is like while I read.”
This response was coded as a student reporting a shift in engagement- reading- more
aware, and also shift in engagement- strategies- metacognition- thinking.
Validity
Qualitative research is highly interpretive (Creswell, 2005) and subsequently
subjective to the researcher. Smagorinsky (2008) states that data analysis and coding
specifically “establishes a researcher’s subjectivity in relation to the data and the
framework through which data are interpreted.” (p. 399). Glesne (2011) challenges the
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term validity in qualitative research emphasizing the disparity between believing
concepts are socially constructed and delineations of accuracy and truthfulness.
However, through triangulation of data (Yin, 2014), the trustworthiness of this analysis
is improved. Triangulation is evidenced in this study through the data collection and
analysis of multiple participants, more than one type of data source and more than one
method of data collection (Creswell, 2005). NVIVO qualitative coding software further
afforded me a framework to systematically study, analyze and understand students’
responses and experiences in relation to TLS 239 coursework and experience. I was able
to think with my data using NVivo and this overall structure further contributed to the
reliability of the data analysis in this study.
Richardson (2000), as cited in Glesne (2011) prefers the metaphor of
crystalization rather than triangulation. Richardson proposes that conceptualizations of
validity are not fixed, rigid or two dimensional and states “ Rather the central imaginary
is the crystal, which combines symmetry and substance with an infinite variety of shapes,
substances, transmutations, multidimensionalities, and angles of approach.” (Glesne, p.
47). This process is complex, iterative and highly dynamic, and it is my hope that as I
have lived and worked with my data, I have conveyed students’ responses as they
intended them.
Analysis of Instruments
I described my methodology for data collection and data analysis and the
iterative and reflexive process of coding. Coding was a dynamic and timely process
involving reading, coding, collapsing data, cutting data that does not inform this study,
merging themes and organizing data into categories and themes that develop and shape
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the emerging theory of this work (Smagorinsky, 2008). NVivo provided a venue to
systematically analyze and organize data and provided me ways to think with my data.
Students’ responses were transcribed verbatim and triangulated with other data sources
to provide trustworthiness of this methodology. I hope to have made plain my
methodology in this research to ensure integrity and honesty in the ways I too have
transacted with students’ coursework.
Conclusion
This chapter described the structure and context of the study and the
methodology employed. I discussed data sources, collection and analysis and my
methodology for deriving findings. The next chapter will present the findings of this
study and will describe in detail the ways in which students reflected, engaged and
transacted with course experiences across the semester in TLS 239.
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS: ANOMALY AT WORK
In this chapter, I present findings of this study and describe students’ thinking in
relation to major themes that emerged from the data. Patterns and trends across the
findings are also presented.
This study describes TLS 239 students’ experiences and thinking in relation to
their perceptions of literacy. TLS 239 Literacy Tutoring is a university course open to
undergraduates across disciplines as a general education elective and is also a
requirement for certain College of Education degree programs. This course focuses on
literacy tutoring methodology and includes a 24-hour practicum in community schools.
However, data primarily consists of 38 students’ voices in the form of coursework that
does not focus on students’ experiences as literacy tutors, but rather on students’
responses in relation to their own thinking about literacy. Data was analyzed using
NVivo, qualitative data analysis software, to organize and examine students’ responses
and to identify themes across students’ work. The research question is: What are the
reported shifts in reading behaviors and self-perceptions of university readers involved
in restorying engagements?
Emerging themes centered on perceptions of literacy, self-perceptions as readers
and shifts in engagement. Students reported shifts in their perceptions of literacy across
the semester and ways their thinking about reading changed. In relation to shifting
perceptions of literacy, students also reported shifts in their own self-perceptions as
literate. Students often reported a change in the way they perceived themselves as
readers. Further, students reported and reflected on ways their literacy practice and
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engagement shifted. Students reported these shifts in practices as directly related to their
experiences in TLS 239 and their new literacy insights. The following themes emerged:
•

The majority of students initially reported word focused orientations of reading
and later reported shifts towards a meaning making model of reading.

•

Students who initially reported negative self-perceptions as readers also initially
reported word focused orientations towards reading.

•

Students who reported revaluing their negative self-perceptions as readers also
reported conceptualizing reading as the construction of meaning.

•

Students who reported revaluing negative self-perceptions as readers emphasized
the construct of reading as meaning making as instrumental to their revaluing.

•

Students who reported a meaning making model of reading as instrumental to
their revaluing, reported the construct of a reading transaction and the construct
of miscue as instrumental to their new insights.

The following section will describe the study findings in more detail and will address the
patterns that emerged through the data analysis. The findings will focus on the broad
themes of (1) the ways in which students’ perceptions of literacy shifted, (2) the ways in
which students self-perceptions shifted, and (3), the ways in which students’ literacy
engagements shifted.
In What Ways did Students’ Perceptions of Literacy Shift?
Though this study does not seek directly to understand students’ perceptions of
literacy, students’ self-perceptions and literacy practices and engagements, ultimately
restorying, is built upon students’ perceptions of literacy as the data will demonstrate.
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Of the 38 students represented in this study as seen in table 4.1, 34 students initially
reported word focused (W) views of reading. Further, those 34 students reported shifting
their orientation towards a meaning making (MM) construct across the semester (WMM). Four TLS 239 participants initially reported reading as meaning making and did
not report shifts in orientation, rather they maintained their reading orientation as the
construction of meaning across the semester (MM-MM). As indicated in the table, zero
students reported a word focused view of reading at both the beginning and end of the
semester (W-W) and zero students reported shifting from a meaning making model of
reading towards a word focused view of reading (MM-W).
Table 4.1 Shifts in Perceptions of Reading
Orientation of reading from

Number of students

beginning to end of

who reported this

semester

orientation

W-W

0

MM-MM

4

W-MM

34

MM-W

0

W= Word focused orientation of reading
MM=Meaning making orientation of reading
Shifting Towards Meaning Making
The majority of the students, 34 of 38, reported shifting their thinking towards a
meaning making model of reading as they engaged in course experiences. Students
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primarily reported two course concepts more often than other concepts or experiences
that were instrumental in their revaluing reading as meaning making. The first concept is
the construct of a reading transaction including personal connection making during
reading and constructing a parallel text. The second concept students reported as
significant in their revaluing is the construct of miscue and the way in which a miscue
construct informs the reader about the reading process. In various ways, students used
the construct of miscue to understand reading as transactive and students used concepts
of reading transactions to make sense of miscues. Both themes are interrelated.
Reading as a transaction. Students consistently reflected on the importance of
understanding reading as transactive. Coursework focused on reading as a reader and a
text coming together (Rosenblatt, 1994) in a transactional sociopsycholinguistic process
(Goodman, 1994). Students read an article by Rosenblatt (2005) titled From "Literature
as Exploration" and "The Reader, the Text, the Poem" introducing students to
Rosenblatt’s concept of a reading transaction and the unique and personal way a reader
and literature come together to create something “new.” One student reflected:
… Rosenblatt discussed the human aspect of reading that I always knew existed
in our classroom. I was thrilled to read, “…the human aspect cannot be
banished.” (Rosenblatt, 1938). While each theorist we had learned of mentioned
the connection with the text, none had made a statement with such a connection
[to] me.
Another student similarly responded to Rosenblatt and commented on how new
insights further informed her prior thinking:
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Rosenblatt argued that the message from a text is not universal, that it is
impacted by the situation of the reader as much as the intentions of the author.
The reader’s relationship with the text is personal as they inject their own beliefs,
ideas, and experiences…thus the meaning of a text comes from the reader
(Rosenblatt). After considering Rosenblatt’s ideas I have had been fascinated by
my own injections into the meanings that I construct from texts.
Students reported other experiences that were particularly influential in
illuminating reading as transactive and included two texts: Freire’s The Importance of
the Act of Reading (1984) where students reflected on their word worlds, and Suzy Lee’s
Wave (2008), a wordless picture book. Students completed the Freire reading as
homework and during the next class, we read Wave. On student reflected:
The first article I read…made me start to question what I consider literacy to be.
…[Freire] says that the world can be “read” and I could even “read” and “reread” my own life (Freire 5). This really showed me how reading is about
personal connections and the unique background knowledge that each individual
has. Words are meaningless without the feelings and memories readers associate
with them. However I still thought words were necessary to create meaning, until
reading a book without words. Wave is a picture book without words, but I still
felt like I was reading a story about a girl at the ocean (Lee). I was able to
experience the events transpiring according to my own perceptions. I felt very
connected to this book as my meaning-making process was working over
time…My classmates and I all read the same book, but different interpretations
existed. Everyone has different life experiences, which allows for different
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feelings and connections to arise, therefore different meanings are created. I now
realize that I read in the context of my own life experiences.
Students read Wave in class at the beginning of the semester and yet several
students reflected on the relevance this experience had on them at the end of the
semester. The following student reported scheduling complications, starting the semester
a couple of days late and his experience in class for the first time:
I walked into the classroom and Mrs. Allen was reading what it looked like to be
a children’s level picture book, by the name of Wave, to the classroom. I thought
to myself, what am I getting myself into now? Little did I know that this picture
book, with no words, would change the way I view literature forever…This
picture book impacted me the most me because I walked out of [the] classroom
feeling like I personally wrote the book.
Students further reflected on the impact of the discussions following the reading
of Wave:
I thought of a little girl who is at the beach playing her own game of trying not to
let the ocean water touch her feet. Another student looked at the book in a
completely different way, he shared with the class that he thought the little girl
was controlling the ocean’s movements. This activity changed my perspective on
reading and how everyone connects to the meaning of the story in their own way.
Students reported that this experience not only challenged their understanding of reading
as a word oriented process, but illustrated reading as the social construction of meaning.
Students’ experiences with Wave occurred just prior to beginning On Reading, the
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course text, where students would read about the theoretical underpinnings behind their
experience. One student connected his experience with Wave to On Reading:
…when we read it [Wave] in class, every student had a different idea of what the
book meant. “No two readers will ever produce the same meaning for a given
text” (Goodman 2). Goodman points out that we create our own text while we
read. I have never known or thought about this until I read this book.
Goodman’s description of how readers construct a parallel text was a major
theme through out students’ reflections. The next section looks closely at students’
responses to Goodman’s construct of a parallel text.
Expanding constructs of literacy and MM-MM. Students reporting meaning
making orientations across the semester reported similar shifts in their constructs of
literacy. Course readings challenged what they considered reading and literacy to be and
all four students reported expanding their construct of literacy. On student reflected:
Coming into the class I had assumed that literacy only involved reading books. I
was wrong, wildly wrong. As I would come to find out, literacy is literally all
around us. There is literacy in math, science, every school subject but also in the
physical world. There is literacy in nature, in reading your surroundings, even in
reading people’s faces. My drawing shows this by providing a book as a basis
(my original thought about literacy), and then expanding into the globe showing
that literacy really is everywhere in the world. Paulo Freire says this best when
he states, “The texts, words, letters, of that context were incarnated in the song of
the birds – tanager, flycatcher, thrush…” (6). I really did find this fact to be one
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of the strangest but also the most enlightening. Literacy is everywhere, and here I
thought to be literate you had to know how to read Pride and Prejudice.
Figure 4.1 Literacy Everywhere

Readers’ parallel text. Students read and closely studied Ken Goodman’s book,
On Reading (1996), focusing on meaning making processes. Regarding reading,
Goodman states “The sense you make of a text depends on the sense you bring to it,” (p.
2) and Goodman describes how readers’ construction of meaning parallels the author’s
published text, never matching the published text exactly. Students often reported a
sense of relief in understanding that literacy involves their own personal construction of
meaning:
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…what stood out the most was Ken saying that “no two readers will ever
produce the same meaning for given text” and “no reader’s meaning will ever
completely agree with the writer’s meaning”(Goodman, 2)…I do not always like
to share what I have read out loud, because I always feel that what I have to say
is wrong. However, Ken gave me some comfort, because he says that no two
readers will have the same meaning.
Students reflected on the importance of the reader as the active meaning maker
during reading:
Ken Goodman’s discussion on the reader and the reading process [was] very
influential to me. I was able to see that the reader is so much more important to
the process of reading then I had ever thought about. Yes, the writer is the one
choosing the words and ideas that go on the page, but the reader is the one
interpreting these ideas, and that is why Goodman chose to focus so much on the
reader.
Other students reflected on ways the construct of parallel text challenged their word
oriented models of reading and the idea that reading is about getting the words right:
Learning about Ken Goodman’s theories on reading opened my eyes to a lot of
the misconception that I had as a reader. I learned that the author of a text will
never be able to perfectly communicate the ideas that they are writing about
because the reader is creating their own mental text as they read. These two
[texts] will always be different.
Students further reflected on ways Goodman emphasized the role of the reader,
the importance of a reader’s experience and contributions to a reading:
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Goodman talks about how every person has different life experiences, and that
behind those experiences that we bring to the book are what gives the book so
much meaning…We could all read the exact same textbook for class or kids
book from our childhood, but the events that helped shape our lives are going to
step in and greatly affect how we react to the text and how we comprehend the
context… I didn’t really think about [that] before the class.
Students reflected on making connections and using background knowledge and
experience, something several students recognized as always having been there during
reading, but never explicitly addressed before. One student realized:
…background knowledge isn’t a strategy we have to actively implement, but
more of a given that comes with being a human being who has his own set of
unique life experiences. In short, unless you have been locked in a closet since
the day you were born, it is nearly impossible to not bring background
knowledge to a piece of text.
One student described how she had always thought reading was a constructive process
between the author and reader and she challenged her reading instruction:
I always knew that there was more to reading than looking at the words and
sounding them out. I loved looking for what the author meant as a child, but no
one would ever focus on that with me, so I always thought that what I was doing
wasn’t reading! Of course growing up we had to answer questions and analyze
the text, but to me that wasn’t the same as what I wanted to do. I wanted to make
connections and understand for myself what the author was telling me. Little did
I know, what I was doing was one of the most, if not the most important step in
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reading and that was, meaning making. Goodman taught me that what would
reading be without meaning making? I thought what I was doing was wrong all
of these years, but instead everyone who was telling me that were the ones who
were actually wrong.
Another student was similarly struck with the conceptualization that reading is a
reflection of the reader. She shared a visual she created:
My picture [Figure 4.2] shows how reading is reader based. The girl in the
picture is reading a book, and sees her own image reflected. To read effectively,
readers must be engaged and make connections with what they are reading based
on themselves and their prior life experiences. While reading, a reader’s inner
dialogue is connecting, understanding, and questioning and paying attention to
this can only allow for improvements and deeper understanding. Goodman says,
“The sense you make of a text depends on the sense you bring to it”.
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Figure 4.2 The Sense You Bring

Parallel text and MM. Students initially reporting a meaning making model of
reading found the concept of parallel text helpful. One student reflected on thinking
there was a conversation between reader and text but thought that it involved the “reader
trying to understand what the text is saying to them”. On Reading helped this student
understand that “the reader is influencing and changing the meaning of the text by
bringing both background knowledge and past experiences to the text.” This
conceptualization of the reader’s role and influence in reading was “fascinating” to this
student because of how relatable it was to this student’s everyday experiences.
Another student reflected on the profound and shocking way the construct of
parallel text influenced him even though he too had thought about perception, just not in
relation to reading:
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… there is so much more to reading than I could have imagined and stuff that I
wasn’t even aware that I was doing myself. The idea from this book that has
stuck with me…came at the very beginning of the book… “No matter how
carefully and cleverly I write, no text of mine will ever ‘contain’ my message so
precisely as to guarantee that I communicate my exact ‘intended meaning’ to you
and every other reader. Each of you will construct your own meaning, employing
your own values, understandings and experiences as you do so” (Goodman 2).
When I read this, it was an epiphany almost instantly. I had known that what we
see is largely shaped by the way that we see things, but there was something
about this in relation to literature that was just so shocking to me.
Students, independent of their reading orientation, found the construct of a
reading transaction, or as Ken Goodman referred “parallel text” influential in
conceptualizing or reconceptualizing reading as the construction of meaning. This
construct empowers the reader as the constructor of meaning rather than burdening the
reader to figure out what the author is explicitly stating.
I will close this section with a student’s sketch of an author and a reader to
illustrate the most important and influential concept he learned which was the
connection between author and reader (Figure 4.3). He stated “Like pieces of a puzzle,
meaning that the author is trying to present and the perception of that meaning is
important to communicating information. The two pieces are nothing if there is not a
connection between the two.”
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Figure 4.3 Pieces of a Puzzle

In this section I have presented and described ways in which students engaged
with concepts of reading transactions and parallel texts and their reports of shifts in
perceptions of reading. In the next section I will present data demonstrating ways
students’ responded to miscue engagements and readings and ways concepts of miscue
prompted shifts in their thinking about reading.
Miscues. Several course readings focused on the construct of miscues, ways of
evaluating miscues and ways of using the construct of miscue to better understand the
reading process as the construction of meaning and to support readers. Students further
engaged in miscue experiences where they listened to readers in and out of class and
observed and documented miscues. In class, students reported miscues they observed in
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their classes and communities and together we contextualized and deconstructed
miscues in terms of Ken Goodman’s language cueing systems (1996). Students
consistently reported the construct of miscue as instrumental in emphasizing and
demonstrating reading as meaning making independent of the student’s reading
orientation or their self-perceptions as reported. Students often commented on how
learning about miscues was the most influential aspect of the course, however, students
reflected on experiences and made comments such as “Just reading about miscues and
how to analyze them was not completely convincing. Class discussions and exercises
reinforced and demonstrated the legitimacy of miscue analysis.”
Students often reflected on the construct of viewing miscues or “mistakes” as
okay countering word focused notions that reading is about word accuracy:
Miscue Analysis was almost the opposite of what I thought it was. Everyone
makes mistakes, yet some are “better” mistake than others…I didn’t realize that
so many ideas went into one little mistake and that there was so much to get out
of something rather than what teachers use to tell me, “You made a big mistake,
but next time you’ll catch it and correct it.” So as I was growing up I was always
taught not to make mistakes and if I did I was a bad reader and I’d have to catch
it next time.
Students also reflected on conceptualizations of miscue as guiding readers
towards meaning:
The miscue section was extremely important to my experience in this class. It
allowed me to learn that we all make mistakes when we read, no one is perfect
and it is not about the speed at which someone reads, but rather the meaning and
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connections they make with the text they read. Learning that, it allowed me to be
more engaged in the assigned readings for this class…I was able to connect and
think of the way I personally read. Learning about miscues has allowed me to
enhance my reading skills and help me feel confident in my reading, which I
lacked prior to this class.
Students realized the importance of making connections during reading and how
connections facilitate meaning making:
I like that Goodman talks about how it isn’t bad to miscue and that it doesn’t
define you as a poor reader. I tend to lack in confidence when reading aloud
because I don’t always know how to pronounce words and miscue frequently. As
a child I always had a negative outlook on reading and didn’t believe I was
capable of being a good reader. Yet, this text definitely made me look differently
at the miscuing process and how the reason we miscue is because we are trying
to make meaning and fill in what we think should be said or written.
Students came to see miscues as Goodman’s windows on reading and they reflected on
miscues as evidence of thinking and making predictions during reading. One student
stated “Analyzing miscues is one of the most exciting and practical skills I have learned
in…college. It allows me to understand the thought process of the person who made the
miscue in a way I never thought possible”.
Students were able to evaluate and illuminate reader’s language strength based
on their miscues:
All miscues are not bad, some are great because it shows what someone may
know about language. It shows that they may be predicting…which shows that
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they are thinking while they are reading. Before this class I never would have
[thought] that a “mistake” could show [how] smart you are or how good you are
at reading. Anytime I miscued or I heard someone miscue while reading I just
assumed it was always bad.
Students were surprised at young reader’s miscues and how miscues evidence a reader’s
knowledge and background experience:
The concept of miscue analysis honestly completely blew my mind when we first
began learning about it, I had always viewed mistakes in reading as simply just
being wrong until Goodman explained that most mistakes weren’t really
mistakes at all, but often how we as readers make sense of print. I became
completely infatuated with miscues shortly after learning about them. It
fascinated me that readers, even at such a young age, were using background
knowledge, context clues, and what they already knew about how language
works to make sense of text (Goodman 5).
Students began noticing their own miscues and realized all readers miscue, not just
emerging readers or readers who are identified as having difficulties with reading:
Admittedly, I was a bit skeptical at first about this “miscue” business—as far as I
had learned, a mistake was a mistake and nothing more. This might be because,
growing up, each miscue I made while reading was treated as a mistake and
viewed as negative. However, once we got into the idea of “high quality” versus
“low quality” miscues, I felt as if a new door had been opened for me into the
world of understanding reading…I myself have always been a pretty good reader
who prides herself on making almost no mistakes while reading aloud. However,
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I quickly realized that everyone makes miscues—including most adults and
myself.
Students reported being able to explain and name something they had always
noticed:
Finally I had figured out what I had been doing all my life when others read and
I would follow along through the text. I was not critiquing them; rather I was
admiring their miscues. I had been doing miscue analysis my entire life! I think
placing a name on what I had been doing helped me to better understand what
the reader was doing.
Students reported concepts of miscue as debunking notions of good and bad readers:
The one thing that I am positive I will not be forgetting anytime soon is the time
we spent on miscue analysis…I had always thought that there were only good
and bad readers. It has never occurred to me to take a look into the “mistakes”
they make and why they might make them. Now every time I catch myself, or
someone else, make a miscue, I stop for a moment and reflect on where they
might have been going with that idea… I take the time to stop and think about
the quality of the miscue.
Miscues and MM-MM. Students initially reporting meaning making orientations
transacted with concepts of miscue in similar ways to students initially reporting word
focused orientations. A participant (MM-MM ++) shared the following:
The most memorable part of class for me was learning about reading miscues.
Miscues were something that I had thought about without really knowing what
they were for a long time…I had always wondered why or how anyone could
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just add or subtract words from the books, and not notice. I had actually always
thought of it as a sign of bad reading, and wondered if I was making the same
mistake too but not noticing like everyone else seemed to be. So when we started
discussing all that you can learn about a reader from the miscues they make or
don't make, I was excited to finally get some answers. I also realized that I do
make miscues, all the time.
This student further reflected about reading The Boat in the Basement, a passage from
On Reading: “This short passage revealed so much to me about the reading process and
how the classical perception of reading, that you decode every word one at a time, is just
not the case.” Though 4 students reported meaning making orientations of reading
across the semester, reflections such as this suggest entrenched views that reading does
entail word accuracy even if the reader’s goal is ultimately meaning making. Another
student (MM-MM++) reflected on the experience of listening to recordings of readers in
class and marking and evaluating their miscues:
Miscues really are something else. I remember when people used to read out
loud in elementary school and when they made a mistake I would correct them.
What this class taught me is that they weren’t mistakes at all, but rather they
were miscues and that they show us more about the reading process than we
could know. Listening to the people read the stories (the little girl, and the older
woman) showed what reading was really all about, and that is making meaning
of the text and finding the big picture. The older woman was stuck so many
times on particular words and froze up, but when she gave a retelling of the
story, she was almost spot on. Even though she wasn’t able to understand all of
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the meticulous details such as the individual words, she was able to piece them
together in the end to give a near perfect retelling of the story. If that doesn’t
change the way you look at reading then I don’t know what will.
Constructs of miscue challenged the four students who already perceived reading as
focusing on understanding and comprehension. Interestingly, miscue experiences were
revaluing for all students, independent of orientation.
Students overwhelmingly reported that focusing on reading as the construction of
meaning was influential. Students reported connecting with their own thinking during
reading, seeing the ways their experiences and backgrounds shaped their thinking and
then talking with their peers and reflecting on their thinking. Course readings and
engagements that focused on students own reading processes illuminated what they
actually do during reading, often challenging what they think they do or what they have
been instructed to do. Understanding that reading is the construction of meaning was
mediated in various ways by a construct of miscue independent of a readers’ reading
orientation
Mistakes. Students often reported miscues as mistakes. Lessons learned included
notions that it’s okay to make mistakes during reading, because words are not the focus,
meaning is. Students reflected:
“I am going to allow students [to] make mistakes in reading. This literacy
tutoring class challenged my beliefs by telling me that it is okay to mess up while
reading.”
“this class helped me to realize that it is okay to miscue or make mistakes”
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“I am a person who likes to correct mistakes… But now I will be aware of which
miscues need correction, and which are simply part of the reading process.”
The concept of miscue challenged reader’s concerns over accuracy and demonstrated the
ways readers construct meaning. But deficit based underpinnings still remain. Other
students however grasp the notion that a miscue is not an “okay” mistake, it’s a miscue:
…students have been told that mistakes while reading is bad, that you should be
able to read at a fast and accurate pace, or a very slow pace, making little to no
mistakes. Mrs. Allen showed us the complete opposite…I even saw proof from
the students I tutored myself.
Students reflected on how miscues impacted their thinking and how they came to
recognize and appreciate reading miscues. Katy, one student shared how miscues taught
her that it’s okay to make mistakes and she took that notion to heart and reflected on
how she was “easier on herself” in terms of giving herself room to make mistakes in her
studies. Her reflections indicated an understanding of miscues and yet her discourse was
still deficit oriented. There is this undertone of “you are gonna mess up but it’s okay so
deal with it” rather than “it’s not messing up, it’s the way our brain works and it’s
manifested through miscue.”
Speed and perceptions of reading. Students reflected on schooling and timed
assessments that conveyed debilitating models of reading suggesting to young readers
that good reading is fast reading:
I stated that a good reader is someone who reads fast and makes no mistakes. I
thought these things made someone a good reader because they are what I was
taught when I was younger. In elementary school, we were always timed on our
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reading and we would get marked down if they caught us pronouncing a word
wrong or saying a different word completely. I now know that these things
should not matter when reading. Miscues are a part of reading too. Someone who
has high quality miscues, reads slow, but understands what they are reading can
be a good reader. I have realized that I make a lot of miscues when I read.
Students noticed that timed reading assessments drew readers’ attentions away from
meaning making during reading and often reflected on their past experiences:
In class [3rd grade] we had to do this timed reading activity. I had to read as
much as I could, making the least [number of] mistakes in a minute. I was
always at the top of my class when it came to this activity so I thought I was a
good reader. Since those activities, I always thought I needed to read fast which
caused me to not even understand what I was reading. As I got older I realized
that I had to read a text three or four times before I could gain any meaning out
of the reading. I always lost focus while reading and I never could truly
understand what the reading was talking about…Therefore, since I read fast and
I could pronounce words very well I thought I was a good reader when in reality
I wasn’t. After I learned that reading is more than just decoding words but
actually gaining meaning from a text, I had to make some changes.
This student interestingly noticed that her focus on reading quickly and accurately
detracted her from comprehending during reading though she was valued as a “good
reader”. As students perceptions of literacy shifted, so did the way students perceived
good reading and good readers.
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In this section I have presented data that describes students thinking about
reading and the ways their perceptions about literacy shifted. The majority of students
reported thinking reading was word oriented but later reported shifting towards a
meaning making orientation. In the next section, I will present data that describes
students’ self-perceptions as readers and the ways, if any, they too shifted across the
semester.
In What Ways Did Students’ Self-Perceptions As Readers Shift?
Study data revealed students’ perceptions of themselves as readers. Questions
from the BRI honed in on how students felt about themselves by asking if they thought
they were a good reader. Additionally, students reflected on their own personal
connections with course material and in many cases, what it meant for them personally
in terms of their self-perceptions as readers. Study data further revealed students’
perceptions as reported from the beginning and end of the semester indicating whether
there was a significant shift in self-perception as a reader across the semester.
In Table 4.2 below, students’ perceptions of themselves from the beginning of
the semester and the end of the semester, as readers, is included by a negative or positive
sign. Hence, ++ indicates positive perceptions of self as reader at the beginning and end
of the semester, whereas - + indicates a shift from negative to positive perceptions
across the semester. The table further includes perceptions of reading as indicated in the
previous table but offers a unique perspective of students’ perceptions of both reading
and self as reader across the semester. Configurations are included in the table that were
not reported by students that subsequently emphasize the possibilities and patterns of
perceptions that emerged from the data analysis. For example, a student identified W-W
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- -, indicating they reported a word focused approach and negative self-perceptions
across the semester was not part of this study, as denoted by the zero in the far right
hand column reporting the number of students who identified with that configuration.
Table 4.2 Shifts in Reading Perceptions and Self-Perceptions as Readers
Orientation of reading from

Perception of self as

Number of students

beginning to end of

reader from beginning to

who reported this

semester

end of semester

configuration

W-W

--

0

W-W

-+

0

W-W

++

0

W-W

+-

0

MM-MM

--

0

MM-MM

-+

0

MM-MM

++

4

MM-MM

+-

0

W-MM

--

1

W-MM

-+

18

W-MM

++

15

W-MM

+-

0

MM-W

--

0

MM-W

-+

0

MM-W

++

0

MM-W

+-

0
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W = Word focused orientation of reading
MM =Meaning making orientation of reading
- = negative perception of self as reader
+ = positive perception of self as reader
Of the 38 students in this study, as reflected in their coursework, 19 students
reported positive self-perceptions as readers at the start of the course and 19 students
reported negative self-perceptions at the start of the course. All students who initially
reported negative self-perceptions as a reader also initially reported reading as word
focused. Students who reported shifts in their self-perceptions as readers, from negative
to positive, also shifted in their perceptions of reading as a word oriented activity to a
meaning making orientation, except for one student. Students initially reporting reading
as the construction of meaning did not report negative self-perceptions as readers.
Positive Self-Perceptions
Half of the students reported positive self-perceptions at both the beginning and
end of the class, 19 of 38 students. Of those 19 students, some students reported how
their self-perceptions did not change but they felt they were leaving class as a stronger
reader. One student (MM-MM ++) stated “I came in a strong learner, reader and writer,
but I finished the course becoming an even stronger learner, reader, and writer”. His
perceptions of reading as meaning making were enhanced. Other students shifted their
rationale for thinking they were good readers in conjunction with shifts towards a
meaning making model of literacy. For example, a student (W-MM ++) reported
initially defining herself as a good reader because she knew all of the words and didn’t
have to look anything up. She then decided she was a good reader because she
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understood what she was reading. Though these readers (W-MM ++) maintained their
positive self-perceptions, their personal theories of reading shifted influencing their
reasoning.
Negative Self-Perceptions
Of the other 19 students who reported negative perceptions of self as readers, 5
self reported in their reflections having a designated learning disability specifically
through statements such as:
“I worked on learning to read and to overcome my dyslexia.”
“This course has helped me understand more about myself as a dyslexic student.
Throughout my educational career I have struggled greatly due to my disability.”
“This made me think about myself when it came to reading and writing and
having a learning disability.”
“I grew up with a learning disability.”
“I was a classified student growing up and I still am today”
Students with negative self-perceptions often reflected on their feelings at the start of the
semester as riddled with nervousness and angst. On student reflected back on the
beginning of the semester and described:
When we first started this course I was nervous. That very first day, I seemed to
be in familiar place. I thought we were going to be in a type of reading resource
room for college students, and that brought back those nervous feeling from
when I was in elementary school. Much to my surprise that was not that case at
all. This class was a whole new view on what it means to read and how it affects
our lives. As the course went on I could feel those nerves go away and I began
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looking forward to the classes. There have been some key things I have learned
in this course that I am sure to keep with me for the rest of my life…the Burke
interview was one of the things that made me nervous. I just did not have a lot of
confidence in my reading abilities, and my answers were a reflection of that. I
can remember when I took the survey that I had a feeling of shame about what I
was writing. I did not like reading and I definitely did not like talking about my
reading with others. This is what reminded me most of my elementary school
reading class. It seemed like an exercise you would do before working with a
student that has reading problems and I did not like that.
Students talked about wanting to drop the class initially. Consider the following
reflection:
To begin with, when I first started this class, I never expected that this class
would change my life forever, and help me become a better student. What I first
expected from this class was I was going to help tutor students, I did not expect
to learn about literacy...I remember when she asked the class about how we
defined literacy. This made me very nervous, because I [did] not have a
definition for literacy except for that I hate reading and writing. Just hearing that
this class emphasized reading and writing made me want to drop the class, but
then I decided that maybe this course could be beneficial for me, and could help
me become a better reader and writer so, I stayed.
There have always been several students who dropped the course during the first week
or two of each semester. The reason, if any given, was always related to the cost of
fingerprinting (approximately $75 and due within the first three weeks of class) or
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feeling too busy to complete the additional 24 hours of tutoring. The reflections above
are not isolated reflections. In thinking about the potentially negative ways students
perceive themselves as learners and readers, and of reading in general, it may be that
some students drop the class due to feelings of inadequacy or due to negative literacy
baggage they bring with them to the university.
As students initially reporting negative self-perceptions as readers transacted
with coursework, they developed new understandings and insights into the reading
process. Students studied and explored the reading process and developed personal
theories of reading including new conceptualizations of reading and of literacy, and new
conceptualizations of what good reading looks like. Students reflected on their literacy
instruction when they were younger and how word focused models of reading
influenced their feelings about reading. Students also reflected on ways concepts of
miscue countered and challenged their past experiences:
Ken describes miscues by saying, “reading isn’t recognizing words; it’s making
sense of the print” (Goodman, 7). I feel that if I would have learned about
miscues when I was younger, then I would have been less ashamed when I read
out loud, and my teachers might have been more understanding if they knew
about miscue analysis. If I was told to just read and not to be worried about
recognizing each word, then I think I would not hate reading as much as I did
before I took this class.
Another student reported similar fears of reading aloud during “popcorn reading” and
feeling like a bad reader:
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In my experience as a reader I always dreaded reading aloud in fear I’d miscue. I
found it so embarrassing when I’d miss read a word in front of my entire class.
That’s when I began to dislike reading because that’s when “popcorn” reading
became popular and I believed I wasn’t a good reader.
Students began to debunk misconceptions about the reading process, and as they
deconstructed their misconceptions, they began to re-evaluate the ways they had judged
themselves as readers according to their deficit based and misguided models of reading.
Comments such as “My biggest take-a-way from this course is that reading is all about
making meaning and connecting with the text. After learning that reading has become
easier, I now see myself as a good reader!” Other readers discussed how their confidence
increased and their self-perceptions improved as they constructed a new personal theory
of reading. Students reflected on how seeing themselves as active participants during
reading and how a reader’s parallel text doesn’t match perfectly the published text was
relieving:
For me I had little confidence in my abilities so as a result my reading fell
behind. …I was asked if I felt I was a good reader. Not only did I answer no, but
I also talked about how I would download audio versions of book so that I could
just follow along. Looking back at this now I can see how that was just a strategy
I was using because I lacked confidence. I did not feel like I could read and
comprehend at the level I needed to by myself, so I leaned on the audio versions
to help me. It was like a reading security blanket that I used because of my word
focus on reading. I knew that if I listened to the book then all the words would be
said correctly and that is what I thought reading was all about. The more I
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learned about reading the more I saw that there is much more to it than that…
Learning about Ken Goodman’s theories on reading opened my eyes to a lot of
the misconceptions that I had as a reader. I learned that the author of a text will
never be able to perfectly communicate the ideas that they are writing about
because the reader is creating their own mental text as they read. These two texts
will always be different.
Reading Rate and Self-Perceptions
Students often discussed reading rate in conjunction with reading. However, it
was discussed more often by participants who initially reported word focused views of
reading and readers who reported negative self-perceptions as readers than by students
who reported a meaning making orientation across the semester.
Reading rate and meaning making orientations. In this study, of the four
students who reported a meaning making model of reading across the semester with
positive self-perceptions as a reader (MM-MM ++), only one student talked about
reading rate. This student described how he had a goal of reading faster, but he found
that when he attempted to read faster, he miscued more, then self corrected more, hence
slowing him down. He found his attempts to read faster inefficient and ineffective
maintaining that meaning and efficiency were the goals.
Reading rate and word focused orientations. Students who initially reported
word focused orientations (W-MM -+, W-MM --) reflected differently about reading
rate than students reporting meaning making orientations across the semester. Students
initially reporting a word focused orientation of reading reflected on reading rate often.
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Half of the students (W-MM), 9 of 18 reflected on qualities such as fast or slow reading.
Students commonly described good readers in relation to reading rate:
… my dad is a good reader because he is fast…
…When I first picked Jeremy as a good reader it was because of how fast he can
read…
…my older brother was a much faster reader than I was…
… my friend Hannah was a good reader…She could be laid back and read fast…
Subsequently, such criteria were also used for students to evaluate themselves as
readers. Students reported negative and defeating self-perceptions as readers qualified by
their reading rate. Such a student reflected “I thought a good reader was a person who
was a fast reader. That was my only criteria anyone had to meet to be a good reader…I,
myself, happened to be a very slow reader…” Students described ways that word
focused models valuing speed and accuracy during reading were debilitating, made
reading more challenging, and caused this student to feel poorly about themselves. One
student reflected:
Before taking this class I would have considered myself a bad reader, because I
thought what made good readers is that they read quickly and read every word on
a page. I could only do one or the other. I could either read fast and feel my eyes
skipping over entire sections of a page, or read every word in a slow and mindnumbing process. The consequences of the two seemingly bad choices always
had me choosing to read fast and miss words. Even though I could understand
the overall meaning of the text it still felt like I was somehow cheating,
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everything I had been taught since learning to sound it out taught me reading was
a left to right process. I would not have even called what I was doing reading.
However, as students moved towards reading as the construction of meaning
across the semester, they moved towards new criteria in which they evaluated
themselves by. Consider the following reflections from five students:
(1) I have also improved as a reader and gained confidence in my reading. Before
this class, I thought of myself as a horrible reader who does not comprehend well
and takes forever to read. Now I have learned that it is about connecting and
finding meaning at any speed I want to read. It is not about knowing big words
and reading 90 words per minute.
(2)… I still get caught up on every word and it takes me forever to read. Now, I
have learned that the speed at which I read is irrelevant. All along, I have been a
better reader than I ever thought I was. I think of myself as a good reader
because I make meaning and connect with these readings in class and in my
leisure time readings. I feel confident in my reading now…
(3) Before this class I thought I was a horrible reader. I can honestly say I am
leaving this class as an average reader. Not because I got better over the last
semester but the type of reader I am. Sure, I am a slow reader and it takes me
forever to sound words out but when I read something I understand it and I can
talk about it or teach it to someone else…This made me feel a lot more confident
when it comes to reading…
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(4) I use to stutter over words that were big, or words that I didn’t know, which
was the reason why I did not like reading out loud in class. I had the fear that
people would make fun of me because I was a slow reader.
(5) “Do you think you are a good reader?” I answered no in the beginning of the
semester because I really thought it was about speed and accuracy, but as it turns
out, reading is not at all about that. By the end of the semester I put that I am a
good reader because I read for meaning making, not for speed or word accuracy.
Students came to see reading as meaning making and hence, themselves as meaning
makers coming to understand that their reading rate did not label or qualify them as a
reader. Students recognized this shift in their self-perceptions and how their perceptions
of literacy shaped their self-perceptions as literate individuals.
Students also reflected on ways they devalued their own reading abilities based
on their perceptions that good reading is fast reading. Consider the following example:
I was always focused on quickness. I remember being timed on how many words
I could read per minute. I have always been one of the slowest readers in the
class; that has caused me to believe that I was a bad reader. I did not like to read
books because I believed I was a bad reader. After taking this class, I know that
is not the case. My definition of a good reader has changed. Now I believe a
good reader is someone who can comprehend a book and use strategies to help
him or her comprehend better. It is not about speed or volume. Now I believe
that I am a good reader and have always been…When taking the reading
benchmarks and AIMS, I would be one of the last ones to finish reading, but
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when the test scores came back, I had the highest score in the class. I have
always believed I was a bad reader until I took this class.
This student recognized that she excelled at reading according to standardized tests and
yet, her concerns with reading rate defined her as a reader.
Another student reflected on her negative self-perceptions as a reader but did not
report concerns about her reading rate, rather she identified it as a strength. Her concerns
were with meaning making. Interestingly, this student reported word focused
orientations at the start of the semester, but her concerns towards the end of the semester
reflect on her objective to construct meaning:
My Burke interview consisted of a lot of negative answers such as “I don’t
consider myself a good reader” and “I easily get distracted and don’t continue
reading”. I have never ever considered myself as an exceptional reader and I was
often very insecure about how much meaning and information I could actually
absorb after reading anything. I was not like most other people who [were]
scared to read out loud in front of the class or anything, because I was definitely
a fluent reader and had no problems reading at a constant, semi-fast pace.
Students reflected on course work and experiences that supported them in renegotiating
perceptions of reading centered on reading rate. Students reported overwhelmingly that
concepts of miscue analysis and conceptualizations of reading as transactive, countered
their preoccupations with reading speed.
A Thought Provoking Outlier
All students, with the exception of one, who originally reported negative
perceptions of self as reader also reported positive self-perceptions as readers at the
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close of the semester (18 of 38). This one student reported shifting from a word focused
view towards a meaning making view but reported negative self-perceptions across the
semester (W-MM - -). The following is an example from the student’s first and second
BRI:
First BRI:
Question: What would you like to do better as a reader?
Response: I would like to expand my choices of genres that I choose to read and
I would also like to read more in my spare time.
Question: Do you think you are a good reader? Why or why not?
Response: I do not think I am a good reader because I did not read in my spare
time and I know that my vocabulary is not very widespread. I know if I do read
more in my spare time and read books that are more diverse my knowledge
would increase along with my vocabulary.
Second BRI:
Question: What would you like to do better as a reader?
Response: I would like to expand on my reading choices like different genres. I
would also like to read more books.
Question: Do you think you are a good reader? Why or why not?
Response: No, I do not think I am a good reader. Because I don’t read that much
and when I do read I catch myself doing miscues. Also if I read more I think my
vocabulary will improve.
In looking more closely at her work, I wondered about a couple of different things.
During the semester in which this student was enrolled, I decided to have students
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complete both pre and post BRIs and upload them to D2L. Previously, I had handed out
the interview in hard copy form. I noticed as I was triangulating data between students
first BRI, their second BRI and their finals, that more often than not, their second BRI
“resembled” their first BRI in that the language was similar or the same with additional
text. I wondered if students pulled up their first BRI file on their computer and simply
edited their first BRI to complete their second BRI. This was not the case across the
board but I did notice a trend during this specific semester and decided to revert back to
using at least one hard copy BRI in subsequent semesters.
This student reported not thinking she was a good reader and qualified her
answer with a similar response on her BRI. However, in her final reflection she reported:
Looking back and reflecting on my growth of a reader it is crazy how far I have
come. From not being able to read and hating it so much to being able to read
and not minding it so much. I look at reading a lot differently then I use to… I
also find myself looking for books that are actually interesting to me and that I
enjoy…I now look at reading that is assigned in class as being helpful and
beneficial for me to succeed in and understand the material that I am learning. I
remember in middle school and high school when I had books that were assigned
to us to read I would never read the books, I would just look up the summaries
on spark notes. This has all changed for me now; I actually enjoy and read the
books that are assigned. For instance, in my other LRC class I had to read a book
called, “The Absolutely True Diary Of A Part-Time Indian”. When I was reading
this book I could not put it down, I actually finished it in two days. I would have
never thought that I would actually enjoy reading a book assigned to me for class.
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This has changed my whole perspective of reading…I have grown as a student in
a positive way because I look at reading differently now. I have also learned
from this class that even though I am a slow reader it does not matter and that it
is not a bad thing. I have learned that everyone looks at the same reading
differently and may take away a different message. This class has taught me that
when reading something new we tend to connect the reading to our personal
experiences as a way of connecting to it. I use to dread reading and anything that
has to do with it but now I do not mind it. I use to put in zero effort when it came
to having an assigned reading, I usually would pretend that I read it and let the
students in my class just tell me about it. Now I want to be prepared for the class
discussions about the assigned reading so I put in more effort now to get it done
and understand the message…I have not only grown with my reading and my
perspective of it but also just as a student.
Upon reflecting on this student’s experiences, I wondered two different things.
Maybe this student did not carefully think about their self-evaluation as a reader in their
second BRI. Maybe they used their first BRI to inform their second in conjunction with
the trend I noticed in using electronic files for both BRIs during that semester. Or,
maybe this student still felt they were not a good reader. This student reported a literacy
history riddled with strife and hurt and had identified as a struggling, dyslexic and slow
reader for years. Now, this student was reporting a more positive attitude towards
reading and reported feeling empowered and a sense of mobility she had not previously
felt.
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I was reminded of an eight year old reader I worked with who had written me a
letter and thanked me for working with him. Still self conscious about his reading, he
wrote “I still don’t like reading but at least I know I can”. It may be that a shift in selfperceptions as a reader is not consistently related to a shift in attitude, mobility or
engagement, that a reader can revalue reading but not their self-perceptions as a reader.
Or it may be that it takes time and experience beyond the scope of this study to feel a
genuine shift in self-perceptions for readers with entrenched ways of thinking about
reading and about themselves as readers. However, I did not encounter other data like
this. Study data showed a positive relationship between self-perceptions of self as reader
and reading perceptions. I am left with this question in my mind about attitude, mobility
and self-perception, wonderings for another study.
Discussions and Self-Perceptions
Students who entered class feeling poorly about their own reading reported
appreciating class discussions and hearing other students share their experiences and
frustrations. One student reflected:
I think about the many years I have spent taking Language Art/English classes.
Within these years, I have grown to hate reading and writing, but also have been
told I would never be able to accomplish reading and writing. I have been told
that it will always be my weakness and I will never be as good as the students
around me. It is very interesting to me to see how reading and writing is not a
struggle just for me, but many others struggle with it as well.
One student reflected on appreciating the class discussions about understanding
the BRI because of how many students openly reflected on equating good reading with
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fast reading. Another student reflected on a speed dating activity where students shared
connections they made one on one with a book the class read titled Just Call Me Stupid
by Tom Birdseye (1993). He reflected:
Throughout the book, Patrick gets one-on-one tutoring in the resource room.
This struck me because I was a classified student growing up and I still am
today. It reminded me of myself when I was a kid growing up. Getting pulled out
of class to go to “speech” which was basically the resource room full of kids who
struggled with all different types of things from learning disabilities to social
issues. Patrick was bullied in the book and when I was a child I was bullied as
well. In the first and second grade I was picked on due to my slow learning and
reading. After we read…we had a classroom discussion about it. We went from
group to group discussing what we reflected on. That was when I realized that I
wasn’t the only one who grew up as a classified student, that it was okay to be
seen as a slow reader. It gave me a sense of comfort being able to open up to my
peers, telling them all about my childhood and personal issues, that I’ve never
seen, nor met before in my life, which really satisfied me.
Students often reported that talking about their experiences was hard at first and
uncomfortable, but they soon realized that their peers had encountered many of the same
experiences and issues. They reported having never talked about “these things” before.
Students appreciated opportunities to better understand the reading process. For
about half of the students, negative self-perceptions of reading were involved. One
student reflected on a point Yetta Goodman made in an article: “…if we know how we
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read, the better we can read. I liked that she [Yetta Goodman] states that we are all better
readers than we think we are, and I was able to experience just that through this course.”
In this section, I have described data pertaining to students’ self-perceptions as
readers and shifts in self-perceptions across the semester. Previously in this chapter, I
presented data on perceptions of reading and ways students’ perceptions of the reading
process evolved. Students reported shifts in perceptions of reading but also reported
ways their literacy engagements changed as a result of their experiences and new
insights into literacy. The next section will describe students’ reported shifts in their
literacy engagements.
In What Ways Did Students’ Literacy Engagement Shift?
Students reported shifts in their thinking and understanding about literacy and
the reading process, and in their self-perceptions as literate individuals and as readers.
Subsequently, students noticed ways their engagements shifted across the semester.
Students reported ways their literacy engagements changed in conjunction with their
experiences as TLS 239 students. Students reported increases in engagement and in
motivation. Students described feeling enabled as they came to see that they were
constructors of meaning and that their social and cultural selves informed their readings.
And students reported ways in which their engagement in other courses beyond the
scope of “reading” was enhanced and impacted as a result of their new insights into
reading. The following data pertains to students who reported revaluing word focused
approaches of literacy towards meaning making approaches.
Literacy Engagement
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Students described ways their engagements shifted both qualitatively and
quantitatively. Students described how their new perceptions of literacy repositioned
them towards their reading. One student reflected on how her literacy engagement
shifted and her strategies shifted too:
I believed that I was a very bad reader. In most cases I would give up or not even
attempt to read if I did not understand the material. Now if I do not understand
my readings I refuse to give [up]…I will go back through the text and use
context clues and background knowledge to help me bring meaning and
understanding to what I am reading. I now read for comprehension and no longer
worry about my speed. I have noticed when I read for understanding my speed
picks up automatically. It seems that I have a new understanding for words and
can put sentences together much easier.
Similarly, another participant reflected:
I am now stressing understanding the meaning of the text as a whole rather than
a few individual words. Because of this change in philosophy I am now reading
much faster. The knowledge that the meaning of a text comes from a
combination of what the author wrote and myself improved the reading
experience because it allows me to find out more about myself through reading.
Because I am now reading faster along with the fact that I am consciously
including myself in the meaning of a text reading has become a more enjoyable
experience. I am reading more often than I have in years, even doing some class
readings that I would have never considered doing before. After taking this class
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I now understand what good reading is and can acknowledge myself as a good
reader.
Both students observed that their speed during reading had improved, a perceived
byproduct of reading to understand. Additionally, both students were identified within
this study as shifting from word to meaning making orientations and from negative to
positive self-perceptions (W-MM - +). Speed is a positive indicator for both students,
something they noticed. Reading faster is not a negative thing, and in college, it is
helpful due to large amounts of assigned reading. One student reflected that reading is
more enjoyable as a result of reading faster too. I however wonder, are these students
still concerned, or conditioned to be concerned or aware with the speed with which they
read?
Comments such as the one above indicating an increased desire to read or an
increase in reading activity was not unusual. Students would make comments such as
“I’m starting to find that love for reading again and this course definitely had a large part
in that.” One student reflected:
…I have seen a significant change in my own confidence and enthusiasm in
reading. Since the start of the semester I have completed all of my assigned
school readings and finished 3 novels on my own time. Before this semester I
had quit reading for fun…The only time I would read was for mandatory school
assignments. Now I am finding myself wanting to go to the bookstore to pick out
my next adventure. I’m constantly reading the New York Times Bestseller List
seeing if there are any books that catch my eye. I even put an eReader on my
Christmas list this year. Specifically one with a backlight so I can read in bed!
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Reading has become not only a hobby, but an obsession. I am so glad I took this
course and rediscovered my love for reading that I had in grade school.
Engagement during reading. Students reported ways in which they were more
actively engaged during reading. Students reported becoming metacognitive during their
reading and likewise, becoming more aware of using their “thinking” during reading.
Students shed heavy and burdensome deficit orientations of reading that restricted them
during reading. As students shed this excess weight, they were free.
Focus on meaning. Students reported ways in which their new insights into
reading for meaning and how the construct of miscue supported their reading. For
example, students stated “Miscue analysis has helped me to better understand my own
reading and has made me more efficient as a reader. I focus more on creating meaning
and gaining an understanding of what I read than I previously had.” or “this class helped
me to become a better learning, by not focusing on the little things, rather I should focus
on the main picture.” Students reported ways in which they used the construct of miscue
as a meaning making tool or strategy. One student reflected:
Miscues were a huge stepping stone for me as it lead me to becoming more
aware as I was reading. I quickly became more efficient when reading…I found
that I was stopping myself more often and revaluating the situation I was in and
what I was going to try and do to fix it before I moved on. Prior, I would not
think much about the problem and I would either just look up what the word
meant to try and make the sentence more comfortable for me to understand, or I
would just skip it and assume it was not too important.
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Students who discussed using miscue to problem solve during reading however
indicated to some degree, a word orientation during reading in which they are using a
construct of miscue. Another student reported how concepts of miscue coupled with
connecting with the inner voice help her to stay on task and to “solve the problem that I
have encountered”.
Metacognition. Students reported an increased awareness of their thinking and
becoming metacognitive during reading. Students reflected on noticing their inner voice,
a strategy introduced in Strategies that Work (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007):
…learning about the “inner voice” made me realize that I have one, whereas
before I wasn’t aware of it at all. I would occasionally ask myself questions
while reading, but if I did, those questions almost never made it into the margins
of what I was reading. Now I know not to ignore those questions, but to use them
to augment my understanding of the text.
Another student uses her inner voice to notice and monitor her connections she makes
during reading:
I have hardly been able to ignore my own thoughts since Strategies That Work
pointed out the importance of the inner conversation…My use of the inner
conversation has been to track what connections I am making with the text as I
read and therefore track what I am contributing to the meaning of a text. It has
been incredibly interesting to see how much and what parts of a text’s meaning
actually comes from myself. I now view reading as my own personal experience
and the meanings that I develop as a combination of the author’s intended
meaning and my own original meaning based on my situation and experiences.
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Students did not create a new inner voice as a result of their experiences, but through
coursework, students became aware of and connected with their inner voice. As students
came to see their own role in their own reading, they began noticing the connections
they made during reading:
I feel like I am more aware of how I read now and what my thinking is like while
I read. I have been noticing this in my other classes and with reading in my
personal life as well. I silently smile when I catch myself looking at a piece of
literature and automatically looking for clues about the text. I do not necessarily
read differently, but I think about how I could read differently. I am aware of
strategies that can help me if I ever needed or wanted to understand something
deeper. In some of my other literature-based classes, I notice how I am making
connections to what I am reading and discussing it with others. I also now notice
miscues every time I read or listen to someone else read. I feel like I know some
super cool inside joke, because I know that miscues can be good.
As students focused on reading for meaning, they became less preoccupied with words
and had more strategies to use:
As a result of that changed view of reading I was filled with a new sense of
confidence. Now I did not have to know every word or say them correctly. I
could just keep reading and look of clues. I allowed myself to make predictions
about the text I was reading and constantly began thinking about how what I was
reading at the moment fit with what I perceived the meaning of the text to be. I
began to read much more efficiently. Later in the course as we began learning
strategies on how to help our tutoring students interact with texts through notes
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and different activities I began applying those same strategies to my own reading
and found that there had been a big change in how I worked with a text. Before
this class I would just look for words of phrases as a way to understand what the
text was about, but I found that now I care less about the specific phrases and
more about the ideas.
Shedding word focused views of reading was freeing, a burden lifted. And with room to
move to create their own parallel text, students’ literacy was mobilized. Students
reported feeling more actively engaged in other classes and more invested in their
studies:
I have been much better at being an active student. Previous to this class, I didn’t
see the relevancy in a lot of the academic information in other courses, I didn’t
see the point in information unless it was directly related to the exams. Now, I
like to pay attention to information in class and interact with the professor and
other students because it could be relevant to future courses and I could use it to
make connections between multiple texts. This course has transformed me into a
better student in courses across the board… This class has even made it easier for
me to study for exams because as I read the materials I made personal
connections to the texts…
Students also reported using strategies in their own reading from their tutoring
experiences, “ For school readings I will ‘close read’ and highlight and write notes in the
margins. I will also use the sticky note method that I taught my students.” Another
student reflected on becoming a “sticky note guru” and further reported “I’ve also
started to annotate in my books, which is great for when I need to go back looking for
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specific information. And most importantly I have found myself to be less distracted
when it comes to reading.” Another student reported now using question webs during
her reading to help her expand her thinking. Students reflected on using new strategies
to keep focused and to construct meaning:
I have started to focus much more on my note taking in classes, and seeing when
my mind wanders. Before, I’m sure that I realized I wasn’t focused but kept
reading or writing even though my mind was somewhere else…This simple
strategy to write my thoughts down while reading has helped me tremendously. I
don’t just write summaries of what I am reading, but my thoughts as I go along,
or how I felt when I read something, my reaction, and what I think will happen
or gain from the rest of the reading. I thought I would use the strategies the most
in tutoring, and it would be beneficial to know when helping a child read, or
comprehend material better or more efficiently. But, I have begun to see a
difference in my own work…
Writing. Students reflected on ways course concepts related to their writing
directly. As with reading the focus shifted towards meaning making and making
personal connections:
The more concepts I read in “On Reading”, the more I was propelled to be a
much better writer. I used to take hours to write a paper; trying to make sure that
every little detail was perfect even though I seemed to never get the grades I
wanted. Upon finishing the course, not only am I comfortable sitting at my
computer staring at the blank word screen, but I find my writing has become
personalized; it’s as if I am the one speaking to my readers not the words on the
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page…I have also become much faster at writing lengthy papers…I am able to
put my analytical mind into words while still adding some personality, which has
helped immensely in my other courses, especially science
Miscue ears. Students reported listening to readers differently after becoming
acquainted with miscues. Students frequently reported miscues in class that they
observed and often commented on using their miscue ears:
Miscue analysis is something I am going to take away from this class that I
believe will stick with me for the rest of my life. I have been attempting and will
continue to use it in my economics classes, as it seems to translate naturally
across disciplines. I am starting to develop miscue ears and have reached the
point where I get excited whenever I hear a miscue and try to discover what was
going through the reader’s head.
Another student reflected on what she termed “my personal miscue game” where she
engaged in evaluating other miscues she heard. One student shared ” It seems like
hearing miscues has become an intuition now, I cannot stop myself from thinking about
[it] when someone miscues”.
Engagement as a student. Students described ways they were more actively
engaged as a result of their course experiences. Students reported feeling enabled and
more capable in broader spheres of life:
For my other classes it has given me the confidence to raise my hand if I don’t
understand something because now I know that I have the tools to help me find
the answer, and if I still cannot find it, I just simply need to ask for help, and
there is nothing wrong with asking for some help every once in a while. This
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goes for everything I do currently as well, whether it be going to the store and
forgetting the reason I went there, or dealing with personal problems that I am
currently going through. A lot has happened this year, mostly negative, but I can
truly say that this is one positive thing that influenced my life.
This student described an increase in confidence, engagement and willingness to ask for
help that extended beyond his literal reading of a text. His reflection indicates a shift in
his “way of being” and in his coping strategies for life, not just literacy. This next
student further reflects on feeling relief from pressures in other classes and not having to
get everything right:
The concepts he [Goodman] brought up in the course of his writing, I began to
apply to my other classes and it has helped me excel further than I imagined. I
feel that I am no longer trying to cram the information into an already full brain,
but I am relaxed and interested to learn what I am reading. My level of
comprehension in my class material for not just this class, but all my other
classes has improved immensely. I am no longer nervous I will not get the
meaning or reason for having to read a particular work, I can calmly read without
the anxiety of getting everything right.
A theme emerged in ways students felt liberated from a sense of being right or wrong,
good or bad. Students seemed to draw comfort in knowing that reading isn’t word
oriented, everyone miscues, and good readers don’t read everything “accurately”.
Students seemed to take this notion one step further “In life I will take the knowledge of
nobody is perfect, and that everyone makes mistakes, whether they are young/ old,
small/ tall, fat/ skinny.”
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Shifts and MM-MM ++. Students reporting meaning making orientations and
positive self-perceptions across the semester felt their experiences in TLS 239 were
valuable to their education. They too, restoryed literacy in their own ways. One student
shared how he became more metacognitive during reading and found himself using
psycholinguistic reading strategies:
The entire semester was a learning experience, but not just in the classroom. I
began to think differently about how I read. I caught myself using reading
strategies such as prediction, making meaning, drawing from context, and I
would have never stopped to notice that before taking this class. I hadn’t really
noticed that I skipped words when I read, I didn’t know that I ever miscued…
Another student shared how he had become more metacognitive during his reading. He
reflected “As I read for other classes or just my leisure I would notice the steps as I went
through them. I had to tell myself to quit thinking about how cool it was that I was using
the reading process.” Other reflections included more vague descriptions of students’
shifts but emphasize the reader’s perceived value of the course. One student reflected on
his last semester at the university as “the semester in which I made the most personal
growth. A lot of this change was predicated by the experiences I had in LRC 239.”
Another student reflected:
It’s weird to look back at this semester and see all of the changes that I’ve gone
through as a person, as a student, and now as a reader. All of these lessons I
learned from a class that I thought I was taking to fulfill a Tier 2 Humanities
credit. I entered the class a mere second semester freshman, but left with
invaluable knowledge on the reading process and how humans read in general.
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Students who reported meaning making orientations and positive selfperceptions across the semester also reported ways in which course work and
experiences supported their revaluing as students and readers. Their descriptions are not
as detailed and fewer in number, but nevertheless, it is interesting to consider the ways
all students reported restorying rather than just noting the way word oriented readers or
readers with negative self-perceptions transacted with the course.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I have presented findings from this study and have reported ways
in which students’ literacy perceptions, self-perceptions as literate and literacy
engagement shifted as students participated in TLS 239 Literacy Tutoring. To sum up
the general findings:
•

4 of 38 students reported a meaning making model of literacy at the beginning of
the semester.

•

34 of 38 students reported a word focused model of reading at the beginning of
the semester.

•

Half of the students in this study reported negative self-perceptions as readers.

•

All students who initially reported negative self-perceptions as a reader also
initially reported reading as word focused.

•

All students, with the exception of one, in this study who initially reported
negative self-perceptions as a reader, later, reported positive self-perceptions.

•

All readers who initially reported word focused models of reading moved
towards a meaning making model of reading across the semester.
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•

All readers who initially reported a meaning making model of reading also
reported positive self-perceptions across the semester.

•

Students who reported revaluing negative self-perceptions as readers emphasized
the construct of reading as meaning making as instrumental to their revaluing.

•

Students who reported a meaning making model of reading was instrumental to
their revaluing, reported the construct of a reading transaction and the construct
of miscue as instrumental to their new insights.

In the words of a student (W-MM, - +), I will close this chapter:
Being in this class I’ve learned a lot about reading but most importantly I learned a
lot [about] myself that I never knew. I learned more about my reading and literacy in
one semester than I learned in my entire life. That’s where I feel middle and high
school me. There’s a lot of things that I feel like I should have known about myself
and how I read and understand way before college.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION: IDENTITY AT WORK
In chapter four, I presented interpretations of data collected and analyzed to
investigate the reported shifts in reading behaviors and self-perceptions of university
readers involved in restorying engagements. The data were students’ voices as reported
in their TLS 239 coursework. Students described their experiences with coursework and
the ways their perceptions of literacy and of themselves as literate shifted across the
semester. Further, students described shifts they observed in their literacy engagements
and practice in connection with new insights into their own reading processes.
In this chapter, I connect findings of the analysis to themes and theoretical
connections. I relate findings to describe study themes in light of Charles Peirce’s theory
of inquiry and his concepts of fixing belief. I further link the findings of this study to a
construct of figured worlds as expressed by story. Both theories are complementary and
help to shed light on the meanings and potential implications of this study.
Inquiry
Course experiences designed to prepare students to tutor challenged students
entrenched ways of thinking about literacy and provided students with a reason to doubt,
requisite in Peirce’s theory of inquiry (Savan, 1988). Engagements constructed to help
readers study and become aware of the reading process helped readers see what they,
themselves do during reading. For most of the students, there was a disparity between
the known (the rule) and the new (the case), a disparity between what they thought about
reading and what they were learning and coming to know, the beginnings of challenging
old beliefs and fixing new beliefs (Peirce, 1877). This surprised students, propelling
them forward towards the explanatory process of abduction and into inquiry. Through
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coursework, students encountered concepts such as the construct of miscue and parallel
text and making connections, course concepts reported as very influential. Concepts of
reading as meaning making were anomalous to university students. Such coursework
and engagements not only initiated struggle, or inquiry, but provided experiences to
further transact with, propelling them through inquiry and Peirce’s stages of reasoning.
Fixating Beliefs
Situated within Peirce’s framework of fixating belief, students brought with them
to TLS 239 long held constructions of literacy, products of their literacy instruction that
provided a construct in which students evaluated their own abilities as learners and
readers. The majority of students initially reported word focused views of reading and
often described past experiences focusing reading on accuracy and speed. Many students
reported remembering timed assessments and the strong emphasis on reading fast.
Students’ literacy instruction and the culture of literacy from which they came, sent
students strong messages about conceptualizations of good and bad readers. Good
readers were those who read quickly and did not mess up on the words. Bad readers
were those who did not read quickly, or those readers who read slow, and did not
accurately decode each and every word correctly.
Students’ literacy beliefs influenced the ways students read and transacted with
text. One student reported listening to e-books as a college senior because of his
preoccupation with word accuracy during reading. Reading each and every word
correctly was important to him based on his beliefs about reading and yet he did not feel
capable of reading every word accurately. He suffered from Ken Goodman’s next word
syndrome (2003) and felt that having an e-book read digitally to him alleviated the need
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to accurately decode text. Students’ word oriented beliefs about reading positioned them
towards reading in word focused and deprived ways. Students had overwhelmingly
accepted deficit oriented models of reading and approximately half of those students
reported negative feelings of self as reader reminiscent of Goodman’s position that
readers identified as troubled “are more likely to be the victims of too much skill use
than not enough. (2003, p. 423).
Regardless of the inaccuracy of their perceptions, to them it was truth and they
operated under such assumptions. Dominant literacy discourses imposed word focused
models of reading upon students. Students were not encouraged or supported in
challenging classroom pedagogy or school, district or state level curriculum and
assessment mandates. Students were encouraged to accept word focused models of
reading as accurate and required to complete assignments and tests that further
reinforced deficit based constructions. Peirce’s method of authority (1877) dictates a
belief and the recipients in general are not positioned for various reasons to challenge.
Challenging the reading process is not generally part of literacy education. Maybe it
should be.
Other students reported methods of tenacity, but such beliefs, such as thinking
reading was about using imagination when they were young, could not endure and
withstand the social pressures of word focused literacy instruction. In some instances,
students’ thinking countered their literacy instruction, and they assumed they were
wrong invalidating their own beliefs. Individuals engaging in abductive thinking must
reach a level of verification at both the individual and social levels. Similarly, students
may have utilized Peirce’s a priori method in developing beliefs based on what seemed
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reasonable at the time to only the individual and is too subjectived to be verified both
socially and individually for any length of time.
TLS 239 students were university students, university readers, and were no
longer subjected to word focused views of reading in the same ways they were when
they were younger. Students are assigned heavy reading loads and as such, are largely
concerned with “covering” the material. Students engage in silent reading more and oral
reading less often in higher education. Hence, a reading for meaning model of literacy
may be more verifiable individually and socially in college. However, students still
bring with them their perceptions of reading and internalized feelings as readers. Unless
challenged, students continue dragging around negative perceptions of self as reader and
dysfunctional perceptions of reading indefinitely.
It can be an instinctive belief that we don’t doubt ordinary conduct of the
everyday (Peirce, 1907) including school-based instruction for students of any age.
Students often reported their wondering or instinctive feelings about the reading process
and meaning making but they never thought to challenge those conceptualizations. TLS
239 course concepts challenged students’ conceptualizations of literacy and their word
focused models of reading. This doubt, which induces inquiry, leads to discovering
something new, but considers prior knowledge, experience and belief according to
Peirce (1877) where individuals can evaluate one set of beliefs against another (Savan,
1988). Students transacted with course concepts through a struggle, but in light of past
experiences and perceptions about reading. This struggle was a reworking of the past, a
revaluing and restorying of past perceptions. Students demonstrated their surprise at
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anomalous course concepts, primarily the construct of miscue and reading as the
construction of meaning, and made comments such as:
“Learning about Ken Goodman’s theories on reading opened my eyes to a lot of
the misconception that I had as a reader.”
“I never expected that this class would change my life forever, and help me
become a better student.”
“I thought we were going to be in a type of reading resource room for college
students, and that brought back those nervous feeling from when I was in
elementary school. Much to my surprise that was not that case at all.”
“Boy…that was eye-opening. Miscues really are something else.”
“Admittedly, I was a bit skeptical at first about this “miscue” business—as far as
I had learned, a mistake was a mistake and nothing more.”
“I was extremely wrong! Miscue Analysis was almost the opposite of what I
thought it was.”
“Coming into the class I had assumed that literacy only involved reading books. I
was wrong, wildly wrong.”
“I thought to myself, what am I getting myself into now? Little did I know that
this picture book, with no words, would change the way I view literature forever.”
“[quote from K. Goodman] When I read this, it was an epiphany almost
instantly. I had known that what we see is largely shaped by the way that we see
things, but there was something about this in relation to literature that was just so
shocking to me.”
Peirce (1877) contends that inquiry is often misunderstood as a mere question, spoken or
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written, and that merely formulating a question “does not stimulate the mind to any
struggle after belief” (p. 115). Peirce posits “There must be real and living doubt, and
without this all discussion is idle.” (p. 115).
Students’ coursework didn’t present literacy theory through solely reading and
lecture and then request that students recite it back. Coursework provided opportunities
for students to become metacognitive and to conduct a self-study of their own reading.
Students moved beyond abduction through induction and deduction as they tried out
new concepts and were able to observe and verify course concepts enacted in the readers
they listened to, in their other classes and in their personal lives. It is through
observation and experiment, that knowing something as fact can initiate transformation
in the interpretant (Savan, 1988). “The identity of the habit lies in its pattern of
succession, and this structure is repeatable in various materials, at various times, and in
varying circumstances.” (Savan, 1988, p. 45).
As students engaged in inquiry and explored the reading process, their
perceptions or reading beliefs shifted. Their beliefs consequentially repositioned them as
readers in a cycle of transactions that will continue influencing and repositioning them
indefinitely. Savan (1988) described the mind as an interpretant and stated “Each
interpretant is a sign to some further interpretant of the same object…The interpretant
may serve as a position from which to compare or relate prior interpretants with
consequential interpretants as a “rule for transformation of one into the other” (p. 45).
Abductive thinking uses the known to continually connect and push ahead perpetually
influencing future experiences.
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Once students’ deficit based reading orientations were challenged, they engaged
in inquiry. For example, students often thought that good reading was about reading fast
and getting every single word right. Accordingly, students had previously evaluated
themselves in terms of getting every word right and in terms of how quickly they read.
Deciding they did not in fact read every word correctly was then equated with not being
a good reader. Feeling that they did not read fast enough, for a number of reasons, was
then determined to mean they were not good readers. Course concepts that caused
students to doubt, challenged their constructs of “good readers” and their selfperceptions. Students not only reworked their past perceptions of reading but their selfperceptions, abductively, linking their past self-perceptions with the “new”. Students
responses such as “I feel that if I would have learned about miscues when I was
younger, then I would have been less ashamed when I read out loud... I feel that as long
as I made sense when I read, then there would [have been] nothing to be ashamed
about.” demonstrate this reworking of past literacy experiences based upon a reworking
of literacy perceptions. Conceptualizations, or beliefs or truths according to Peirce, are
contextualized social entities.
The release from taxing and burdensome truth-belief-misconceptions, was
freeing and liberating for students. Implications for identity work will be discussed in
the following section. But it is through inquiry and transacting with anomaly, that
students came to know about reading and developed new beliefs about reading, beliefs
that shape literacy identities. Conceptualizations of miscue and reading for meaning
provided an a-typical context for students to study and reflect on reading. New
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psychological tools such as conceptualizations mediated learning and literacy not only in
TLS 239 but in students’ lives outside of TLS 239.
Staat (1993) described this process of inquiry as the process of working through
possibility (abduction/ firstness) and actuality (deduction/ secondness) towards reality
(induction/ thirdness). According to Staat, this induction, or thirdness is reality as a
whole and a place for further mediation, or in this study, the ways students’
conceptualizations mediate further experiences. The process of mediation is never
complete as the interpretant continually propels and informs meaning making.
Kuhn (1970) provides a similar construct to Peirce’s construct of inquiry but
Kuhn discusses transacting with anomaly within the construction of paradigms. Kuhn
describes how a discovery begins with anomaly and the thinking that violates the present
paradigm. Scientific discoveries according to Kuhn involve an anomalous experience or
phenomena, the process of transacting with it and trying to understand it and then
accommodating the anomaly in such a way that the paradigm renders the anomaly no
longer anomalous and even expected. Students came to expect what was once
anomalous, and even depend and thrive upon it.
Metaphors. Hung (2002) builds upon Peirce’s theory of reasoning and the
metaphorical leap individuals make thinking abductively, connecting the known and the
unknown suggesting that metaphorical ideas are psychological signs and psychological
tools that further mediate thinking and behavior. Students reported ways their literacy
engagements shifted and they included reports of reading differently, thinking
differently during reading and during their other classes. Students theorized new levels
of engagement in their other courses as products of their new insights into reading and
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understanding reading as an active dynamic process. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) discuss
metaphor and state “the essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind
of thing in terms of another” (p. 5). Students reported restructuring their attitudes and
levels of engagement in their university studies and attributed these changes to
anomalous concepts from TLS 239 such as the construct of miscue and reading as
transactive. Lakoff and Johnson describe how metaphors are influenced by social and
cultural factors, are used in reasoning, and may not simply identify similarities or
connections but may actually create the connections. Two general metaphoric themes
evolved from students’ reports of ways their literacy engagements had shifted.
1. It’s okay to make mistakes.
2. What I think about and what I contribute is important, necessary and
meaningful.
Miscue metaphors. Students made metaphorical connections between the
construct of miscue and the notion that it is okay to make mistakes or ask for help. For
example, a student reflected on reading miscues and coming to grips with miscuing and
further elaborated:
In life I will take the knowledge of nobody is perfect, and that everyone makes
mistakes, whether they are young/ old, small/ tall, fat/ skinny. Everyone at some
point in their lifetime will make…mistakes, and I have to learn how to just let it
be...
Another student reflected even more broadly on the construct of miscue as an
empowering tool:
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This brings me to my revaluation of my thinking process, using miscues and the
inner conversation with real life situations. In my current state of mind, I feel like
I am going backwards, and I often find myself losing my thoughts more than
ever before. With these new ideas in hand I can catch myself from doing things
that I did not mean to do and I can catch my thought before I spend minutes
thinking about what I was supposed to do. For my other classes it has given me
the confidence to raise my hand if I don’t understand something because now I
know that I have the tools to help me find the answer, and if I still cannot find it,
I just simply need to ask for help, and there is nothing wrong with asking for
some help every once in a while. This goes for everything I do currently as well,
whether it be going to the store and forgetting the reason I went there, or dealing
with personal problems that I am currently going through. A lot has happened
this year, mostly negative, but I can truly say that this is one positive thing that
influenced my life.
Students often reported feeling liberated or freed from constraints of limited views of
reading or the need to not make mistakes as a result of understanding the concept of a
reading miscue. Such metaphorical leaps reached far beyond the linguistic construct of a
miscue to broader, thoughtful notions of guiding problem solving principles and
strategies.
Meaning making metaphors. Students made connections between reading as
transactive and their increased metacognition, connections making and engagement level
both during reading and in their other courses. Students reported “I am consciously
including myself in the meaning of a text reading…I am reading more often than I have
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in years, even doing some class readings that I would have never considered doing
before.” or “this class helped me to become a better learner, by not focusing on the little
things, rather I should focus on the main picture.” Another student attributed being more
actively engaged in other classes to new conceptualizations of reading for meaning:
I have been much better at being an active student. Previous to this class, I didn’t see
the relevancy in a lot of the academic information in other courses, I didn’t see the
point in information unless it was directly related to the exams. Now, I like to pay
attention to information in class and interact with the professor and other students
because it could be relevant to future courses and I could use it to make connections
between multiple texts. This course has transformed me into a better student in
courses across the board… This class has even made it easier for me to study for
exams because as I read the materials, I made personal connections to the texts.
Students felt at liberty to construct meaning and felt free from previously self-imposed
constraints. Students reported feeling relief from anxiety, confidence in their abilities
and an increase in their abilities to write and to comprehend:
Upon finishing the course, not only am I comfortable sitting at my computer
staring at the blank word screen, but I find my writing has become personalized;
it’s as if I am the one speaking to my readers not the words on the page…I have
also become much faster at writing lengthy papers…I can now sit at my
computer and write everything that is on my mind rather than over thinking
whether or not the information is vital to what I am trying convey in my work.
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The concepts he [Ken Goodman] brought up in the course of his writing, I began
to apply to my other classes and it has helped me excel further than I imagined. I
feel that I am no longer trying to cram the information into an already full brain,
but I am relaxed and interested to learn what I am reading. My level of
comprehension in my class material for not just this class, but all my other
classes has improved immensely. I am no longer nervous I will not get the
meaning or reason for having to read a particular work, I can calmly read without
the anxiety of getting everything right.
Students constructed metaphorical leaps from their known to their new insights which
was further manifested through transformations in their ways of being outside of TLS
239. Though initially, metaphors “require an imaginative leap” as in abductive thinking,
metaphors commonly become consistently and routinely implemented and are not
further identified and thought of as metaphors (Chandler, 2014).
Guessing
Peirce often discussed guessing at the riddle as a way of discussing the scientific
method of inquiry. He used the term “guess” to describe a hypothesis involving beliefs,
background knowledge, experience, data, “compounds of deductions” based on rules we
are already familiar with and or have applied (Smith, 2015). Interestingly Ken Goodman
and Charles Peirce both use the term guessing. Ken Goodman (1967) coined the phrase
psycholinguistic guessing game in the sixties to describe a reader’s processes and the
ways a reader relies on experience, language and thought development. Goodman
describes the process as automatic and intuitive and states “This self-evident fact needs
to be stated because what appears to be intuitive in any guessing game is actually the
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result of knowledge so well learned that the process of its application requires little
conscious effort.” (pp. 130-131).
Ken Goodman heard Chomsky refer to reading as tentative information
processing and appreciated the construct of tentativeness, what he considered a missing
link in his reading theory (1996) and subsequently identified the reading process, a
psycholinguistic guessing game. Goodman’s use of the term “guessing” was criticized
for devaluing a reader’s processes to a “guess,” but Goodman appreciated the term as
representative of the tentative guessing, or predicting, that he observed readers engage in
during reading. Goodman’s construct of meaning making applies to literacy and how
readers work out meanings through universal meaning making strategies including
making predictions and transacting with text in socially situated ways. Peirce’s
pragmatism provides a construct for working out meanings relying on the construct of
making predictions that are socially situated. Interestingly, they both use the term
guessing to describe the predictive nature of the brain, and they both emphasize the
sociocultural nature of meaning making.
In this section I have described students’ literacy experiences within Peirce’s
construct of meaning making and belief. Student’s literacy beliefs positioned them
towards literacy and were repositioned in terms of encountering anomalous
conceptualizations of literacy. In the next section I discuss findings in terms of figured
worlds and what the construct of figured worlds illuminates in terms of identity and
agency as students encountered anomalous experiences within TLS 239.
Figured Worlds of Literacy
Identity is enacted through figured worlds, a construct born of Holland et al.’s
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work in Identity and Agency in Cultural Worlds (1998) and is part of their framework of
identity and identity in practice. “Through participation in figured worlds people can
reconceptualize who they are, or shift in who they understand themselves to be” (Urietta,
2007a, p. 120).
In this study, students reported revising their self-perceptions as readers: how
students perceive their literate abilities and conceive their literacy identities. Identity is
defined as “a dynamic co-constructed cultural phenomenon” (Urietta, 2007b, p. 118)
where “People tell others who they are, but even more important, they tell themselves
and then try to act as though they are who they say they are” often with strong
“emotional resonance” (Holland et al., 1998, p. 3). Identity describes ways individuals
“come to understand themselves” and “figure who they are, through the ‘worlds’ that
they participate in” (Urietta, 2007a, p. 107). Identities form and are continually in flux,
are improvised, mediate agency, mediated by social and cultural artifacts, socially
situated, and representations of organization (Holland et al., 1998).
Students initially reporting negative self-perceptions as readers often reported
enacting their literacy identities: telling themselves who they were and acting out as
though they were who they said they were. Students initially describing themselves as
readers in deficit based ways such as slow, the slowest, bad, ashamed, not good,
struggling and horrible, for example, often described the ways they read in a deficit
themed light:
“I used to dread reading…”
“I used to pretend that I read”
“I get easily distracted”
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“It takes me forever to read”
“It takes me forever to sound out words”
“…if I listened to the book then all the words would be said correctly”
“I always dreaded reading aloud”
“I found it so embarrassing when I’d misread”
“I did not like reading”
“I did not like talking about my reading”
“I just did not have a lot of confidence in my reading abilities”
A literacy identity isn’t just about identifying as a certain type of reader or literate
individual, it is further enacted and manifested through ways of engaging literacy.
Identity and agency develop dialectically and dialogically in as if worlds, at two levels,
conceptual and procedural (Holland et al., 1998).
Conceptual identity production involves shifts in individuals’ identities, their
perceptions of the world and how they act accordingly (Urietta, 2007b). Urietta
describes conceptual shifts within a figured world that can involve conceptualizing new
self-understandings, new emotional investments in both the figured world and
perceptions, and the renegotiation, reconceptualization or reworking of the past. Urietta
describes procedural identity production as “premised on people’s participation in group
activities and the practice and enactment of cultural forms particular to that figured
world.” (p. 131). Urietta posits that sometimes individuals assume new constructs of the
figured world as a mediating device, a way of mediating their new conceptualizations.
Across time, students shifted in both conceptual and procedural identity
production within this figured world. Students engaged in conceptual identity production
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through a reconceptualization and reorganization of their literacy subjectivity, students’
definitions of literacy expanded and students developed meaning making models of
literacy. New understandings shaped perceptions of self and the world and past
experiences as readers. Students demonstrated emotional investment in feeling liberated
by shedding deficit based constructs of reading and of self as reader.
Students engaged in the production of procedural identity as they became
metacognitive and focused on the construction of meaning during reading. Students used
new knowledge and experiences to challenge and debunk deficit based word focused
views and to further mediate new self-perceptions as readers. Holland et al. (1998), state
“Selves are socially constructed through the mediation of powerful discourses and their
artifacts” (p. 26). Within this figured world of tutoring, students began to revalue
reading discourse and to “…rearrange, reword, rephrase, reorchestrate different voices”
and to develop their “authorial stance” (Holland et al., 1998, p. 183). Students began to
restory themselves as readers as they made sense of new experiences and understandings
(Short, 2012). This figured world defined success according to cultural, social and
linguistic resources (Michael et al., 2007) that were valued and honored within this
figured world and students’ broader figured worlds as readers.
Roles and Positioning
Figured worlds emphasize the actors involved and the ways in which actors are
positioned. My role in this figured world-my positionality was not only relevant and
important in this study for the purposes of methodology but also as part of the construct
of figured worlds. Holland et al. (1998) stated that when individuals are positioned, they
might be less engaged in self-making and more concerned with accepting, rejecting and
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or negotiating that position. I too am an actor and active participant in this figured world
with a defined role, a specific orientation towards literacy and learning and in the ways I
pedagogically valued certain outcomes and discourse more than others. In figured
worlds, participants figure out who they are relative to participants around them.
During class, I positioned every student as a reader and as literate. Could my
positioning have inhibited students’ self making and forced them to accept, reject or
negotiate their positions? Shifts in perceptions and self-perceptions may have been
students’ renegotiations as a result of my imposed positioning and the pedagogical
positioning of the course. I continue to reflect on the myriad of ways I may have
inhibited or enabled identity work during TLS 239. How might I have further facilitated
self-making?
Artifacts, Agency and Power
Figured worlds focus on actors, how they act, and use improvisation and cultural
artifacts within figured worlds (Holland et al., 1998). Michael, Andrade and Bartlett
(2007) elaborate on Holland et al.’s figured worlds clarifying that such constructs are
“evoked by discourses and the cultural artifacts of those discourses, or objects and
symbols inscribed by a collective attribution of meaning” (p. 169) and could include
labels, grades and books. Cultural artifacts within a figured world could include labels
such as poor reader, good reader, fast reader, slow reader and struggling reader.
Cultural artifacts commonly differed in TLS 239, than student’s prior figured
worlds of literacy including their experiences with literacy instruction. In TLS 239,
values differed and psychological tools differed from most students’ prior experiences.
Holland et al. (1998) describe discourses as “originating outside their performers and are
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imposed upon people, through recurrent institutional treatments and within interaction,
to the point they become self administered” (p. 62). Students’ prior literacy instruction
imposed dominant discourses (Fairclough, 1995) that further mobilized literacy across
time. For students, those discourses eventually became self administered, so much so
that readers attending a major institution think they are poor readers and often times
poor learners because they don’t not read fast and they don’t read every word accurately,
pervasive misconceptions, and damaging baggage students carry with them. Gee
expands the construct of discourse to include “ways of using language, acting,
interacting, valuing, dressing, thinking, believing and feeling (or displaying
these)…They are a package composed of all sorts of stuff, not just language” (2015, p.
93). Imposed deficit based discourses did not just influence the way students read a
book, it positioned and shaped their way of thinking, believing, feeling and acting. It
positioned students’ ways of being. Holland et al. describes the Vygotskian pivotal role
of cultural artifacts as the “capacity to shift the perceptual, cognitive, affective, and
practical frame of activity” making “cultural artifacts so significant in human life” (p.
63).
Through TLS 239 coursework, a new alternative discourse (Fairclough, 1995)
was introduced to students; value was attributed differently to ways of reading and
literacy discourses and labels varied accordingly. Focus shifted for many students from
word accuracy and reading rate towards constructing meaning, making sense, becoming
metacognitive and making connections. Students developed new literacy discourses and
beliefs, mobilized through their reconstructed literacy identities and the ways in which
they enacted those identities. Students exercised agency and used cultural artifacts from
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course experiences such as new perceptions of reading, constructs of miscue, awareness
of and connection with metacognitive thinking during reading, new strategies, new selfperceptions and resulting reconstructed labels as readers, to mediate new understandings
of the reading process and identities as literate. New cultural artifacts mediated students’
engagements and the ways their literacy discourse and engagement shifted. Their way of
being shifted and was transformed.
Figured worlds involve levels and positions of power that are not always equally
distributed, and that support participants in understanding power both within figured
worlds and outside of them (Holland et al., 1998; Urietta, 2007b). Identity work and
willingness to restory requires risk taking which further requires feeling safe and secure.
A pedagogy that identifies readers’ strengths and which empowers readers as meaning
makers provided a construct for TLS 239 students to inquire and challenge their
perceptions of reading. Such a pedagogy, enacted within Wenger’s construct of a
community of practice (1998) where members challenged and negotiated meaning
through engagements and collaboration with other members, provided students with
opportunities to reflect and connect through dialogue, and to realize that they were not
alone in their deficit based orientations towards reading and their negative selfperceptions as readers. Students shared their “common stories” creating an
“interpretative community” and promoting “cultural cohesion” (Bruner, 2002, p. 25). As
students challenged their understandings of reading and what readers do, revaluing
reading as the construction of meaning, students reported feeling empowered and
agentive, enacting out their new literacy identities. This Peircian pedagogical space of
inquiry differed from Peirce’s method of authority and literacy methodology imposed
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upon students by institutions of power, a method of fixating belief commonly
experienced by TLS 239 students.
Responsiveness Within Figured Worlds of Epistemology
Urietta (2007b) found that certain participants with certain experiences were
more receptive and more easily drawn into the figured world of activism in his study. I
suggest similar thoughts relating to students and their responsiveness to TLS 239.
Students who thought reading was about word accuracy and reading rate and who were
subjected to intense skill and drill reading instruction may be more responsive to a
figured world of reading as meaning making, a model that challenges their
understandings, demonstrating miscues as part of the reading process and which
empowers the reader as the constructor of meaning. Students classified as “vulnerable
readers” (Jaeger, 2015), positioned as deficient in figured worlds of classrooms, schools
and possibly homes, who suffer from negative self-perceptions, may be more receptive
to restoring engagements demonstrating again, reading as the construction of meaning, a
strength based model that empowers and positions readers as knowledgeable language
users. Students who reflected the most on their shifting perceptions, self-perceptions and
literacy engagements had overwhelmingly reported word focused views at the start of
the semester. Over half of those students also reported negative self-perceptions as
readers. Word focused readers and readers with negative self-perceptions may be more
responsiveness to restorying engagements and may show increased identity development
within this figured world. There were four students (MM-MM, ++) who were reflective
and reported ways in which they revalued literacy, but not to the extent that the other 34
students did (W-MM, --; W-MM, -+; W-MM, ++). Holland et al. (1998) describe how
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newcomers to figured worlds give up their old identities and construct new identities
through devaluation of the old identity and formation of the new identity. Possibly,
students who entered the course with meaning making perceptions of reading and with
positive self-perceptions as readers weren’t necessarily new comers after all. Students
participate within more than one figured world. TLS 239 is a figured world, but students’
personal theories of reading act as figured worlds for readers too. In this case, students
with word focused views where newcomers and students with meaning making views
were not necessarily new comers.
Michael et al. (2007) draws from both Lemke (2000) and Wortham (2006)
calling for scholars to realize and note that figured worlds develop at differing levels of
proximity to both the local, and across time periods, or what Wortham refers to as
timescales. Participants in figured worlds are influenced and constrained by widely
circulating figured worlds that span across time and overlap local figured worlds. There
is not a single timescale that is more influential than the others (Michael, et al.). Students’
figured worlds of TLS 239 is not independent of their experiences and perceptions as a
reader and student outside of class. Students transact within a figured world of literacy,
within their own personal theory of literacy that spans across the university throughout
their studies and out into their lives and worlds beyond the scope of being a student.
Urietta (2007b) refers to Holland’s and Lave’s (2001) history in person as an
individuals’ subjective history and experience including an individual’s social history.
Students bring with them to class their social histories as readers. Many students have
brought with them dysfunctional perceptions of reading including preoccupations that
good reading is fast and involves getting all of the words right, a model that interferes
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with students’ abilities to transact with literacy infused coursework across the university
in meaningful ways. Further they have brought with them deficit based self-perception
as readers and learners and often lack confidence in their abilities as readers and learners.
Through TLS 239, students reported refiguring who they were as readers realizing their
abilities as capable readers and knowledgeable learners. Students’ history in person, or
their stories are rewritten.
Urietta (2007b) theorizes that participants in figured worlds who have come to
figure “come to understand their ability to craft their future participation, or agency, in
and across figured worlds” (p. 120). Students imagine their possible selves (Bruner,
1994) as they have come to refigure their literacy identity. Sense making and self
understandings in figured worlds are socially and culturally situated in the past as
historical phenomenon but also continue through re-formation and the continuation of
experiences (Holland et al.). Students enact their revised literacy identities, as reported
in the ways their literacy engagements shifted, and continually transact in the Dewey-an
(Dewey & Bentley, 1949) and Rosenblatt sense (1994) perpetually creating new
meaning with new experiences and understandings. Meaning construction whether at the
macro or micro level, in relation to the world or in relation to self is not static nor fixed,
but social, cultural, dynamic, subjective and continually responsive to new experiences
and understandings. Students will continue to figure who they are, will continue to
develop their literacy identities and will continue to enact them throughout their lives far
beyond the scope of this figured world of TLS 239. Students will continue to figure who
they are as readers within their figured world of reading framed by their personal
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theories of reading. The boundaries of this new figured world are blurred and are not
confined by tangible parameters of space, but rather defined in terms of epistemology.
Drawing figured worlds into the conversation of restorying emphasizes the actors
involved, issues of positionality, power, improvisation, self-authoring and the
production of conceptual and procedural identity. The construct of literacy identity
within figured worlds illuminates the ways students identified as readers and how they
enacted those identities.
Figured Worlds and Stories
Within figured worlds, identity reconstruction “takes place through
reinterpretation of self and one’s life” and “the major vehicle for this reinterpretation is
the …personal story” (Holland et al., 1998, p. 75). Stories provide space for the
reconstruction of identity, and stories are the tools for making sense of the past and for
positioning one’s self within the figured world (Holland et al). The next section
describes the way students’ literacy narratives, or stories, were restoryed within a space
for authoring, a construct of figured worlds (Holland et al.).
Story
Bruner (1994) describes his concept of “self” as a “perpetually rewritten story”
(p. 53) and describes self making as narrative occurring at two levels, inside, where
“memory, feelings, ideas, beliefs, [and] subjectivity” exist and on the outside, “based on
the apparent esteem of others and on the myriad expectations that we early, even
mindlessly, pick up from the culture in which we are immersed.” (p. 65).
Students reported engaging in “literacy” self making, at both narrative levels,
through their perceptions and understandings of reading and what readers do, the outside
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level, and through their self understandings as readers, their inside level. Students
reporting shifts in their self-perceptions engaged in more self making as their selfperceptions were restoryed. Students who had previously self identified as poor, bad or
slow readers, for example, came to see they were good readers and doing things that
smart and good readers do (Y. Goodman, 1996).
In this study, students reported ways in which their selfhood was transformed
through story making. Bruner’s construct of story frames students’ experiences of
restorying their literacy identities. Bruner (2002) suggests two reasons for looking at the
construct of story and how it functions. The first is to control, “where tradition forges
procedures for keeping the stories…within recognized bounds.” (p. 11). The second
reason is to “cultivate its illusions of reality, to ‘subjunctivize’ the self-evident
declaratives of everyday life” (p. 11). Students exercised agency in how they shared
their experiences and their stories as TLS 239 students. For many students, they focused
on tutoring and how they reconciled tutoring concepts and reading strategies with
tutoring engagements. For many students, the value of the course was in the
methodology of literacy tutoring. Students preparing to be teachers were excited to try
out strategies in their own classrooms and were excited about new things they learned
about reading with regards to tutoring. To some extent students’ stories touch on both
motives of story. Their stories were constructed within the bounds of TLS 239 where a
pedagogy of literacy as meaning making was evident, reinforced and where students
participated and received grades for their work. Other students however, the focus of
this study, described a reflective reworking of their “self”, and ways of conceptualizing
literacy and their socially constructed realities as literate individuals. Students’ self
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making and restorying as a result of course work was contingent on their storied selves
coming into the class. Some students were more invested in self making. Other students
quickly responded to counter narratives that challenged current narratives. Students’
stories positioned them in different ways.
Story Structure
Through restorying, students’ identities, their stories, developed and expanded,
continually reforming (Holland et al., 1998) to accommodate and assimilate new
experiences and understandings across the semester. Kathy Short (2012) explains how
our stories provide ways of making sense of our experiences:
Story is the way we make sense of the world. Harold Rosen (1986) argues that
stories are a way to move from the chaotic “stuff” of daily life into understanding.
An endless flow of experiences surround us on a daily basis, and we invent
beginnings and endings to organize our experiences by creating a meaningful
sequence of facts and interpretations. Stories impose order and coherence on that
stream of experiences and allow us to work out significance. Stories thus provide
a means of structuring and reflecting on our experiences (Bruner, 1988). (p. 10)
Each student restoryed in different ways, using different cultural artifacts in transaction
with different histories, experiences and needs. Students’ demonstrated ways in which
they made sense of their experiences in TLS 239 by refiguring their past and making
sense of their experiences in light of new ones. Bruner (1994) explains how new
experiences that challenge ways of thinking, or the current “narrative” act as “turning
points” that provide clarity of thought and meaning. The concept of story, or storying is
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not just about telling or listing events sequentially, but rather, it involves ways
experiences and events connect and provide coherence.
Bruner (2002) likens stories to doppelgangers, operational at two distinct and
essential levels, a landscape of action in the world and a landscape of consciousness.
Bruner (1986) describes the simultaneous construction of both landscapes in story.
Bruner’s landscape of action focuses on constituents who are the arguments of action
within the construct of story and include “agent, intention or goal, situation, instrument,
something corresponding to a ‘story grammar’”. (p. 14). Bruner’s landscape of
consciousness focuses on “what those involved in the action know, think, or feel, or do
not know, think, or feel.” ( p. 14). Students in TLS 239 constructed their literacy stories
involving both their perceptions and self-perceptions. Emphasizing the construct of story
illustrates the importance of recognizing students’ landscapes of consciousness, and not
just their landscapes of action. The two are inter-related, but students’ landscapes of
consciousness, drive their literacy constructs, experiences and engagements.
Seeing through Story
Bruner (1986) describes how stories are “an instantiation of models we carry in
our own mind” (p. 7) and Short (2012) describes how “stories create our view of the
world and the lens though which we construct meaning” (p. 9), story is a way of
“knowing” (p. 10). As students shifted in their perceptions of reading and their selfperceptions as readers, they restoryed literacy, and their lens, framework and literally,
their model of literacy shifted accordingly. Students’ ways of knowing shifted.
Bruner (1986) describes how human mental activity depends on cultural toolkits
to be fully expressive. Cultural and social pressures influence the “story” (Bruner, 1994)
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such as the way students transacted with dominant discourses in schools and storyed
themselves as deficient readers framed within deficit based discourses. Students who
had previously thought reading was about meaning making but were subject to word
focused instruction that informed them otherwise, created literacy narratives that
reinforced reading for word accuracy and speed. Through TLS 239 experiences, students
developed new alternative discourses, came to see their intuition had been right, and that
their literacy instruction had been misguided, hence their negative self-perceptions,
mistaken. Story is the “coin and currency of culture” (Bruner, 2002, p. 16), evidenced in
the ways students’ stories shifted in relation to the ways their culture of literacy shifted.
Students’ culture of literacy shifted from K-12 literacy instruction to that of a university.
Bruner, (2002) describes the balancing act of storying as requiring autonomy but also
needing to “relate the self to a world of others-friends and family, to institutions, to the
past, to reference groups.”(p. 78). Students valued constructing meaning as university
students and valued literacy as a meaning making tool. Their literacy culture physically
differed in many ways from their remembered pasts of timed reading assessments and
tragic experiences of reading aloud in class, However their stories including their selfperceptions often remained, the inside realm of the their story.
The majority of students came to see how their literacy narratives, their stories as
literate individuals, were deficit oriented, misinformed and misconstrued. Students
stories were restoryed in a “dialectic between what was expected and what came to pass”
(Bruner, 2002, p. 15) resulting in stories of change and transformation. Bruner describes:
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Only when we suspect we have the wrong story do we begin asking how a
narrative may structure (or distort) our view of how things really are. And
eventually we ask how story, eo ipso, shapes our experience of the world. (p. 9)
Students encountered coursework and experiences that offered “alternative worlds that
put the actual one in a new light” (p. 10) through inquiry that challenged their current
story and propelled them towards reconciling their story.
Story is multidirectional. Through story, students were able to “organize memory”
(Bruner, 2004, p. 694). Restorying can happen reflectively, a reworking of the past as
evidenced in students’ reflections of their prior experiences and how they reconciled
those experiences with new understandings. Story also positioned students towards
possible worlds and possible selves (Bruner, 2002). Their new view of the world shaped
the way they saw literacy and will further shape their view of literacy as they move
forward. Their evolving narratives possess “power to structure perceptual experience”
and “build the very ‘events’ of life” (Bruner, 2004, p. 694). Students eventually reported
not evaluating themselves based on their speed of reading, though some students noticed
their reading rate had increased. Other students were eventually okay with their reading
rate, though they hadn’t perceived that it had increased and had once considered their
reading rate evidence of their poor reading. Further, some readers had considered
themselves bad readers because of their reading rate but later reported not being bad
readers, and reported they were in fact good readers because they knew reading was
about meaning making. They now evaluated themselves based on their ability to
construct meaning and make connections. Students came to structure their literacy
experiences in a positive and strength based light and their newly realized confidences
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further enabled them. Other readers initially considering themselves poor decoders and
hence, poor readers, came to see their own role in reading as active, involved and shaped
by their experiences and background knowledge. As their perceptions shifted so did
their story, their “autobiographical narrative” laying down “routes in memory, for not
only guiding the life narrative up to the present but directing it into the future” (Bruner,
2004, p. 708).
Restorying
Story making is our medium for coming to terms with the surprises and oddities of
the human condition” (Bruner, 2002, p. 90). Bruner described narrative as “the dialectic
between what was expected and what came to pass” and posited that for story to exist,
“something unforeseen must happen” (p. 15). Bruner continues to characterize story as
when “something goes awry…The story concerns efforts to cope or come to terms with
the breach and its consequences” (p. 17) and is a “way to domesticate human error and
surprise” (p. 31). Students reported literacy concepts that challenged their thinking, that
surprised them, or that were eye opening for them. Through inquiry, students
constructed new beliefs and hence, new stories. Students’ stories became templates for
experiences (Bruner, 2002). Through story, students created possible worlds, deduced
from the social worlds they had come to know. Bruner describes how the construct of
possibility “challenges as it comforts” and “has the power to change our habits of
conceiving what is real” (p. 94). As students restoryed literacy, they reported how their
habits and beliefs were transformed through pedagogy that challenged their beliefs.
Students also reported feeling relief and comfort. New stories reframed students as
capable and new stories positioned students towards their new possible selves.
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Conclusion
Students engaged in coursework that challenged their thinking about literacy and
as a result, conducted their own self-study, an inquiry within a theoretical framework of
literacy as the construction of meaning. Their inquiry included Peirce’s method of
inquiry and the setting included the figured world of students’ personal theories of
reading, what they knew about reading and the value they attributed to it. Data sources
included interviews, reflections, researcher’s notes, personal histories, course
experiences, personal experiences, background knowledge and metacognitive
observations. Students utilized a constant comparative method of analysis to analyze
their data. Students were able to discuss their data within the construct of their personal
theory of reading to draw conclusions and to discuss implications of their self-study. As
students combed through data sources and transacted with their data, they documented
their stories and engaged in extensive rewriting and revising of their personal narratives.
This process of rewriting is never complete however. Unlike a research study that is
eventually finalized and potentially published, being fixed in time, students’ stories are
never finished and the process or rewriting, revising and reauthoring continues in
dynamic ways as data sources and students’ theoretical constructs continue to evolve.
Students reified literacy across the semester. “Reifications orchestrate and
synchronise people’s activities by stabilizing meanings. They allow practices to travel
across space and time” and hone in on “ways in which local situated practices and
events are linked with other localities or with broader social formations” (Barton &
Hamilton, 2005, p. 14). Reification is agentive and critical in nature in both identity
work and social change or the broader social implications of restorying. The reification
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of literacy practice illuminates the critical literacy in Goodmans’ model of reading,
providing readers with tools, artifacts and insights to recognize and identify the
disparities in conceptualizations of literacy, and how students identify as literate.
According to Jank’s (2014) model for critical literacy, attention must be given to
questions of power, diversity, access, design and redesign and understanding the way
the different components are interrelated. Janks discusses issues of power, diversity and
access challenging unequal relations of power and who decides what is valued and
therefor who is valued, constructs of difference and of othering, how individuals are
taught and how they learn and who has access to education, knowledge and language.
Additionally Janks discusses her concepts of design and redesign. Design entails
“making and shaping texts” (p. 8), choosing meanings and enacting them, and
understanding how texts are constructed, constrained, positioned and how they position
readers. Redesign is “an act of transformation” (p. 8). Janks posits:
The deconstruction of texts and practices is sterile unless we can see how to
reconstruct them so as to improve the way we live and relate to one another.
Because not even a redesigned text is neutral, we have to think of reconstruction
as an ongoing process of transformation…Redesigning texts is not a hard thing
to imagine or do. Redesigning practices is more of a challenge because ways of
doing and acting are often ingrained. Redesigning the world seems like an
impossible things to do. (pp. 8-9)
Students engaged in critical literacy about the construct of literacy and with their own
personal literacy narratives, their narrative constructions of self. Students challenged
constructs of power, diversity and access and engaged in the design and the redesigning
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of their constructions of self, their stories. Students imagined their possible worlds and
positioned themselves to move forward and to realize their possible worlds.
In this chapter, I have presented findings within the construct of inquiry, figured
worlds and restorying. I have described the ways students transacted with course
concepts, challenged deficit models of reading and experienced critical transformations.
In the next chapter I discuss the implications of this study and how I position this study
in the broader context of literacy instruction, education and experience.
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CHAPTER 6. IMPLICATIONS: LITERACY DEVELOPMENT AS SOCIAL
AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING
In chapter 5, I described my research findings in relation to the ways readers
challenged their perceptions of literacy processes through inquiry, the ways students
engaged in identity work within the construct of figured worlds, and ways in which
students restoryed literacy through a narrative construct of self. In this chapter I present
my thoughts on the implications of this study for college students, K-12 students,
teaching, curriculum and instruction and policy makers.
This study is not only about the literacy anomalies TLS students faced through
course experiences. I too was shocked. I was completely and utterly surprised. Whether I
should have been or not is another question, but I was facing my own anomaly that
propelled me through this inquiry, this study. I was shocked that university students
identified themselves as bad readers because they didn’t consider themselves fast
readers. I was shocked that the pervasive model of reading imposed upon young readers
through assessments such as DIBELS, was still haunting students at a major university
in restricting and constraining ways, ways that could shape students’ literacy for the rest
of their lives, ways that could impede and hamper their college experiences and
educations. I was shocked that students found relief and comfort in asserting themselves
as readers and as meaning makers. I was shocked that students hadn’t considered
themselves as meaning makers and as vital to the role of reading. I was shocked that
students found it transforming to become metacognitive, to make connections, to think
during reading. Students were suffering, as was their education and their well-being.
Students were not completing reading assignments because they had misconceptions
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about what reading was! Students were less engaged and actively involved because of
baggage they brought with them to the university. I was shocked, completely and utterly
shocked.
I was also saddened. I felt that students’ pain was unnecessary. Students had
come to the university to receive an education and they were working toward their goals,
they were doing “the right things,” except they had brought with them a disability, an
unnecessary disability and a incapacitating inheritance of deficit based thinking about
reading. Students had brought with them disabling attitudes and harmful perceptions
about literacy. Are there university support services for students who mistakenly think
reading is about decoding or that they mistakenly identity as bad readers? Are there
services to help overcome the shame and lack of confidence college readers might feel?
Maybe there are; I haven’t found any. Sure, there are services to support students in
various ways but who asks them about their model of reading? Who asks them if they
think they are good readers? Who cares about that? And yet, the answers to these
questions are important to students’ academic success and their overall wellbeing.
Students restorying continues on long after their time in TLS 239. Students are
not completely rid of deficit perspectives either. Hopefully, students’ new attitudes and
strategies will support them and will perpetuate their restorying in meaningful ways.
Dunbar, Fugalsang and Stein (2007) illuminate the challenge in conceptual change and
how old naïve theories still remain, though inhibited, rather than actually being
eliminated or completely reworked in light of new theories. This is where the
significance of individual and social/ community verification is important. Students’
stories are continually rewritten in light of new experiences and social and personal
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confirmation of new stories. Pragmatism conceptualizes ideas as social entities that
succeed based on adaptability. When readers come to see they are in fact capable and
literate, it’s revaluing. As literacy perceptions shift, the interpretant shifts likewise. The
semiotic relationship never ceases, it simply continues, transacting in revalued ways.
Pragmatism views ideas, concepts and theory as socially constructed tools or
instruments akin to Vygotsky’s construct of psychological tools and cultural artifacts
(Cole, John-Steiner, Scribner & Souberman, 1978). Peirce and Vygotsky describe
meaning making as a semiotic relationship socially mediated and situated.
Conceptualizations of miscue and reading as meaning making were anomalous as well
as linguistic and psychological tools that critically challenged what reading was and the
way in which readers positioned themselves as literate. Using a construct of miscue to
deconstruct the reading process and to develop a personal reading theory is critical
pedagogy and the construct of miscue is an anomaly that challenges restricting views of
reading that can further inquiry.
Peirce’s test of certainty has to be engaged personally by a reader (1877) and no
one else can tell an individual what is certain. A personal has to decide for themselves
for the belief to be truly accepted and valid. Someone else cannot do the work for you
and there are consequences when someone else imposes the work on you. It is an
inauthentic way to learn and an insufficient way of fixating belief through methods of
authority (Peirce, 1877). Research often addresses the theory involved in change and
less often addresses the actual process of change. This shift in belief is a defining
element of Peirce and a defining element of this study. Students’ responses to course
work provides further insights into that space of shifting beliefs.
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In the next section I will describe implications of this study in terms of higher
education and readers at the university. Implications include discussion about anomalous
thinking, vulnerable readers in college, general education foundations courses in literacy
and framing literacy development and restorying as social and emotional learning.
Higher Education
In May of 2015, Peter Fries invited me to accompany him to a small Discourse
Analysis in Educational Research working conference in Madison, Wisconsin where I
presented study data to a small group and we “thought together”. When I say small
group, I mean, two professors and approximately 5 students. I had prepared copies for
each group member of two students’ responses along with a chart that deconstructed
students’ comments into emerging themes. The responses were from students who
talked about their shifts in perceptions, self-perceptions and their literacy practice while
enrolled in TLS 239. The professor that was the small group leader actually asked me if
I had made changes to students’ language or edited the responses in any way. He
questioned the authenticity of such drastic shifts and repositioning of literacy
perceptions and engagement. He then made an off the cuff comment about “Cause if it’s
that easy, then what have I been doing all of these years.” He chuckled and a couple of
doctoral students followed in suit. The other professor stepped in and took the lead
during my time presenting to this small group. She talked me through my data. She
asked me thoughtful questions and suggested further readings I might consider. This
data was anomalous to the group leader. It challenged his thinking, his “known” and it
appeared as if he dismissed the challenge and did not continue down the abductive path.
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Whether that is true or not, I can’t be sure. But it was apparent the data was anomalous
and he reacted quite differently to it.
What do I think about that? I think this data is anomalous. It certainly challenged
the ways in which I had conceptualized college readers self-perceptions. I don’t think
that I have done anything remarkable, I simply think I’ve happened onto a dynamic
involving college readers that has consequences with significant implications,
implications for college readers and college coursework and implications for K-12
literacy education that prepares readers for college. Whether students continue towards
higher education after high school is another issue, but they have constructed selfperceptions, literacy identities and stories of themselves from their literacy instruction
and schooling they carry with them wherever they go.
Vulnerable Readers in Higher Education
Jaeger’s (2015) concerns over labeling readers as struggling discounting the
“culpability” (p. 17) of schools and instructional programs is especially relevant to this
study. Students’ negative self-perceptions were often times institutionally imposed
positioning readers at a vulnerable “tipping point” (p. 24). According to Isakson et al.
(2016) and Givens (2010), systematic assessments of college readers’ attitudes about
reading is rarely conducted in conjunction with endeavors to support and improve
academic literacy and college reading. Further research must acknowledge and consider
vulnerable readers in higher education, their attitudes and perceptions about literacy, and
how many college students negotiate this “tipping point” throughout their college years.
This study represents “voices of individuals who may not be heard” (Creswell,
2005, p. 204). I selected students who were able to richly describe their reading; they
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shared their experiences and understandings as they transacted with coursework and
experiences. I have thought about college students’ literacy perceptions and wondered
how many college students do not feel good about the ways they read, or who think they
have to “cheat” in other classes or that they have a secret and feel they aren’t really
literate. Restorying engagements provided students a wealth of knowledge about
themselves as readers, that they were competent and capable readers. Restorying
engagements provided students with tools to deconstruct their false and defeating
perceptions of reading. Would a student have shared his dependence on ebooks for
classes if he hadn’t been able to debunk his false pretenses about himself as a reader? I
suspect that readers who feel shame about their reading lack the framework for
deconstructing defeating perceptions that continue to perpetuate themselves through
college and throughout life. Would TLS 239 students have felt comfortable sharing their
personal thoughts about literacy and their literacy identities if they hadn’t revalued
themselves as readers? In what ways does shame and negative self-perceptions silence
college readers? Future research should consider the role of shame in literacy and
learning at the college level and how to support students who suffer from deficit based
self-perceptions as readers and learners. Additionally, students reported shifting their
reading perceptions and utilizing new strategies. Students reported new thinking during
reading and becoming metacognitive, noticing and respecting their inner voice and
seeing value in their connections and the ways they construct meaning. "Thinking about
thinking has to be a principal ingredient of any empowering practice of education
(Bruner, 1996, p. 19).
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What college courses and programs address literacy skills and strategies that
college students can use across their studies? Students are often required to complete
courses in English, writing and composition, 101-introductory courses that provide
opportunities to develop literacy strategies that support students in their writing at the
college level. Developing students’ literacy in terms of writing is considered valuable
and necessary and generally is requisite as a general education requirement independent
of a major. In fact, at the university where this study was completed, students are
required to complete General Education Foundations courses in writing, math and
languages. Students are required to take two writing courses unless they are placed in an
honors writing course, in which case, they are required to take only one foundational
writing course. Why is it considered foundational and of value to further develop
literacy in the form of writing and not in the form of reading and constructing meaning?
Generally speaking, students are expected to write in various forms for most of their
college courses. But aren’t they expected to read and construct meaning in the majority
of their college courses as well? I am wondering how it is that college readers, and not
college writers, are assumed to have the literacy capabilities and strategies of getting the
most out of their education. Who decides that? Who evaluates that? Implications of this
study call for the consideration of how foundational courses in literacy and literacy
strategies could support all college readers.
Social and Emotional Learning
Even in college, students’ literacy development is still playing itself out-the story
is still being told, in a university classroom where it is assumed that everyone is literate.
Ken and Yetta Goodman have been talking about the relationship between beliefs and
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reading for decades (K. Goodman, 1976, 1982, 1996; Goodman & Goodman, 2011,
2014; Y. Goodman, 1996, 2003, 2014). What Peirce does for beliefs, is to deconstruct
the process of developing beliefs and elucidate what makes beliefs authentic and
sustainable (Peirce, 1877, Savan, 1988). Conley (2015) discusses social and emotional
learning (SEL) in higher education and the relationship between social and emotional
adjustments and academic outcomes, performance and retention. Students are still in
their formative developmental years in higher education, and the social and emotional
skills requisite for students “promote their personal and interpersonal awareness and
competence, and therefor help them navigate new and challenging academic, social and
emotional terrain” (Conley, 2015, p. 198). Conley discusses the five core SEL
competencies identified by the Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional
Learning [CASEL] for younger students, but argues their significance in higher
education. They are self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship
skills and responsible decision-making. Interestingly, study data touched on each
component, though restorying tended to focus on the first three competencies, selfawareness, self-management and social awareness. Conley describes these competencies
as follows:
•

Self-awareness: Accurately recognizing one’s thoughts and emotions, and their
influence on behaviors; accurately assessing one’s strengths and limitations;
possessing a well grounded sense of self-esteem, self-efficacy, self-confidence,
perceived control and optimism.

•

Self-management: Effectively regulating one’s thoughts, emotions and
behaviors; managing stress; savoring emotional well being, successfully
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engaging in skills such as coping, problem solving, mindfulness, relaxation, and
positive and productive thinking.
•

Self-awareness: Identifying appropriate social resources and supports;
displaying accurate perspective taking, respect for others, and empathy. (p. 198)

Conley reviewed universal prevention or promotion programs in higher education
specifically avoiding targeting specific groups of students identified or classified, and
focused on programs in the following categories of cognitive-behavioral, mediation,
mindfulness, relaxation and social skills that evaluated outcomes of emotional distress,
self-perceptions, social and emotional skills and relationships with others. To briefly
summarize, Conley found the programs about mindfulness to be the most effective and
further evaluated mindfulness in terms of the five SEL competencies. Mindfulness was
found effective in terms of supporting awareness of sensory experiences, self-acceptance
and self-directed positivity including compassion, peacefulness, joy, bringing attention
to the present moment non judgmentally, mindful approaches to the everyday practices
and experiences, patience, letting go, slowing down, relaxation and stress reduction,
mindful listening and empathy. Cognitive- behavioral programs were considered
promising and very briefly, involved cognitive modification or restructuring,
challenging distortions, generating counter arguments to negative self statements and
increasing positive self talk.
There is a call for SEL research in higher education. In this study, students
experiences of restorying resemble SEL concepts found in Conley’s (2015) work,
especially students’ reports of connecting, transacting, appreciating their own
contributions, seeing them of value, becoming metacognitive, feeling more actively
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engaged, being more mindful and aware in general, revaluing negative self talk and
renegotiating conceptualizations of literacy and of self as reader. Restorying literacy is
social and emotional learning, especially involving competencies of self-awareness, selfmanagement and social awareness. This study demonstrates ways in which students
engaged in SEL and ways they felt it helped them academically. Further research should
consider ways of incorporating SEL into literacy related coursework. According to
Conley, higher education personnel must see the value and role of SEL in conjunction
with academic learning. “Developing courses that promote SEL within the core (not just
elective) curriculum, such as through required first-year seminars, would reach more
students and would provide SEL benefits on a broader scale.” (p. 208). Providing a
foundational literacy course would provide college students with literacy strategies,
literacy theory to help readers think about their conceptualizations of reading and how
their thinking influences their literacy development, and social and emotional
competencies that would further support their literacy development throughout their
college careers and even beyond.
A Legacy
Students inherit imposed beliefs through methods of authority (Peirce, 1877).
Such beliefs tell us what to believe and give us little room to explore other beliefs. The
legacy of timed reading assessments such as DIBELS is impressive. DIBELS provides
students an inheritance of values in early grades that continue to inform and shape their
literacy identities indefinitely. College students bring with them their perceptions of the
reading process and they apply their repertoires of practice (Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003)
to their academic studies. Perceptions are psychological tools that mediate between the
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social and the individual. Students bring with them their literacy conceptualizations,
stories, and identities that act as psychological tools and which mediate their literacy and
learning as college students. Word focused models of reading saddle students with
constraints and deficit perspectives that hinder and constrain their world making and
their possible selves.
Literacy research is often framed within a sociocultural framework. This work
too is framed within a sociocultural theory, students’ cultures of literacy. Students bring
with them a cultural of literacy infused with experience, identity and story. Some
students bring with them a culture of literacy infused with negativity and deficit based
notions of self and of reading, and are not equipped to thrive within a new culture of
literacy at the university level that demands new levels of engagement, meaning making,
synthesizing, connecting and transacting. Future implications include ensuring that
students have appropriate tools to mediate their learning and literacy in college. Future
research should consider how students handle literacy culture shock, the disparity
between their cultures of literacy they have brought with them and new higher education
cultures of literacy.
In the next section I discuss implications of this study in relation to K-12 readers.
K-12 literacy instruction prepares college readers and has, as demonstrated in this study,
positioned readers towards reading and their identities as readers and as literate. I
discuss literacy instruction and timed reading assessments and the ways in which
literacy instruction has reified reading as something other than reading.
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K-12 Readers
Products of Reading Instruction
University students are concerned with the speed at which they read, not because
they want to speed read the overabundance of academic reading material, though they do,
but because within their personal theories of reading and their literacy histories, speed is
considered characteristic of good reading. In my mind I see a banner waving and it reads
“DIBELS, coming soon to a university near you”. Students remember DIBELS
(Dynamic Indicator of Basic Early Literacy Skills, Dynamic Measurement Group, 2008),
beginning in 2006, from their early grades and DIBELS is still teaching readers about
reading at the university level now. Talk about getting the most bang for your buck.
Students’ preoccupations with speed is evidence of what Yetta Goodman (personal
communication, April, 2015) said “We are all products of our reading instruction”.
Students characterized reading in terms of the relationship with speed which was
reinforced through timed reading assessments and an over focus on fluency. Students
defined good reading as fast reading or not slow reading, defined poor reading as slow
reading and not fast reading, defined good readers as fast readers and not slow readers
and defined poor readers as slow readers and not fast readers. Further students evaluated
themselves in terms of speed. When it came to evaluating and talking about reading,
speed was on students’ minds.
For many students in TLS 239, their literacy assessments and instruction reified
reading as something less than reading. Focusing readers on word accuracy, reading rate
and reading aloud does not prepare readers to use literacy to communicate, to learn, to
better understand their world, to transact with text or to be critical when reading silently.
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Rather, such emphases are debilitating and cheat students out of opportunities and
possibilities. Further, how can teachers mitigate consequences of debilitating literacy
instruction that confuse and demean readers by focusing on skills? During timed reading
assessments, readers may be penalized for taking necessary time to construct meaning
during reading (Flurkey, 2006). What are ways that teachers can evaluate instruction and
alleviate the mixed messages curriculum and instruction send to students?
Identity and stories. In kindergarten, stories are being written. In the first grade,
literacy identities are in the making. Identities and literacy narratives are continually
developing alongside of literacy instruction. Subsequently, by the time a reader reaches
college, literacy identities and stories are well developed and have been in the making
for 13+ years. Implications include accounting for readers’ construction of their literacy
identities and how to support their identity construction and story, or self-making during
their K-12 years. How can literacy instruction support healthy identity construction?
Healthy story making?
In the next section I talk about implications of this study in terms of K-12
teaching, curriculum and instruction. I discuss Harste’s reading trends he observed in the
early eighties, implications of inquiry based instruction, social and emotional literacy
learning and implications for identity work. I will also address teacher preparation.
K-12 Teaching, Curriculum and Instruction
Teaching, curriculum and instruction can incorporate problem posing and inquiry
based methodology into literacy instruction. For example, students can engage in a selfstudy of their reading and come to see not only what they do during reading but why
they do it. Students can challenge literacy instruction models and engage in inquiry
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about anomalous conceptualizations.
Experiences such as understanding concepts of miscue or retrospective miscue
analysis can engage readers in looking at their own reading and in becoming
metacognitive about their own thinking during reading. Such experiences revalue the
reading process as meaning making, restory readers perceptions about literacy and
ultimately restory the ways reader read. Providing opportunities for anomaly can
encourage readers to challenge literacy conceptualizations and disparate messages.
Since perceptions and attitudes are the building blocks of reading, they can be
incorporated into literacy instruction and discussion.
Literacy Landscapes
Harste (1985) wrote about landscapes in the field of literacy and new paradigms he
predicted for the field in 1985, over thirties years ago. He described Kuhn’s concept of
paradigmatic shifts as revolutions in science stemming from systematic breakdowns
when old approaches won’t resolve new problems, in other words, when the known
won’t accommodate the new or when there is doubt and disparity. Harste identified that
period of time as an exciting one to be a researcher and he identified three trends in
reading research. The trends were, “from transfer to transaction…from submission to
signification, and …from convention to collaboration” (p. 12:2). Harste’s shift from
transfer to transaction is easily understood in the context of this study. His notion of
transfer privileges the author’s message where meaning is transferred to the reader,
variables include reading skills and good readers transfer more than bad readers. His
construct of transaction resembles the Rosenblatt and Goodman position discussed
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previously in this study, a key concept in students’ restorying positioning the reader as
an actively engaged meaning maker.
Harste’s second trend is language focused. From submission to signification
discussed a submission view of reading as skills oriented, requiring practice until perfect
and where miscues are not tolerated and are further seen as mistakes. The trend towards
signification focuses on reading as a language process and “seeing reading as a process
of learning within a system of knowing” (p. 12:13) where readers are exposed to literacy
in multimodal ways and where readers are transformed through literacy. Harste was
hopeful at this trend he was observed and stated in 1985, “Today a submission view of
reading is being held by fewer and fewer specialists…” (p. 12:10). His third trend, from
convention to collaboration, was learning focused, and concentrated on trends from
passive to active approaches to language learning. “To view language learning as
collaboration is to see language learning as a socio-psycholinguistic process…the
learner is seen as active…Not only do language learners make language their own, but
in this process they endow language with their own birthmarks” (p. 12:15). Harste
stated:
Convention is seen as fact, something inherent in language itself, something
given, something outside and above any particular interpretive community of
language users (See Fish, 1980). It has become sort of a free floating standard.
Concepts such as “correctness,” “appropriateness”, and even to some degree
“proficiency” and “competency” reference anchor points in the “ideal” rather than
the “real” language user (Halliday & Hasan, 1980). In order to talk about
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language using these terms, the speaker needs to see him or herself above it all.
These are “outsider” rather than “insider” views of language learning. (p. 12:16)
Interestingly, thirty years ago Harste noticed trends, trends I wish were
evidenced today. And interestingly, Harste identified trends that I have observed in TLS
239. Thirty years ago Harste was writing amidst the whole language movement. Today,
major tenets of whole language (Goodman, 2014b) shape TLS 239 coursework and
experience. Harste’s comments remind me of Frank Smith’s (1988) invitation to readers
to join the literacy club where readers become “insiders”. TLS 239 students made
comments about using their miscue ears or noticing they were making connections
thinking their new metacognitive strategies were an inside secret. TLS 239 students had
felt like outsiders prior to their experiences. But as they learned about language and
came to see themselves as capable language users, they came to see themselves as
insiders. Literacy instruction would benefit from following Harste’s lead, focusing on
transaction, signification and collaboration, shedding attention towards transference,
submission and convention. Future considerations of this research must include
examining curriculum and instruction and the reification of reading that students have
reported.
Inquiry, Thinking and Beliefs
Freire (1972) describes a banking method where teachers make deposits of
knowledge into their students’ brains. They transmit knowledge to their students
implying that teachers know and determine what is meaningful and valuable and give
that to their students resembling a method of authority (Peirce, 1877). Freire counters
the banking method with his problem posing methodology positioning teachers as
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facilitators that support students in a dialogical relationship of problem posers. Bruner
(2002) describes a great narrative as “an invitation to problem finding, not a lesson in
problem solving. It is deeply about plight, about the road rather than about the inn to
which it leads.” (p. 20). Short (2015) too, emphasizes the importance of positioning
students as problem posers rather than problem solvers. Short states:
Freire (1978) argues that the person who poses the problem remains in control.
By retaining our role as problem posers, we maintain control while actively
engaging students only as problem solvers. They remain dependent on us to
determine what is significant and worth pursuing out of everything that is
possible, raising the risk that they may never learn to identify interesting
problems on their own….Dewey (1938) argues that the role of the teacher is to
create a learning environment that has the most potential for creating anomaly or
tension for learners. (p. 27)
This study describes a relationship between reading perceptions and self-perceptions
about reading. Additionally, this study illuminates the ways a reader’s beliefs and
attitudes position them towards reading. Through anomaly, students problematized
perceptions of literacy. Hence, how does literacy instruction and curriculum position
readers as problem posers? How can problem posing support readers in becoming
metacognitive during reading? How can educators create potential for anomaly that
supports personal literacy theory making in the early grades? How might literacy
curriculum and instruction avoid methods of authority, tenacity and a priori? Or, how
might teachers position students as problem posers within the constructs of mandated
literacy curriculum?
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Readers who understand their own reading process as constructive feel
empowered and capable. There is an increase in awareness about what strategies they
use and why. Proficient reading is about efficiency and effectiveness (K. Goodman,
1996) unrelated to reading rate or word accuracy, or fluency. Alan Flurkey’s (1998)
concept of flow illuminates the flexible way proficient readers read, speeding up or
slowing down as they use strategies to construct meaning. Readers, both proficient and
less proficient, vary their speed of reading as needed to construct meaning. Students who
approach the reading process as problem posers, can find out for themselves which
strategies are most helpful and can feel more capable as readers. Readers can find out
what they do and why they do it during reading, rather than focusing on knowing “how”
to read. By engaging readers as problem posers as part of literacy instruction and
curriculum, readers develop as independent, empowered and confident readers who
know how to use strategies flexibly and as needed. Readers are positioned to question
constructs of literacy in terms of orientation and equity and critical conceptualizations of
who is deemed literate and who is not. Students as readers will have a knowledge about
not only what they do during reading, but will have a knowledge of why. “Knowledge,
after all, is justified belief.” (Bruner, 1996, p. 59).
K-12 Literacy Instruction and Social and Emotional Learning
Darling-Hammond (2015) describes her concerns with the educational policies
that focus on labels of both students and schools resulting from standardized tests. She is
concerned that results are narrowing the scope of focus towards punitive accountability
ultimately disregarding affective aspects of learning and the social and emotional needs
and well-being of students. Darling-Hammond posits “The need to refocus American
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schools on the holistic development of children is profound…Attending to students’
psychological needs is as much a part of quality education as ensuring that they have
adequate resources, good instructional materials, and well-trained teachers.” (p. xi).
Darling-Hammond (2015) emphasizes the need for students to develop skills in
school that “enable self-regulation and dispositions that support self-efficacy and social
contribution.” (p. xii) and found in her work with high school students that when
students engaged in social and emotional learning opportunities, they felt more
positively about learning and school, their achievement increased and they achieved at
higher levels, they demonstrated greater aspirations and were more likely to graduate
and navigate college successfully. Darling-Hammond describes how such schools
engage in the Freirian construct of humanization, “the process of becoming more fully
human as social historical, thinking, communicating, transformative, creative persons
who participate in and with the word” (Freire, 2013, as cited in Darling-Hammond, p.
xii, 2015). This study touches on the implicit social and emotional literacy learning that
TLS 239 students engaged in prior to attending college and further describes the social
and emotional learning that took place as students conducted a study of the reading
process in TLS 239. How can K-12 educators explicitly address social and emotional
learning as part of literacy instruction? If students engage in humanizing forms of
literacy instruction, they are more apt to attend college well adjusted in their orientations
towards literacy and in their literacy identities. Social and emotional learning is inherent
in literacy learning and cannot be separated from it. Future research must find ways of
explicitly addressing the social and emotional needs of readers in addition to literacy
instruction.
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Identities and stories. Identities are constructed within figured worlds of
classrooms where value is attributed to reading and readers in different ways. Students
have developed identities as readers and as literate when they go to college. The
question is, how can teachers support the identity work that readers do as they engage in
K-12 literacy instruction? How can identity work be explicitly addressed and actively
engaged in positive and healthy ways throughout K-12 literacy instruction and
schooling? In what ways might teachers support readers in restorying deficit based selfperceptions as readers? How can teachers and instruction problem pose the deficit based
messages readers internalize? Literacy identity cannot be separated from literacy
engagement. Literacy instruction should focus on students’ stories, their landscapes of
action and their landscapes of consciousness.
This study addresses the importance of applying an identity lens to literacy
instruction and support for vulnerable readers. Educators seeking to reimagine
interventions as spaces for equity and for revaluing readers’ identities can draw from
frameworks of figured worlds and the production of identity. Identity work should
explicitly be at the forefront of reading support. Restorying includes both renegotiating
constructs of the reading process and of self as reader. Drawing from constructs of
agency and power, figured worlds emphasize participants positioning, and in this study,
as participants are positioned by other participants, as participants are self-positioned
and as participants are positioned towards reading. Implications include considering the
role of teacher and tutor as an active participants within readers’ figured worlds and how
identities are formed in these contexts relative to other participants including teachers,
specialists, tutors, and peers.
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Research should consider readers’ identity development in relation to the other
actors and cultural artifacts involved. Research on revaluing readers might benefit from
conversations that address participants of figured worlds coming “to understand their
ability to craft their future participation” (Urietta, 2007b, p. 120) and ways of supporting
readers in developing their imagination. According to Egan (1992), it is by means of
imagination “that we make ourselves, seeing the directions in which we might move and
the possible selves we might inhabit” (p. 33). Revaluing conversations could address
ways of mobilizing readers’ imaginations as part of identity production and in crafting
future participation as readers throughout figured worlds. If reading perceptions and
instruction serve as readers’ cultural artifacts and psychological tools to further mediate
readers experiences, what are the ramifications of current literacy instruction and
assessments serving as mediating factors. Do teachers think about the messages their
literacy instruction sends to readers and the ways those messages shape perception,
identity and story? Would an advocate of DIBELS be surprised at the data in this study?
Do they think wpm scores are still relevant in college? As adults? And how does
DIBELS contribute to the mission of Common Core to prepare college students? If the
goal of Common Core is to “ensure that all students are college and career-ready literate
no later than the end of high school” (NGA Center for Best Practices & CCSSO, 2011, p.
2) and literacy instruction is geared towards College and Career Readiness (CCR)
(http://www.corestandards.org/read-the-standards/), how does literacy instruction
account for college students preoccupations with fluency rather than constructing
meaning? How can literacy instruction account for the ways in which it reifies reading?
Implications of this study call for a reconsideration of the identity work and the
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reification current literacy instruction facilitates. Frederick Neitzsch eloquently
proclaimed “He who has a why can endure any how.”
(http://www.theperspectivesofnietzsche.com). Common Core is concerned with
students understanding “why”, however, they continue to go about it over focusing on
the “how to” aspect of learning through skills oriented approaches to reading.
Students engage in storytelling as they engage with literacy and literacy
instruction. Their relationship with literacy tells their story. They tell their stories in the
way they live their lives, in the way they position themselves as students, in the way
they position themselves as readers and writers, in the way they feel about themselves as
learners and readers. Educators and researchers must respect students’ stories and
understand the profound impact their landscapes of consciousness (Bruner, 1986) have
on their experiences as readers. Curriculum and instruction must account for storytelling.
Where do students conduct a close study of reading and what they “know, think, or feel
or do not know, think, or feel” (p. 14)? How can students become aware of this realm
that can saddle them and weigh them down or that has the power to lift them up and
propel them forward? Bruner (2002) describes “A self is probably the most impressive
work of art we ever produce, surely the most intricate, for we create not just one selfmaking story but many of them…” (p. 14). Teachers, curriculum and instruction all
coalesce into students’ storytelling and self-making. How can teachers become aware of
students’ stories and support revisions and rewriting as needed?
Teacher and Pre-Service Teacher Education
Incorporating concepts of identity work, inquiry, and story making should be at
forefront of literacy education courses for teacher education and pre-service teachers.
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Schonert-Reichl, Hanson-Peterson, and Hymel (2015) describe the research on preservice teacher education incorporating and addressing SEL as “nascent” (p. 409) but
there is research on SEL to incorporate into coursework. This study illuminates the need
for teachers to see the identity work and SEL that parallels literacy instruction and
development. Ideally, pre-service teachers can engage with literacy pedagogy including
SEL together, understanding the holistic nature of literacy development from the
beginning of their pre-service education.
Additional implications for pre-service teacher education include ensuring that
teachers have problem posed their own personal theory of literacy and their literacy
identity. Teachers should understand their own reading process before they support
students in developing their own. Teachers should have explored their own identities as
literate before they support students in their own literacy identity work. This theory
building or inquiry work can occur in pre-service teacher education courses.
Research is needed to get the word out about the social and emotional
implications of deficit based literacy instruction. Teacher education programs can pull
from that research base to engage in dialogue and problematize the neglect of SEL in
literacy instruction. However, Richardson & Anders (1994) pose that reading instruction
research primarily initiates new practice, but that more importantly, “practices need to
be contextualized, and to be reconstructed by individual teachers in the context of the
teacher’s goals and perceptions of the students.” (p. 207). As teachers and pre-service
teachers realize SEL goals and objectives within the realm of literacy education,
research can help position them towards facilitating restorying engagements. But a
teacher’s goals and students’ perceptions will contextualize their practices. Educators
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must make SEL and identity work a goal and must look to their students and their
perceptions as groundwork to build upon. Educators who are sensitive to their students
thinking and perceptions will be better positioned to support students, and will be better
able to construct learning environments that provide increased potential for anomaly.
Policy Makers
Altwerger, Jordan and Shelton (2007) discuss the concept of fluency and
consequences of policy makers and unfortunate government reports such as the National
Reading Panel (NRP) Report (2000). Altwerger et al. reflect on a panel discussion as
part of an International Reading Association Annual Convention in 2006 where Jay
Samuels, one of the authors of the section on fluency in the NRP Report participated.
Samuels spoke about important issues in reading, reflected on the language used to
discuss fluency in the report and explained that the language should have focused more
closely on “prosody”. Altwerger et al. report that Samuels stated “Speed is not a good
indicator of reading proficiency.” (p. 26), and with regards to how fluency is defined in
the section of the report he co-authored, Samuels stated “I screwed up on it. The real
definition should be, Can you read a text and understand it at the same time?” (p. 26).
Implications of this study include a call for research that continues to debunk the myths
of fluency in connection with comprehension. If policy makers can engage with both
research on fluency and comprehension and come to see the harmful effects of focusing
on fluency, mandated instruction and curriculum can be revised to meet the needs of
readers academically, socially and emotionally. Future research should include
educating policy makers about the construct of inquiry and the power and potential of
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supporting students in working out their own meanings, rather than through methods of
authority.
As long as young readers are focused on fluency, they will value fluency and
value themselves as readers based on their fluency. Many students will continue to go to
college with a concern about getting the words right and with negative constructions of
self. Policy makers in higher education can ensure that foundational general education
courses meet the academic, social and emotional needs of students and provide a
construct for restorying literacy for students who would benefit. Policy makers at the
level of teacher education can ensure that teacher certification programs require teachers
to demonstrate understanding that literacy is comprehension focused and that literacy
identities are developed alongside of literacy engagements. Educators can be prepared
for vulnerable readers and how to support and restory readers. Educators can be required
to account for SEL as part of literacy lessons plans.
Conclusion
My original intent in instructing TLS 239 was to support students in developing
a knowledge base and understanding of literacy that informed their decisions as tutors. I
am often asked to explicitly instruct someone as to what to do to help a vulnerable
reader. But I have known that it isn’t so much what I tell them to do as it is about what
they believe about literacy. I have continually revalued my own pedagogical stance as an
instructor of TLS 239 as I have come to realize the importance of supporting students as
they engage in inquiry and work out their own theory of literacy.
This study is in fact an inquiry and follows suit-students’ reports in TLS 239
surprised and challenged me. I had not anticipated that students would report poor self-
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perceptions as readers. I assumed that if the student was enrolled in a major university,
they considered themselves to be highly literate and most certainly a reader. I can hear
Yetta Goodman in my mind saying “but we are all products of our instruction” and I
understand that. I believe that. I know that. And it shouldn’t surprise me that college
readers bring with them word focused views of reading and preoccupations with fluency
and accuracy given the climate of K-12 reading instruction and testing. But it did.
On one hand, this is a case study of a university course and on the other hand, it
is action research, participatory action research as we engaged collectively in inquiry
about the reading process. Teachers are insiders in teacher research and therefor have a
unique view (Goswami et a., 2009). Explicitly engaging students as participants in a
self-study and in action research, informs my approaches in other venues where I work
with readers of all ages including parents. Hence, the action researcher/ teacher
researcher paradigm frames my thinking about how to restory readers in a variety of
settings. My inquiry led to explicitly striving to engage students in inquiry. Theories do
not only provide a construct for researchers but provide a construct for inquiry too.
The researcher in me is reflective and I am looking for ways of using new
theoretical insights to shape coursework and experiences for college students in a way
that mobilizes critical inquiry and that challenges autonomous constructs of reading.
Building a theory of restorying literacy helps me make sense theoretically of what I was
observing and what I was sensing. Further, documenting this phenomena pushes my
own inquiry and need to not only understand what was going on but to be able to explain
it and create curriculum and experience that facilitates and supports restorying literacy.
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Much like the theoretical framework of a research study gives form and function
to the research findings, readers have personal theories of reading giving shape and
value to their literacy engagements. Readers can become aware of, investigate, challenge
and reconstruct their personal theories of reading. This study described the ways
students engaged in theory building, reconsidered their long held literacy
conceptualizations, further described ensuing shifts in literacy perception, selfperceptions and engagement. That “shift” is the defining element in both the data and
the theoretical framework of this study, the space between the known and the new, and
the story, or world making that makes sense of that space.
Restorying is related to readers’ beliefs; the ways readers have positioned
themselves as readers and the positioned themselves towards reading. Restorying is
about shifting from deficit based orientations of self as reader, of the reading process
and rewriting and restorying personal literacy narrative through the process of semiotic
inquiry. The process of revaluing and re-writing readers’ stories takes time and is never
finished. Our stories come together creating a web that provides a framework for
understanding and making sense of new experiences (Short, 2012). As readers engage
with literacy holistically and are able to construct meaning, their webs of understanding
are further supported and contribute to their literacy identities and the ways they view
and engage with literacy. Readers continually transact (Rosenblatt, 1995) with new
experiences and within their belief system or personal theories.
There is a difference in knowing how to read and knowing how we read or
understanding why we read. Understanding how we read opens up a floodgate of
processes and strategies that college students, and all readers can use as tools throughout
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their coursework and their literate lives as students, parents, teachers and many other
possible selves. Understanding the ways in which readers construct literacy identities,
literacy beliefs and their literacy stories is paramount and must be considered as part of
literacy instruction as belief situates a reader with a “readiness to act” (Jensen, 1995).
Bruner (1996) describes “It seems evident, then, that skill in narrative construction and
narrative understanding is crucial to constructing our lives and a "place" for ourselves in
the possible world we will encounter.” (p. 40). Identity construction and story making
happens regardless of effort. You can’t avoid or forbid it. But teachers, researchers and
policy makers can be aware of and be respectful of readers’ stories and the implications
of their stories. Ironically, readers’ stories influence their reading. Focusing on readers’
stories and restorying as needed could prove a valuable resource for improving reading
achievement.
This study is about restorying. This study is my story as a teacher and researcher
and how college students in TLS 239 Literacy Tutoring challenged my thinking. More
importantly, this study is a story of college readers, everyday college readers who
walked into my classroom and faced their own anomalies, and faced their own stories.
Many of the students in this study were vulnerable readers who have felt silenced, and
are in fact “the very readers whose stories we need to hear most” (Jaeger, 2015, p. 18).
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APPENDIX A: THEMES AND CODING
Shifts in Literacy Perceptions
Readings

On Reading, Freire, Rosenblatt, Wave, Just Call Me Stupid, miscue articles

Concepts

Conceptualizations of
reading

Meaning
focused

Word
focused

Experiences

In class

Discussions
Activities

Miscue

Mistakes
Normal
Quality
Experiences

Listening
Documenting
Evaluating

Course impact
Metaphors
Readings
On Reading
Miscue articles
Responses
Always wondered
Challenge/ surprise
Relief
Value/ enjoyed
Transaction Parallel text Creative/ dynamic
Role of reader
Readings: Freire, Rosenblatt,
Wave
Course impact
Metaphors
Responses
Challenge/ surprise
Relief
Value/ enjoyed
Reading
Fast
rate
Slow
Word accuracy
Memories
Instruction & assessments
Negative self-perceptions
Whole class
Small group
Miscue
Listening
Workshop
Documenting

Evaluating
BRI

Strategy lessons

Out of class

Tutoring
Other classes

Sketch to stretch/ drawing
Inner voice
Presentations
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Shifts in Self-Perceptions of Readers
Negative
selfperceptions

Positive
selfperceptions

Nervousness / Anxiety
Disability
Confidence
Word focused
Reading
rate
Word
accuracy
Meaning focused
Word focused
Shifts from negative towards
positive self-perceptions

Slow
Fast
Oral reading
Silent reading

Meaning Miscue
focused

If I had
known
I’m better
than I
thought
Relief
Transaction Focus on
meaning
Relief
Reading rate
Discussions/community

Shifts in Literacy Engagements
Reading

Improved
reading

Reading more

Writing
Strategies

Other classes

Reading rate
Increased comprehension
More engaged
More effective
Assigned readings
Leisure readings

Meaning focused
Like to read
Confidence
Meaning focused
Easier
Metacognition
Inner voice
Thinking
Asking questions
Background knowledge, experience, connections, context
Margin notes, sticky notes, highlighting
More engaged
Less worried/ nervous
See relevance/ connection
Miscue ears
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